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Introduction

THEORY AND HISTORY

OF TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION

Technical communication, a form of writing often overlooked in literary scholar-

ship, affords us a unique view of the discourse environments that make up our

world. It provides examples of complex verbal and visual interactions of real

people in the context of daily working life, not divorced from the communities

in which they reside. This book is an analysis of layers of communication within

a single industry between the years 1810 and 1925, the time during which the

amount of technical communication began to increase exponentially. Most of

these documents do not have a beginning, a middle, or an end; they are instances,

fragments, or parts of a larger whole. Some are fragments of ongoing conver-

sations, some are attempts to record present physical realities, some are self-

promotion, but most are the visual and verbal remains of complex problem

solving. From an analysis of technical communication at Lukens Steel, we can

see that the industrial revolution would not have been possible without the

attendant—and intrinsic—evolution of complex technical communication. Tech-

nical communication is a language essential to work in the modern world.

TOWARD A STRATEGY OF READING

DISCOURSE COMMUNITIES

Behind this study is the notion that great stories are to be found not only

in fiction, but in ordinary, everyday writing. Technical communication is seldom

accomplished within a vacuum; it is usually a part of a larger ongoing com-

munity of speakers and listeners, writers and readers. Discourse communities are

multiple, overlapping, and interactive; they have many authors, both named

and unnamed, and many readers, both assumed and accidental. Just as we read

fiction for stories with human interest, we can read technical communication

for multiple complex stories with densely layered meaning. This strategy of

reading can be applied to a single industry (as it is in these pages), to medical
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literature, to pamphlets, sewing machine directions, corporate reports, train

schedules, game instructions, online discourse—to just about every situation

in which people communicate with text. The possibilities for analyzing social

discourse communities within their context are limitless.

When technical communication is analyzed as part of a larger discourse

environment, the reader needs to ask: Why was this document made? Who

made it? Who used it? Where was it kept and how was it treated? What value

did it hold in its own time and what value does it hold now? Such questions

open the door into a rich textual world that has barely been noticed by traditional

interpretative literary analyses. Reading in this fashion requires looking at the

entire document—the physical properties, as well as words—the binding, the

source, the illustrations, the media, and the condition. In short, it requires a

multidisciplinary contextual analysis. This approach to interpreting technical

writing can be called archaeological.

It is possible to analyze discourse environments in a variety of ways. For

instance, an analysis could focus on a single subject across time or compare

different subjects that exist at a single time. It is possible to analyze technical

communication in an entire industry, a portion of an industry, or a specific

instance of the industry. This book is an analysis of one instance (company)

within the American iron and steel industry, Lukens Steel, that began in 1810

and is still operated by a global steel corporation today. Lukens Steel provides

a good sample for analysis because it was managed by members of one family

for over 150 years and they saved the majority of their papers.

The changes in American manufacturing can be seen in the changing discourse

environment at Lukens Steel. The documents in the early years were mainly

deeds, handwritten letters, and complex accounting books, which included

daybooks, journals, and ledgers. After 1849 Lukens used letterbooks to record

outgoing correspondence: freshly written letters were pressed onto damp tissue

paper as they were written. Technical communication was sometimes included in

the letters, such as product specifications, drawings, and discussion of faulty

materials, but it was rare. It was an important step when the first record-keeping

documents appeared on the factory floor in the 1890s. From that point on, in

addition to the letterbooks used by management, there were records of steel

output from the open-hearth and plate mills, records of incoming and outgoing

material in railroad cars, records of defects, and other records, such as notebooks

carried by the foremen as in the example seen below (Figure 1). After 1900

general written and visual literacy can be seen in a wider group of authors from

the factory floor. Managers, workers, foremen, and business owners communi-

cated by a series of notes on small paper sent in an intrafactory mail system.

After the introduction of the typewriter and carbon paper, managers, foremen,

and the owners communicated via a third party, the stenographer typist. From

then the amount of communication generated and the parties it reached within

and outside the company grew exponentially.
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The theory behind my contextual method of reading was shaped by several

texts, including the work of Elizabeth Tebeaux, Joanne Yates, Charles Bazerman,

and Michel Foucault’s The Archaeology of Knowledge. This chapter briefly

discusses how their ideas preceded mine. Tebeaux was the first to look at

all texts, including instructional manuals, as being of literary value worthy of

further study. Yates was the first to analyze the changing methods of com-

munication in the corporate world. Bazerman described the evolving form

of the scientific report and how it met the needs of a discourse community.

Technical communication is far more important than scholars, to date, have

realized, and these authors have recognized that. Foucault was influential in that

he advocated reading the entire discourse community, within its context, and

understanding that separate utterances, statements or authored texts do not

exist without that which has gone before and that which comes after—all are parts

of an ongoing conversation.

Technical communication is a method of knowledge exchange that reaches

across both time and space; it enables people to codify received knowledge and

helps to generate new knowledge. In the early days of the American iron industry,

technical communication happened prediscursively, between people in imme-

diate proximity, and thus knowledge traveled slowly, often embodied within

a human being. In the nineteenth century, however, there was an explosion

of communication, and for the first time knowledge could travel as fast as the

railroads, newspapers, and journals. Since innovators could compare ideas and

results more rapidly, this hastened the rate of individual inventions and the

combination of inventions, eventually creating the technological world we live

in today. The importance of technical communication should not be under-

estimated—it is the text of knowledge.

FOUCAULT: THE ARCHAEOLOGY

OF KNOWLEDGE

In Foucault’s “Archaeological Method and the Discourse of Science,” Cynthia

Haller writes that Foucault’s method enables us to see “discourse not as a product

of authorial intention but as a matrix within which relations of knowledge and

power in society are created, maintained, and transformed . . .” [1, p. 56]. In

the matrix, the warp and woof are connected so that power can’t move without

moving knowledge, and vice versa. Social power relations will shape modalities

of technical communication at the same time that the capacity for technical

communication will shape and modify social relations. During the time span

of this book, specialized technological knowledge was at first embodied in

individual people, but gradually it emerged as notations on paper. As

management moved further away from the daily work and the complexity of

that work increased, technical writing became necessary in most parts of the

plant, including activities on the factory floor.
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In The Archaeology of Knowledge, Foucault wrote that “history transforms

documents into monuments” [2, p. 7]. In our society we have chosen to make

what we call literature the primary literary genre for monumentalization. By

doing this we memorialize an individual consciousness in a state of retrospection.

The rupture offered by Foucault invites us to choose something else. Technical

communication is a discourse form that is an external dialogue rather than an

internal monologue, an attempt to communicate with multiple people for multiple

purposes. It has a subject and a goal—the trading and creation of knowledge—

and it is the literature of a group rather than an individual.

Rather than seeing a book as a simple unity, with an author, a beginning, a

middle, and an end, Foucault reminds us that “The frontiers of a book are never

clear-cut: beyond the title, the first lines, and the last full stop, beyond its internal

configuration and its autonomous form, it is caught up in a system of references to

other books, other texts, other sentences: it is a node within a network” [2, p. 23].

All of the boundaries that we observe represent choices that we make. What is

deemed important by us at any given point in time differs. Interestingly, Foucault

also reminds us that, for every emergence of a text or document, there is much,

much more that has gone on behind the scenes to make it happen. He writes,

“Behind the visible façade of the system, one posits the rich uncertainty of

disorder; and beneath the thin surface of discourse, the whole mass of a largely

silent development . . .” [2, p. 76]. Technical communication is especially inter-

esting, because in it we can see a web of knowledge exchange that results in

actions in the world. Thus in technical communication we can hear multiple,

interweaving voices in networks of dialogue.

The basic building block of Foucault’s Archaeology of Knowledge is the

statement, or utterance. He defines a statement as “A seed that appears on the

surface of a tissue of which it is the constituent element,” or in other words, as

part of a network: “There is no statement that does not presuppose others; there

is no statement that is not surrounded by a field of coexistences . . .” [2, p. 88].

In the case of the American iron and steel industry, the statement may take

many forms: a scrawled note, a list of defects, a test report, a few words passed

between workers, a letter with drawings, or a calculation. It is these elements that

make up the larger discourse environment.

A discourse is a group of statements formed by specific discursive practices.

Discursive practices consist of the assumptions and rules underlying a discourse

(such as the methods for filling out a certain type of test report). When you

approach language in this manner, new worlds and possibilities open up. Reading

documents as statements from a discourse environment allows many levels of

interpretation: such a strategy makes it possible “to snatch past discourse from its

inertia and, for a moment, to rediscover something of its lost vitality” [2, p. 107].

Foucault also notes that, within discourse communities, some topics are

prohibited. In a speech delivered to the Collège de France, Foucault said (as

translated), “I am supposing that in every society the production of discourse is at
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once controlled, selected, organized and redistributed according to a certain

number of procedures . . . . The most obvious and familiar of these concerns what

is prohibited. We know perfectly well that we are not free to say just anything . . .”

[2, p. 216]. One of the prohibitions in the academic world today concerns the

definition of “literature”; presently, it is defined as fiction, religious writing,

poetry, and essays. There is a vast wealth of writing from the working world that

can be studied in context and yet, because it is relatively new (expanding in the

late nineteenth century), is not yet considered literature.

TEBEAUX: READING TECHNICAL

COMMUNICATION

Elizabeth Tebeaux wrote the first book-length analysis about the role of

technical communication in history in 1997, The Emergence of a Tradition:

Technical Writing in the English Renaissance, 1475-1640. Using Pollard and

Redgrave’s A Short-title Catalogue of Books Printed in England, Scotland,

& Ireland and of English Books Printed Abroad, 1475-1640 as a source, she

discovered hundreds of texts that have not been read or analyzed as part of the

modern canon. She argued that “technical writing, like literature, history, and

philosophy, is worthy of study in its own right” [3, p. 3]. She notes that studies of

the English Renaissance have long been focused on “courtiers, drama, political

intrigue, political and theological polemic, military and geographical conquests,

love poems, catechisms, sermons and worship aids” and she suggested that

reading technical writing provides “scholars of language a broader understanding

of the characteristics of a period than literary or historical studies alone will

afford” [3, p. 2]. In addition, reading technical communication as a literature

within an everyday context can provide an unfiltered, contemporaneous glimpse

of people working together in ordinary life.

Very little attention has been paid to writing about working people or ordinary

working activities, such as “farming, gardening, animal husbandry, surveying,

navigation, military science, accounting, recreation, estate management, house-

hold management, cooking, medicine, beekeeping, and silkworm production, to

name a few,” even though many of these documents are widely available [3, p. 3].

Tebeaux theorizes that little attention is paid to technical communication as

literature because it bears “the taint of the marketplace and the non-academic

world” [3, p. 3]. This is an example of how, as Foucault describes, discourse

communities create their own rules of formation and prohibit areas of inquiry.

Perhaps it’s time to expand the boundaries of what we read and what we teach

to have a richer and more accurate vision of the world.

Technical communication takes many different forms, which scholars have

hardly even begun to address. Each type and instance of technical communica-

tion is part of an ongoing dialogue, an interconnecting, overlapping, responsive

network with knowledge moving from node to node. Moreover, since examples
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of technical communication frequently incorporate many visual elements, their

analysis spills over into the field of graphic art. Layout is used to guide the eye,

and drawings, woodcuts, photographs, tables, and graphs are used, in tandem

with words, to attempt to communicate physical meaning. In 1983 John

Brockmann noted that the history of technical communication had, until that

point, focused mainly on great authors or scientists. This myth of the “genius in

the attic” has long been a part of our culture. In reality, inventions emerge from

multiple minds, and they emerge more rapidly when the minds are in com-

munication: new technology develops cumulatively by a series of inventions,

modifications and communications, rather than by a single person at a single

time [4, p. 245]. We are gradually moving away from the myth of the heroic

genius and toward a complex and nuanced view of the world and its functioning,

as being composed of many people with many voices and visions. Brockmann

suggested examining a “broad spectrum of writers,” including those who are

“uncelebrated,” since it would be “immensely more accurate and meaningful”

[5, p. 156]. It is time to look at the whole, rather than the part.

YATES: BEYOND INDIVIDUAL MEMORY

JoAnne Yates’s Control Through Communication: The Rise of System in

American Management brought business communication, another subset of trans-

actional rhetoric, to the fore as a discourse worthy of analysis. Like Tebeaux,

Yates is a pioneer who saw the possibilities in studying a form of communication

that has, thus far, been overlooked by the majority of scholars: corporate com-

munication. Yates took as her topic the evolution of corporate communication in

the railroad and manufacturing industries during the nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries. Just as Tebeaux outlines the history of how printing con-

tributed to the explosion of knowledge in the fifteenth century, Yates examines

how the railroad and telegraph changed the face of both business and com-

munication. For instance, railroads were central to the evolution of business

communication: they first required and then defined some of the fundamental

underlying methods of modern corporate communication. Yates argues that the

foundation of the modern corporation was created by the bureaucracy neces-

sitated by railroads, which required accurate time tables and notification of

accidents, as well as other exact data.

Before 1850, the economy was dominated by small firms owned and

managed by a single individual or a partnership and operating in a local or

regional market. The spread of the telegraph and of railroads around the

middle of the century encouraged firms to serve larger, regional and national

markets, while improvements in manufacturing technology created potential

economies of scale [6, p. 1].
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Through the growth of rapid travel and communication, larger networks of busi-

ness and industry were possible. These changes—the overcoming of geographical

boundaries—were essential in making possible the technologically advanced

society of today. The new distributed corporations were woven together with

communication: for the first time, communication was necessary, on a daily

basis, between all levels in the hierarchy of workers. “Only through such

communication could managers have any hope of coordinating the many

physically separated individuals and activities required to make the modern

corporation work” [6, p. xi]. The structure that emerged in the railroads gradu-

ally spread to other industries. A large part of Carnegie’s success in the

steel industry was that he and his partners had originally worked in the railroad

and telegraph industries, so they knew how to make use of this web of com-

munications that could distribute texts and hold a large group together across

time and space.

The increase in business communication is parallel to the increase in technical

communication, and the genres overlap: at times technical material was included

within business communication, and some business documents required technical

information. The methods of communication in the two genres overlap as well:

Yates described the telegraph, typewriter, duplicating methods, letterbooks,

and filing systems, all of which were essential to the emergence of modern

corporations. This communication was necessary to overcome the limitations of

the individual memory: “The published rules, the journal of operations, and the

monthly reports all reflected a desire to rise above the individual memory and to

establish an organizational memory tied to job positions and functions, rather than

to specific individuals” [6, p. 6]. In both cases the organizational and technical

communication had to “rise above the individual memory.” The creation and

continuation of business and industry had become a group act rather than an

individual one. Communication that had been used in small groups and family

businesses became insufficient as the complexity of technology grew beyond the

capacity of the individual mind. This is another reason for studying community,

rather than individual, communications.

BAZERMAN: THE EVOLUTION OF

SCIENTIFIC DISCOURSE

Scientific discourse is another form of communication, one which uses

structure and precedent to arrive at discovery and consensus. Charles

Bazerman approached scientific discourse from both archaeological and anthro-

pological standpoints. He wrote about viewing “text as a historical event

within the unfolding context” [7, p. 3]. Each member of a scientific dis-

course “writes as part of an evolving discussion, with its own goals, issues,

terms, arguments, and dialect” [7, p. 5]. This viewpoint parallels Foucault’s
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archaeological theory of the relativity of texts and the evolving strictures of

social discourse communities.

Like Yates and Tebeaux, Bazerman wrote about the power inherent within

text. Yates wrote about communication creating structures of social power, and

Tebeaux wrote about the knowledge dissemination that gave ordinary people

more power over their lives. Bazerman noted that scientific writing has given

us “increasingly immense control of the material world in which we reside”

[7, p. 13]. Technical communication is embedded within a structure and creates

power for its users. Massive iron and steel production would never have been

possible without increased communication, including the interaction with the

emerging fields of chemistry, testing, and standards that gave us enough power

to build the complex infrastructure we use today.

Like the business communication that Yates describes, technical com-

munication evolved and shifted in genre in order to fill a variety of needs. Words

for many of the elements in the iron industry, such as the word “steel,” were

continually being negotiated and redefined. None of this discourse sprang fully

formed from the head of Zeus. The same was true of the development of scien-

tific discourse. Bazerman argues that “Symbolic systems react to experiences

and situations, to contact with different communities and the formation of new

communities, to struggles with old meanings deemed inadequate to account

for emerging ideas and experiences, to the need to create shared understanding

and agreement where none existed previously” [7, p. 21]. In his analysis of

scientific articles, Bazerman found that the gradual emergence of its form was

a product of consensus and that each article was the product of consensus as

well [7, pp. 22-23].

The scientific article came to represent a distinct genre of writing and com-

munication. In business and technical communication, forms shift continually

according to need. Carolyn Miller defined genres as “typified rhetorical actions

based in recurrent situations” that can lead to successful group action [8, p. 159].

Different forms of writing emerge and evolve to fill different needs. In the case

of Lukens Steel, several new forms emerged at the turn of the nineteenth century,

including intensive reporting of data, standardized forms, multiple copies of

drawings, testing reports, and written technical communication between the

owners, managers, foremen, and workers. Later, complex typewritten letters and

reports created a new class of worker, the stenographer typist, who became

essential to industry as well.

OTHER STUDIES IN THE HISTORY OF

TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION

Brockmann wrote that studies of the history of technical communication

until 1983 had mainly reflected the “great author” method of discourse analysis

[5, p. 155]. The first articles about the history of technical communication
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often focused on science as well. For instance, in 1960 Joel Shulman wrote

“Technical Writers Who Became Famous as Scientists” and in 1961 Charles

Hargis wrote “America’s First Great Technical Writer” naming Benjamin

Franklin [9, p. 10]. In the 36 articles in the 1983 Brockmann bibliography, about

half refer to generic, institutional, or group matters and the other half are devoted

to individual authors, especially Chaucer and Franklin. Examples of individual

technical writers writing in isolation, such as Leonardo Da Vinci, can be studied

as technical communication, but individual geniuses are the exception rather than

the rule: they exist outside the context of working people in the working world.

The reward for looking at technical communication within its context is seeing

what happens in the a human network rather than an individual mind.

* * * * *

Louise Rosenblatt was the first to attempt to “broaden the framework” of

literature in Literature as Exploration in 1938. Rosenblatt distinguished between

aesthetic reading (predominantly literary) and efferent reading (predominantly

nonliterary). Aesthetic reading is focused on the personal whereas efferent

reading is part of a group dialogue that seeks to be read for a specific purpose

[11, p. xvii]. She pointed out that a literary work contains “a special kind of

intense and ordered experience—sensuous, intellectual, emotional—out of which

social insights may arise” [11, p. 31]. She broadened our reading of literary

work to include the reader’s response, and perhaps it is time to broaden it

further to include that which has been historically called nonliterary. Tech-

nical communication is also about the senses and the intellect. What it lacks in

emotion, it gains from its rich context, since it is almost always part of an ongoing

group discourse.

Can technical communication be read as literature? According to Terry

Eagleton, “Some texts are born literary, some achieve literariness, and some have

literariness thrust upon them” [12, p. 7]. What we consider to be literature is our

choice. The technical communication in the American iron and steel industry

is multilayered, dialogic, and full of examples of writing, drawing, research,

changing social relations, developing genres, and the growth of an industry.

In this analysis of Lukens Steel, we can see an extraordinary company con-

tinually repositioning itself to survive. In fact, they stayed in business until

1998, and part of the plant is still being operated by a global steel corporation

today. Lukens Steel was a fusion of family and worker, of intellectual inquiry

and chaotic structure, of opposites and ironies, as can be seen in a painting

of Rebecca Lukens on a military repair ship in 1947 (Figure 2). Other com-

panies have their own characteristics as well and can tell different tales. The

documentation that they produced, if they saved it, is a fluid conversation

caught in time. It is a different sort of literature than a novel, but it still tells

the story of human lives.
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CHAPTER 1

The Evolution of Technical

Communication in the American

Iron and Steel Industry

Technical communication has always been with us. Although its widespread use

is a recent phenomena, technical texts exist wherever writing exists. From the

documents left by Philo of Byzantium (c. 280-220 BCE) through Arabic works

in the Persian Empire to medieval and Renaissance texts, authors have been

writing about technology for thousands of years. In the iron industry, technical

communication can be seen in fragments from the Greek and Roman Empires [1].

Al-Kindi, Abu Yusuf Ya‘qub wrote treatises on mineralogy and metallurgy in

the ninth century CE [2, p. 22]. Renaissance texts were the first blossoming

of technical communication about mining and metallurgy, but it wasn’t until

approximately 1850 that the texts moved out of the sphere of intellectual scribes

and into the working world. The use of technical communication, both writing

and drawing, to exchange information grew with the industrial revolution: tech-

nology became so complex that we had to “rise above the individual memory

and to establish an organizational memory” [3, p. 6].

Prior to 1850 most technical information was transmitted orally and by

immediate physical proximity (watching and imitating). The Renaissance texts

were available to only a few, and even if they had been available, “Books

published before 1800 offered little practical advice; they were unlikely to

have been of much use to working ironmakers” [4, p. 313]. The fragments, or

incidental technical communication discussed later, are exceptions rather than

the rule, and would have reached a small audience, if any. The changes that

are documented in this book occurred when large numbers of people from

different groups began using writing as a method of problem solving and

creating new technology. At first these were working ironmasters, but as

time went on the Venn Diagram of foremen, workers, managers, engineers, and

outside experts who communicated via writing and drawing grew until it could

not be named or contained. By 1925 technical writing had become so fully
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integrated within our culture that the volume of our written interaction is

nearly infinite. We have moved from an orally-based culture to one predicated

on chirographic methods of knowledge creation and transfer. We use writing

and graphics as an aid to thinking, and written documents are statements in

conversation with each other.

Still, the earliest works on metallurgy in America were incidental or acci-

dental texts. The first official and consistent documents were furnace journals

which, although they mainly contained accounting records, were fluid in

form and sometimes had technical information as well. In the late nineteenth

century, however, publications surrounding the manufacture of iron and steel

exploded with writing as experts exchanged knowledge at a rate hitherto

unknown: state reports, commercial books, transactions of professional asso-

ciations, and illustrated trade newspapers flooded the market. These publi-

cations were an outgrowth of the increase in technical communication that

both accompanied and enabled rapid invention, modification of invention, and

its wide and varied implementation. This chapter will describe the background

of technical communication in America against which we can see the specific

case of Lukens Steel, wherein technical communication moved from the purview

of the owner-operators to the workers, foremen, and managers at roughly the

same time.

EARLY MINING AND METALWORKING TEXTS

The earliest authors of technical documents were military engineers. Writers

such as Philo recorded the earlier experiments of Ctesibius regarding catapults,

pneumatics, and fortresses, for example, in the third century BC [5, p. 25].

Although these writings are not about mining and metalworking, they set a

precedent. Sources from this time period are difficult to study because they are

“usually poorly preserved and often frankly bewildering” [6]. Similarly, the

technical texts from the Persian Empire are written in Arabic and often

untranslated and uncatalogued. During the Middle Ages, secrecy and magic

limited the open communication of knowledge, but with the Renaissance and the

invention of the printing press, many books were published about technical

communication. In the sixteenth century, two illustrated books were published

about metalworking: Agricola’s De Re Metallica (1556) and Vannoccio

Biringuccio’s The Pirotechnia (1540). Although the illustrations in these books

were doubtlessly useful for readers seeking information, they were probably not

used in the workplace. The former was published in Latin, which had no

corresponding words for mining and metallurgical processes [7, p. iii]. The latter

was written in Italian and translated into other languages, but few ironworkers

would ever have seen or even have known about these volumes. The spheres of

writing and work were still widely separated: these documents were collections of

received knowledge rather than a medium of exchange.
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INCIDENTAL TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION IN THE

EARLY AMERICAN IRON INDUSTRY

William Byrd

Nearly as soon as America was settled, investors attempted to use its resources

to produce iron. One of the earliest written records of how ironworks operated

is the personal journal of William Byrd (1674-1744), in the section called

“A Progress To The Mines” [8]. Byrd wrote this journal as notes to himself and

his family and friends between the years 1728 and 1736. In 1841 it was published

as a historical resource, and thus we have a window into early methods of

knowledge exchange—at that point, the only way to find out how to do something

was to find a person doing it and ask questions.

Byrd traveled through Virginia, near the Chesapeake Bay, and saw several

ironworks, recounting his experiences in his journal. In the early colonial time

period, taverns were few and far between, so travelers often stayed at local

homes. Much of his journal consists of descriptions of his hosts (many of

whom were women), the food, and weather. The following demonstrates his

method of gathering information about the iron industry. Mr. Chiswell’s

ironworks was near the Pamunky River in Virginia. First, Byrd describes the

reaction to his initial inquiry:

I found Mr. Chiswell a sensible, well-bred man, and very frank in com-

municating his knowledge in the mystery of making iron, wherein he has had

long experience. I told him I was come to spy the land, and inform myself

of the expense of carrying on an iron work with effect. That I sought my

instruction from him, who understood the whole mystery, having gained

full experience in every part of it; only I was very sorry he had bought that

experience so dear.

Chiswell was very willing to share his knowledge and took Bryd on a tour of

his works. He gave a great deal of advice, which Byrd recorded. He described the

necessity of assessing the ore, the importance of water power, and woodland for

charcoal fuel. Also, in the American south the economy was based on slave labor,

so there had to be land sufficient to grow corn. He summarized that “if all these

circumstances should happily concur, and you could procure honest colliers and

firemen, which will be difficult to do, you may easily run eight hundred tons of

sow iron a year [8, pp. 127-128]. When Byrd wrote that Chiswell had “bought

his experience so dear,” it was because the ironworks were standing idle for

lack of water. The variables that went into the process of making iron were so

numerous that many of the ironworking operations in early America failed.

The major reasons were poor waterpower, too great a distance to market, insuffi-

cient ore, or not enough workers.
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Although Byrd’s “A Progress To The Mines” contained technical information

about the early iron industry, it was a private journal. He had no intention of

publishing it, and it was not published during his lifetime. Thus, it was not

written for the purposes of knowledge exchange, and it was not in dialogue with

other documents. Many of the early ironworks in the Colonies failed since

ironmaking knowledge was still embedded in the workers—as Chiswell said,

“honest colliers and firemen, which will be difficult to [find]” and knowledge

moved only when the workers moved.

Tuball Ironworks

Later, Byrd visited another troubled ironworks that belonged to the Governor

of Virginia, Alexander Spotswood (1676-1740). By 1739 Spotswood was

trying to rent his ironworks, leaving another incidental document about the

American iron industry: he published Iron Works At Tuball, a formal description

of the ironworks, terms, and conditions that were later made into a facsimile

by the University of Virginia [9]. Spotswood gained ironworking knowledge

by importing German workers who embodied it. However, many of the

indentured servants left as soon as their time was up in order to seek out new

opportunities. Thus, he came to rely on the use of slaves who had become highly

skilled workers [9, p. 15].

During this time, the only consistently successful ironworks were the

Principio and Baltimore Ironworks, both of which processed bog iron near major

water routes. When Byrd visited Washington’s ironworks on the Potomac, he

described the manager, Mr. England, who “can neither write nor read; but without

those helps, is so well skilled in iron works, that he does not only carry on his

furnace, but has likewise the chief management of the works at Principia, at the

head of the bay” [8, pp. 138-139]. Thus, technical knowledge about ironmaking

in eighteenth century America was tacit knowledge embodied within an indi-

vidual. The operations were small enough that there was no need for written

communication to help them do their work.

Swedish Industrial Spying

Another type of incidental writing about the early American iron industry

was Report about the Mines in the United States of America, 1783 by Samuel

Gustaf Hermelin (1744-1820), an industrial spy from Sweden. He was working

within a tradition of industrial spying—Emanuel Swedenborg also wrote

De Ferro [10, p. 9]. In the eighteenth century, England had run out of charcoal

fuel and had begun importing iron from Sweden, thus making Sweden a crucial

supplier. Hermelin was sent by the king to assess the status of their competitor.

His account is mainly a narrative listing the existing ironworks in the United

States, with a comparative analysis of the cost of labor and product. He describes

some of the geological strata in Pennsylvania, the ores, the workers, and the
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industrial processes. His conclusion, at the beginning of the report, is that “In

some of the United States of America, rich iron ores are obtained at cheap prices

on account of the nature of the ore quarries, but, on the other hand, considerable

expenses are incurred in manufacture through [the existing] high coal prices

and wages” [10, p. 15]. Thus, American iron was not a significant threat to

the Swedish iron industry because the power of the worker, sole repository of

knowledge, allowed them to demand high wages.

Hasenclever’s Apologia

Peter Hasenclever (1716-1793) provided another example of the power of

the worker as the sole carrier of ironmaking knowledge. His apologia, The

Remarkable Case of Peter Hasenclever, Merchant, describes the distributed

ironworking empire that he built in 1764. To import knowledge, Hasenclever

hired experienced laborers from Germany—forgemen, furnace men, charcoal

burners, miners, masons, and carpenters—and transported them, along with their

families, to New Jersey. These experienced workers built five ironmaking

villages, each with a furnace, multiple forges with multiple fires, stamping mills,

coal houses, blacksmith shops, houses, saw mills, reservoirs, ponds, bridges

and roads, in an extremely short time, from 1764 to 1767. However, since wages

were high and workers scarce, Hasenclever’s workers quickly became con-

tentious. Despite the language barriers, they learned from native workers that

Hasenclever’s wages were low, so they demanded more money. This, combined

with Hasenclever’s overspending (nearly £40,000 in three years) resulted in

his being recalled to England and eventually declaring bankruptcy [11]. This was

the source of the apologia, which, like Byrd’s journal, Spotswood’s prospectus,

and Hermelin’s report, was not written to communicate technical knowledge.

These texts were written for other, incidental purposes; technical knowledge

was still embodied within the worker.

Robert Erskine’s Letters

In 1771 Robert Erskine (1735-1780) came to America to attempt to save

Hasenclever’s failing ironworks. However, since Erskine was trained as a

hydraulics engineer, he had to quickly learn about the iron industry before he set

out. Thus, like Byrd, he traveled: he went through England, Wales, and Scotland

and took detailed notes of everything he saw, sending them as letters to his

employer. Before he left for America, he retrieved the letters and used them as

technical notes written to himself. These letters are some of the most clear and

detailed descriptions of the existing ironworks and ironworking processes that

exist from this period. The letters describe, as exactly as possible, blast furnaces,

blowing engines, forges, foundries, steel works, processes, and experiments. As

an example, he described an early steam engine, a technology that would not

come to be used extensively in America for another half century:
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. . . the Bellows is an Iron Cylinder about 6 feet diamr. Worked by a fire

Engine: The stroke is between 5 + 6 feet; the cylinder is fixed, and the piston

enters at the bottom, and Works upwards, the piston rod from the beam of

the fire Engine, branching into four rods, which descend on the outside of the

Cylinder. When the piston rod ascends the air escapes through two tubes at

the Top; but were such a body of air confined to the pipes which conveyed

it to the furnace, some part of the machine must give way, and the blast would

likewise intermit; the Tubes from the Cylinder therefore communicate with

two Cast Iron Vessels about 8 feet Diamr. Inverted in Cisterns of Water,

very much loaded to prevent their being buoyed up; in these, the Air, by

forcing out the Water, expands itself, and the pressure of the water returning

into them, continues the Blast, when the piston is going down; the Air returns

through the same pipe it entered the Air vessels, and as Valves prevent its

again entering the Cylinder, it passes through a square Tube made of Wood,

to the furnace [12].

This is an example of fine technical writing; but, since the letters were written

to gain personal knowledge and not part of a social dialogue, they were still

incidental to the industry as a whole. Like Byrd, Erskine was using writing to

create knowledge for an individual, not as part of a group dialogue. Erskine, too,

found that the real ironmaking knowledge resided within the workers and it was

to the workers, that he addressed the majority of his questions [13, p. 176].

There are myriad examples of such incidental technical communication sur-

rounding not only the iron industry but every industry. The consistent and wide-

spread use of written technical communication in the workplace did not begin

until the nineteenth century, and then the forms that emerged were additive—the

earlier forms were kept and more types joined them in the fluid discourse of

ongoing information exchange. For instance, we still use prediscursive, tacit

communication in which people learn directly from each other; there is no better

method of knowledge exchange than sharing multiple sensory experiences in

close physical proximity. Thus, even as written abstractions became a tool with

which we modify the world, the oldest method of knowledge transfer—that of

watching and imitating—is still fundamental in the working world. Later, the

addition of writing and drawing as methods of knowledge transfer allowed more

minds to interact, theorize, and create new ideas.

FURNACE JOURNALS

Furnace journals were the fundamental written records that served the iron-

making industry during the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries.

They are a rich source of knowledge for economists and historians because life

can be reconstructed from them. For instance, the historian Charles Dew wrote

Ironmaker to the Confederacy (1966, 1999) and Bond of Iron: Master and Slave

at Buffalo Forge (1994) from a series of furnace journals and housekeeping

books that he found scattered throughout the south and the Midwest; he was able
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to reconstruct daily life from these journals [14]. Most furnace journals were

kept for accounting. Elizabeth Tebeaux wrote about how accounting methods

evolved from a single book to “several books, each serving a different purpose

[15, p. 319]. Principio had hundreds of books. Most ironworks had at least

three—a day book, a journal, and a ledger. These documents are interesting

because they gradually evolved to serve other needs, such as recording

incoming supplies, outgoing products, shipping charges, and even the life

of a town. At Lukens Steel they were the predecessor of the record keeping

described in Chapter 4.

Day books, also called waste books, were usually written in every day,

recording events as they happened; journals were intermediary books between

day books and ledgers, which consolidated the chronological events under subject

name headings; ledgers summarized the financial data for specific accounts and

were usually updated once per year. The three books were often cross-indexed

with numbers representing subject names, and the ledgers had an index as

well. Since legal tender was scarce in early America, the accounts were seldom

settled—just noted—and ran on from year to year. Many other books were

used as well, such as collier’s books for keeping information about charcoal,

blast books about the operation and output of the furnaces, records about the

company’s store, and time books for workers. Many of the smaller ironworks

kept all of the above information in one book, leaving space between sections.

Furnace journals were the first writing kept and used at the ironworks and,

as such, they gradually developed into other genres. The Martha Furnace Diary

and Journal (1808-1815) kept daily information, such as the weather, the oper-

ating of the furnace, fights, injuries, and drunkenness on the right page, and

time information about the workers on the left (Figures 1 and 2). Some entries

are mundane, such as “Owen Hedger quit. Jeremiah Fealdon took his team &

boarding in the kitchen,” and some have a wry humor, such as “The general topic

of conversation here is respecting a dog that passed by today. It was said that

he bit several dogs and was raving mad & some say that he yet retains his

Mental Faculties” [16, p. 53].

George Nock His Book Ramapo Works (1837) evolved from a typical

accounting furnace journal into incidental technical communication. This small

journal began with standard record keeping data, but soon the author abandoned

this material and filled it with recipes for making different types of iron and

steel as well as descriptions of other technological processes (Figure 3) [17].

Throughout the world, accounting practices predated other forms of writing,

and it is visible in the iron industry as well: the Nock journal shows a shift from

financial record keeping to early technical writing. Prior to the nineteenth century,

thinking about and creating new ironmaking technology happened prediscur-

sively, with workers in close proximity sharing knowledge. As time went on,

the more abstract act of writing enabled people, such as George Nock, to take the

tacit knowledge and write it down on a page.
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Figure 1. Martha Furnace Journal, Left Page (1808). This page listed the

names of the workers across the top and the days of the month

down the side, recording the employees overall time.
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Figure 2. Martha Furnace Journal, Right Page. The clerk for the Martha

Furnace kept a daily account of significant activity in the ironworks, thereby

capturing a portrait of life in a nineteenth century ironmaking village.



STATE REPORTS

In the mid-nineteenth century there was an explosion of publications about the

iron industry. States began publishing geological reports about their natural

resources, commercial publishers printed books for a reading public, and weekly

journals carried current news to those in the business. The state reports were the

first publications to be potentially useful to ironmakers. “As educated individuals

turned their attention to the application of science to economic development in the

early 19th century, some of them convinced their state legislatures to appropriate

money for geological surveys intended to find economically useful mineral resources”

[4, p. 31]. The early state reports were meant to be persuasive rhetorically in order

to encourage the exploitation of the mineral deposits, and in some cases they suc-

ceeded. Since the science of geology was new, most of the geologists commis-

sioned to write the reports were more interested in furthering their knowledge of

Earth’s structure than helping industry to exploit its resources. Consequently, the

funding for these early state reports was sporadic and often withdrawn.
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Figure 3. George Nock—His Book, Ramapo Works (1837). This small

journal began by recording transactions but changed to recording

recipes for nineteenth century metallurgical processes.



The first extensive state geological report was by J. H. Alexander, the topo-

graphical engineer of Maryland. His report, published in 1840, was quickly

followed with multivolume state reports in Massachusetts and New York. Many

of these geological reports intersected with the field of mining, and thus they

provided information about minerals, machinery, and topography that was

valuable to the growing iron industry. The one that contained the most infor-

mation about the iron industry was William Kitchell’s Second Annual Report

on the Geological Survey of the State of New Jersey for the Year 1855. Kitchell

(1827–1861) focused on the mineral industry. He located and documented iron

mines and ironworks, describing processes and machinery that had not yet been

captured in writing. He also hired John Hermann Carmiencke (1810–1867), a

Hudson River School painter, to accompany the surveyors and produce images

of the mines and the miners themselves. Carmiencke sketched in the field and

then transferred the sketches to wood, which were then cut by a professional

engraver [18]. These images are important because they are early images of an

otherwise undocumented industry (Figure 4).

Commercial Books

In the 1850s, even though technical writing was still not used in the workplace,

commercial publishers found that people would pay for technical knowledge.

They started printing books on technical subjects for general audiences. Like

Agricola’s and Biringuccio’s 16th century volumes, these books were richly

illustrated. However, the 19th century volumes were less expensive, contained

more detailed illustrations and reached a wider audience. The additional detail

in the illustrations came from improvements in wood engraving techniques

(Figures 5 and 6). The improvements were the use of an engraver’s burin (instead

of a knife) and the subsequent ability to cut harder wood against the grain that

could withstand longer print runs [19]. These detailed illustrations hastened

the pace of knowledge transfer across broad segments of the population. They are

part of the shift from prediscursive, physical and verbal technical communication

to using writing and drawing as essential tools in the workplace.

Henry Carey Baird & Co., Industrial Publishers, started publishing a series

of technical and industrial manuals in 1849, which eventually included hundreds

of titles and lasted into the twentieth century. Tebeaux notes that during the

Renaissance, “printers soon saw that a market existed for instructional books

that covered a variety of practical subjects” [15, p. 10]. A similar reading public

emerged in nineteenth-century America. The earliest volumes about the iron

industry were written by a German immigrant, Frederick Overman. His The

Manufacture of Iron was the most widely distributed of his volumes and can still

be found in libraries today (Figure 7). Overman published two additional books

on metallurgy in the next two years, and many other authors wrote about other
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aspects of the iron industry, such as metal working, metallurgy, and molding as

well. A reading public had emerged that was hungry for books about technology.

PUBLICATIONS OF PROFESSIONAL

ASSOCIATIONS

Writing, as a way of thinking and communicating, was central in the forma-

tion of professional associations that studied, discussed, and attempted to solve

problems for the new industries. The purposes of the associations, based on the

scientific societies in Europe, were “to promote the Arts and Sciences con-

nected with the economical production of the useful minerals and metals, and

the welfare of those employed in these industries, by means of meetings for social
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Figure 4. Woodcut of Drawing by Herman Carmiencke in William

Kitchell’s Second Annual Report (1856). Carmienckie, a Hudson

River School painter, turned his artistic eye to the early

American iron industry and its machinery.



intercourse, and the reading and discussion of professional papers, and to circu-

late, by means of publications among its members and associates, the information

thus obtained” [20, p. xvii]. The writing, reading, and publication of papers

was a major method of knowledge exchange on a broad scale. Meeting where

geographically distant ironmakers could meet, tour factories, and exchange

information face-to-face.

The American Iron Association (later the American Iron and Steel Association;

now called the American Iron and Steel Institute) held its first national meeting in

1849. They were shortly followed by the American Institute of Mining Engineers

(AIME) in 1870, the United States Association of Charcoal Iron Workers in

1880, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) in 1880, and the

American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) in 1898. These are only a

fraction of the professional organizations that formed in the nineteenth century:

with railroad transportation it was possible, for the first time, to hold meetings

with a geographically disparate group on a regular basis. The associations pub-

lished newspapers, bulletins, directories and transactions (or proceedings) that

recorded meetings, paper presentations, dinners and trips to industrial sites, as

well as transcriptions of the discussions that followed the reading of the papers

(Figure 8). The formation of these groups was roughly concurrent with the

beginnings of record keeping on the factory floor at Lukens Steel. Literacy

was already a necessity for the members of the professional associations as

they traded ideas, and gradually literacy was becoming useful on the factory

floor as well. The importance of the professional associations, however, was that
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Figure 5. A Woodcut from Biringuccio’s Pirotechnia (1540).

The woodcut was made with a knife along the grain of soft

wood and thus the detail is simplified.



they hastened the rate of knowledge transfer. Their publications—directories,

statistics, bulletins, papers, and proceedings—contributed to the rapid develop-

ment and improvement of early steel technology. Writing had begun to permeate

the working world.

ILLUSTRATED TRADE NEWSPAPERS

In the mid-nineteenth century illustrated newspapers appeared on a variety of

professional topics. The first to specialize in a single industry was the American
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Figure 6. A Woodcut from Overman’s Manufacture (1854). This woodcut

was made with an etching burin against the end grain of wood (such as

can be seen in the exposed wooden housing above) creating a more

detailed image that could withstand longer print runs.
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Figure 7. Frederick Overman’s Manufacture of Iron (1854).

Overman was the first to publish general commercial books about

the iron industry in America. This volume was very popular and

went through many editions.
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Figure 8. Sample of the Table of Contents for the Transactions of the

American Institute of Mining Engineers (1893). The first meeting of the

AIME was in 1871 and the first Transactions were published in 1873,

recording meetings, papers, and discussions.



Railroad Journal, started in 1832 [21, p. 1]. However, the journals were flexible

and often broadened or narrowed their focus to target a specific readership. In

1849 the American Railroad Journal changed its name to the American Railroad

Journal and Iron Manufacturers and Mining Gazette and added material about

the iron industry. In 1867 the Iron Trade Review began publication. It changed

its name to Steel in 1930, when iron was no longer a major product, and changed

it again to Industry Week when the steel industry in America went into decline.

There was also Iron, Iron Age, Iron Era, and others.

One of the earliest journals about the iron industry was the Engineering

and Mining Journal (EMJ). Originally it was the American Journal of Mining,

Milling, Oil-Boring, Geology, Mineralogy, Metallurgy, etc. (Figure 9). At first

it contained articles about the deposits of gold and silver in the American west.

In 1868 Rossiter W. Raymond, the eventual secretary of AIME, took over the

editorship and the title changed to the Engineering and Mining Journal. The

weekly published information about a variety of topics, including reports on

mining activities from every region of the country (which arrived by steamship);

notes on inventions; patents pending; discussions of geology, machinery, and

chemistry; prices for coal, securities, gold, and other minerals; and advertise-

ments. After Raymond took over the editorship, EMJ became closely tied to

AIME. It, too, published the papers read at the meetings and discussions that

followed them, thus ensuring the maximum amount of exposure. In one issue

of EMJ, the editor wrote, “It has long been the opinion of those familiar with

the transactions of the Institute that the discussions which follow the reading

of papers are frequently more valuable than the papers themselves” [22, p. 195].

Tacit knowledge, embodied by experts in the workplace, was in the process of

being transferred to codified knowledge, written and drawn in a specific form.

The transcribed discussions are a perfect example of a bridge from spoken to

written knowledge exchange.

EARLY TWENTIETH-CENTURY TECHNICAL

COMMUNICATION

The types of technical communication publications that emerged in the nine-

teenth century were joined in the twentieth century by many others. Businesses

started publishing product guides, which functioned both as informational

manuals and as advertising tools. Industry started using requests for proposals

(RFPs) and proposals, consultant reports, advertising, and many other forms,

some of which will be discussed later. These publications laid the foundation for a

literate work environment; by the twentieth century, technical communication

had permeated the culture as a whole. It was no longer the domain of profes-

sional engineers and business owners; a general literacy, such as being able to

understand lists as well as create and interpret drawings, was required by an

increasing number of workers; and advanced literacy, such as the ability to read,
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Figure 9. Early Version of the Engineering and Mining Journal (1866).

The cover of this large-format weekly newspaper shows

the journal headquarters.
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Figure 10. Page from Laying Out for Boiler Makers and Plate Fabricators.

This is an example of a highly-specific technical manual containing

both text and drawings [24].



interpret, and write, led to management positions. Colleges began forming and

advertising their mining and metallurgy programs in the 1860s, and new com-

mercial publishers emerged which produced educational texts. For instance,

the Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company first published Laying Out for

Boiler Makers and Plate Fabricators in 1907 [23], a book that illustrates the

end-use for some of Lukens’ product. The book contains both text and pictures so

that it would be accessible to both literate and semiliterate workers at different

levels (Figure 10). The Wiley Technical Series started at about the same time

to provide “A series of carefully adapted texts for use in technical, vocational and

industrial schools” [24]. By the early twentieth century, technical communication

was increasingly necessary to workers. Literacy had become a skill that led

to more powerful (and safer) positions.

* * * * *

The preceding is the background against which the emergence of technical

communication at Lukens Steel took place. The owners of the firm used

many of the resources listed above—they read the trade publications, published

articles in journals, and presented papers at meetings. They were more educated

than the majority of ironmasters because they were a specialty steel manufacturer,

dependent on using specific chemical compositions and materials knowledge in

their manufacturing process. Their advanced degrees (two of the owners, Charles

Lukens and Charles Huston, were medical doctors) enabled them to produce

a more complex product and that, in turn, required more literacy from their

employees. At first, the owners encouraged the foremen to visit other plants to

gain information, but as time went on they also encouraged them to subscribe to

journals and attend trade-association meetings. At the end of the nineteenth

century, intensive record keeping was required of foremen, but by the twentieth

century workers, foremen, and management used writing and drawing to describe

and solve problems, and share knowledge. More voices had joined the techno-

logical conversation and more minds used writing and drawing to come up with

new ideas and solve problems. New forms of technical communication emerged—

handwritten notes between workers, management, and owners; graphs; blueprints;

test reports and inspection forms; scientific analysis and correspondence—and

the amount of documents grew exponentially. In 1915, when carbon paper was

available, a new type of worker joined the plant, the stenographer typist. This new

worker was able to bridge the gaps between levels of literacy and turn spoken

language into readable documents of great length and detail. The stenographer

typist, later called the secretary, embedded literacy within the organization.
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CHAPTER 2

The History of Lukens Steel

(1810-1925)

In the history of Lukens Steel we can see the rough edges of the changes in

communication over time. During the early and mid-nineteenth century, when

industry was young, only the business owners and later, a few employees used

writing as a method of communication. The tools were primitive—the quill pen,

paper, and later letterbooks—and thus communication was kept at a minimum.

This state of affairs lasted until about 1870, when they built more sophisti-

cated technological mills and needed to keep records for inspection and tracking

defects, at which point record keeping joined the correspondence and financial

journals. It wasn’t until 1890, when they built two open-hearth furnaces and the

largest rolling mill in the country, that the need for technical communication

increased. Consequently, more and more voices from across the plant joined in

the social discourse community. They were beginning to rely on writing and

drawing to communicate and solve complex problems. This reliance on multiple

voices exploded in the early twentieth century to the massive and multiple

networks of technical communication that we are familiar with today.

As a single instance of a particular industry, it should be stated that Lukens

Steel is unusual. First, since it remained under direct family control for 188 years,

the owners were able to save many of their papers over a long period. This

situation is not replicated in many other companies that frequently discarded old

documents. The Lukens documents provide a microview of the development

of technical communication as well as the technology during this time. Second,

Lukens Steel was a family-owned business and it was run more like a family

than a corporation—their Quaker background served them in their attempt to

treat their employees fairly. The result was that multiple families worked at

the plant for generations. Lukens was unique in its business philosophy as well.

In the beginning, their policies were very conservative: “The partners never

changed anything unless the pressure to do so was enormous” [1, p. 177].

However, when complex new technologies increased demand for their product,
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they met the demand, experimented, and built cutting-edge facilities. Their

attitude toward technical communication and its technologies parallels this

mixture of conservatism and progressivism: although they introduced the

typewriter in 1885, they maintained the cumbersome letterbooks until 1903 and

did not hire multiple stenographer typists until 1910. Thus, the dates of their

adoption of communication technologies cannot be applied to other industries,

which evolved differently.

This chapter provides a brief history of Lukens Steel and its owners, as well

as an overview of new plants built between 1810 and 1925. This is background

material for understanding how the plant itself and the social organization

surrounding it evolved over time. The period includes two wars—the Civil War

and World War I—both of which were important to the company’s success and

expansion. Most importantly for this book, however, the time period spans the

shift from craftwork to industrialization. In 1810 ironmaking was still a craft,

done by individual experts, with variable results. By the end of the nineteenth

century, steel, a specialized form of iron, had largely replaced it. By 1925

steelmaking was a complex set of actions, interactions, and reactions, some of

which were understood and some of which were not. Technical communication

evolved at Lukens Steel in order to communicate complex problems and propose

experiments and solutions. And, as communication within the factory increased,

so did the communication with consulting engineers, government inspectors,

professional associations and other experts as they worked together to define

standards and find the best metallurgical solutions to make a product as important

as boiler plate for ship and railroad engines as safe as it could be.

THE EDUCATION OF REBECCA LUKENS AT THE

FEDERAL SLITTING MILL, 1793

The most unique feature of Lukens Steel is that it was set on a sound financial

footing by a woman who, despite being pregnant and with three children, took

over the business when her husband died in 1825. For over 22 years Rebecca

Lukens negotiated the tempestuous financial markets of the nineteenth century

iron industry and set the business on a course of “riskless sufficiency” that

enabled them to survive [1, p. iv]. The financial foundation that she created was

followed by the continued success of four subsequent generations. Family and

work were one to Rebecca Lukens [2, p. 277]. Family and work were one to the

generations that followed as well.

Lukens Steel began as the Brandywine Iron Works and Nail Factory in 1810,

but Rebecca Lukens (1794-1854) began her education in the industry at her

father’s side in the Federal Slitting Mill, started in 1793 by Isaac Pennock. Prior

to the Revolutionary War, the iron industry in America was severely curtailed

by the Iron Act of 1750, passed by Parliament, which forbade the making of

iron products other than pig or bar iron. The act specifically forbade rolling and
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slitting mills, and so when the war was won, Pennock named his first mill after the

government that made it possible. The Federal Slitting Mill, like most industries

in the eighteenth century, required water for power, and thus it was set at the edge

of a river. The technology in a slitting mill was simple: using bar iron (pig iron

refined by hammering or puddling), the workers heated and rolled the raw

iron until it was a sheet. Sometimes they reheated it, folding it over and ham-

mering it for extra strength. These sheets were then made into nail rod, hoops for

barrels and wagon wheels, and rods that were sold as bar iron for blacksmiths.

Isaac Pennock started the Federal Slitting Mill in 1793 and Rebecca was born

in 1794. She was the eldest of six children and “Isaac taught Rebecca to read,

write, calculate and ride horseback. She was his constant companion as he tended

to his iron business and properties” [3, pp. 3-4]. Thus, from an early age, work

and family were inseparable for Rebecca; she learned to run a rolling mill as a

child. When Rebecca was 12, she was sent to boarding school in Westtown and

later Wilmington, an environment in which she flourished. Later, while visiting

an aunt in Philadelphia, she met a physician, Dr. Charles Lukens, with whom she

immediately fell in love. Her love was returned and they were married in 1813.

In 1814 Lukens joined his father-in-law in operating the Federal Slitting Mill.

He worked there until 1816 when he, Rebecca, and their children moved to

Coatesville, Pennsylvania to operate the Brandywine Ironworks and Nail Factory,

which had also been started by her father (see Figure 1).

BRANDYWINE IRONWORKS AND NAIL FACTORY,

1810-1825

In 1800 the town Coatesville did not exist. In 1810 Moses Coates sold his

farm to Isaac Pennock and Jesse Kersey, who developed 40 building lots along

the main street. This included a sawmill on the Brandywine River, which became

the Brandywine Ironworks and Nail Factory. Coatesville, Pennsylvania was a

fortuitous location in several respects. First, it lay along the west branch of

the Brandywine River, which provided power for a variety of mills. Second, the

first major highway in the United States, the Philadelphia Lancaster Turnpike

(later called Lincoln Highway), was built through Coatesville in 1794. The road

was “the first important turnpike and the first long-distance broken-stone and

gravel surface built in America according to formal plans and specifications”

[4]. The turnpike crossed the Brandywine River over a bridge and, Coatesville

became a toll stop with a hotel. Small though it was, Coatesville has appeared

on maps since 1822.

Isaac Pennock and Jesse Kersey converted the sawmill to an ironworks,

which operated from 1810 to 1816. In 1816 Pennock bought out his partner and

leased the mill and land to his son-in-law, Dr. Charles Lukens. Rebecca and

Charles moved their family to Coatesville, occupying a house that had been

built by the original landowner in the second quarter of the eighteenth century and
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expanded by the Coates family (Figure 2). There Rebecca had six children,

three of whom lived to adulthood.

The technology in an early ironworks was both simple and complex: simple in

that the process required few sophisticated tools, complex in that the chemical

interactions within the metal could not be seen and thus were often unknown.

Still, the Brandywine Ironworks and Nail Factory put out a fairly uniform

product. When Dr. Lukens took over, they still rolled nail rod, hoops, and rods for

blacksmiths, as Isaac Pennock had done; but soon Dr. Charles Lukens realized

that there was an untapped market for boiler plate in America, most of which

was imported from England. “A specialized iron, boiler plate, came into demand

with the widespread adoption of steam engines for powering everything from

small machines to steamboats after 1810” [5, p. 34]. Steamboats were first

coming into wide use, steam engines were beginning to power industries, and

the expansion of railroads required sheet metal as well. Moreover, the idea of

metal-hulled ships was being experimented with in Europe. In 1818 Lukens

rolled the first boiler plate in America.
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Figure 2. Brandywine Mansion. The lower end was built during the

second quarter of the eighteenth century. The building still stands,

attached to the vacant Lukens Cooperative Store.



Lukens supplied the sheet iron for the first iron-hulled steamboat in America,

the Codorus, built by John Elgar. Elgar wrote to Lukens on March 31, 1825,

requesting the sheet iron. The specifications were:

350 feet in Length & 2 feet wide

58 � � � � 2� 1 in �

30 � � � � 1� 11 in �

438 feet running measure all rolled exactly to the small guage [sic] or 1/12 of

an inch thick except 6 sheets of the 2 feet width rolled to fit the large guage

[sic] or 1/8 of an inch thick. The iron to be of the best quality and sound, and

particularly clear of buckles or bilges that prevent the sheet from lying flat.

Also send 120 straps or hoops 7 feet long 3 in broad & rolled to fit the

large guage [sic] or 1/8 of an inch thick, these dimensions must be strictly

attended to. These hoops I want of the best picked iron as the[y] are to be

turned to a right angle along the middle from end to end, so that the end

shows the form ‘L’. If the iron is not sound and very tough it will crack

along the corner [6, p. 10].

Elgar finished the letter containing the specifications with a reminder to “return

the gauge [sic] with the iron.” At this time, standards for measuring (and spelling)

were flexible and thus people made their own rules. Also, at this time the only

form of testing iron was to notch and break a bar to judge it by the appearance of

the fracture [7]. Nevertheless, it was a time of exciting technological possibilities

and experimentation. Lukens entered the orders into his book on April 13, and

he took payment on May 10. On April 23 Elgar ordered more iron but tragedy

struck when Dr. Lukens suddenly died of fever. The early days of the ironworks

under his management are recorded in the company journals and incoming

handwritten correspondence.

REBECCA LUKENS, IRONMASTER, 1825-1847

Rebecca Lukens (Figure 3) had two young children and a teenage girl when

her husband died. She had just gone through two difficult deaths—her toddler

Charles and her father Isaac had both died in 1824. She was also pregnant

with her last child when her husband died in 1825. She felt, on her husband’s

death, that she had no choice but to continue the business. Years later she wrote

in her personal journal:

In the summer of 1825, I lost my dear and excellent husband. During the

period of our being here the iron business had been very poor . . . in our

constant expense in repairing the Works, it was utterly impossible there

should be support left for the young and helpless family now dependent

solely on me . . . [Dr. Lukens] was sanguine in his hopes for success, and this
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Figure 3. Rebecca Lukens. This image of Rebecca Lukens, in her

later years, is from the family album.

Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library, Acc. 50, Pictorial Collections.



was his dying request—he wished me to continue and I promised to comply.

Indeed I knew well I must do something for the children around me . . . I

will not dwell on my feelings, when I began to look around me . . . [but]

Necessity is a stern task mistress; and my every want gave me courage;

besides . . . where else could I go and live . . . Dr. Lukens had many good

and firm friends, and they all stood by me . . . the workmen were tried

and faithful, and so with some fear but more courage, I began to struggle

for a livelihood . . . now I look back and wonder at my daring [3, pp. 8-9].

Rebecca gradually got the business on a sound financial footing. She enlisted

her brother-in-law as her manager and received the necessary materials on

credit [1, p. 26]. Charles Brooke, owner of the Hibernia ironworks, upriver from

Coatesville, supplied her with bar iron on credit and loaned her money as well

[8]. By 1834 she had rebuilt many parts of the mill. She wrote, “the mill had

been entirely remodeled, and rebuilt from the very foundation. Dam entirely

newly built, Wheels put in, castings, furnaces, mill head, mill house much larger,

all were built anew; not a vestige of the old remained . . . I have thoroughly

repaired the mansion house, built good and substantial tenant houses for my

workmen, and put much lime and fencing on the farm. . . . I had built a very

superior mill, though a plain one, and our character for making boiler plate

stood first in the market, hence we had as much business as we could do”

[3, pp. 9-10]. Rebecca Lukens kept records of the operations of the Brandywine

Ironworks in a series of journals and legal documents, but she saved only

incoming, not outgoing correspondence.

A major contributor to the success of Lukens Steel was the east-west

Philadelphia & Columbia Railroad, which was built through Coatesville in

1834 (Figure 4). “The railroads’ capability to provide relatively cheap and rapid

transport across a seemingly vast land, to stitch together expanding markets by

linking suppliers and users of commodities at places where waterways were

unknown and other transport was impractical, was a technological and economic

feat of unprecedented importance” [9, p. 67]. Prior to 1834 Lukens had to import

coal via the Susquehanna River and canal to Columbia, and then via mule wagon

to Coatesville. All of the iron billets, or blooms, and all of their outgoing product

was carted by wagon. The railroad enabled Lukens to import coal and bar iron

and transport their products with ease.

The mill operated successfully without technological change until 1853, when

they added a furnace and enlarged the rolls from 48- to 60-inches, allowing them

to roll wider sheets. The mill had one set of rolls, two heating furnaces, shears,

and an anvil. The 17 employees were managed by Rebecca’s brother-in-law,

Solomon Lukens. She provided housing for the workers and invested in real

estate as well. She also began a policy of “riskless sufficiency,” which was to stop

producing product when the demand was low and set the men to doing repairs

instead [1, p. iv]. Production would only begin again when the price of bar iron
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was acceptable and the product saleable. Thus, the mill that Rebecca built was

sufficient to operate with minimal changes for over 30 years.

By the 1850s the Brandywine Ironworks had stopped producing nail rod and

hoops and was specializing in boiler plate. They served a national market with

agents in Philadelphia, New Orleans, New York, Albany, and Boston. The agents

took a 5% commission on the sales. Lukens also sold directly to some companies

such as Baldwin Locomotive Works, but her agents were their main source of

business and also her source of information about market conditions [1, p. 29].

The amount of correspondence increased at this time as the agents sent specifi-

cations back and forth. Rebecca had taken several partners for varying amounts

of time, who assisted with the correspondence and financial record keeping.

In 1847, outgoing, as well as incoming correspondence was kept in longhand

copies. In 1850 they began keeping outgoing correspondence in letterbooks.

In addition to the property Rebecca Lukens rented and the mortgages she held,

she “opened a store and a warehouse which combined the functions of a depot and

freight agency” [1, p. 32]. At her death, she was the wealthiest woman in Chester

County: her estate was valued at $107,952.28, which is worth about $2.7 million
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Figure 4. Map of Pennsylvania (1842). This map shows the route of the

Philadelphia & Columbia Railroad running through Coatesville.

Ease of transportation set the stage for continued success.



today. She left trust funds of $20,000 to her two surviving daughters and $30,000

to her granddaughter. And, although her sons-in-law took over the running of

the firm, she left the firm itself to her daughters [2, p. 298]. Isabella and Martha

co-owned it until Martha sold Isabella her share. Isabella then became sole

owner of the plant. From that point forward Isabella and her descendants con-

trolled the distribution of the shares.

The business stayed under direct family control until Charles Lukens Huston

Jr. retired as president in 1974. The last family member working in the company,

Charles Lukens Huston III, retired in 1991. Moreover, many of the employees

who had begun with the Brandywine Ironworks and Nail Factory stayed with

the company for generations, and multiple members of their families grew and

changed with the company as well.

THE FIRM IN TRANSITION—GIBBONS, HUSTON,

AND PENROSE, 1842-1869

Rebecca Lukens referred to the family members who ran the works as “the

firm” [2, p. 278]. Solomon Lukens, Charles’ brother, ran the day-to-day activities

in the mill until 1837. In 1841 Rebecca’s eldest daughter, Martha, married

Abram Gibbons, who joined the firm in 1842. In 1847 Rebecca retired from

active participation in the business. In 1848 her daughter Isabella married

Dr. Charles Huston (who, like Dr. Lukens, had been trained as a medical doctor)

and Dr. Huston joined the firm in 1849. Rebecca died in 1854, and Gibbons

withdrew in 1857 to start the Bank of Chester Valley. Isabella purchased

Martha’s share in the firm and Dr. Huston ran it from 1849 until his death in

1897. One of his cousins, Charles Penrose, joined the firm from 1859 to 1881.

Dr. Huston’s two sons, Abram Francis and Charles Lukens, took positions with

the firm as soon as they graduated from college. All of these different hand-

writings, including those of clerks and important employees, are recorded in the

letterbooks. In 1885 Lukens bought their first typewriter and some of the letters

began to be typed, especially those of Charles Lukens Huston, Dr. Huston’s son

who was the works manager, and whose handwriting was especially hard to read.

Although the plant itself was still called the Brandywine Ironworks, the name

of the partnerships changed frequently during these years, and these changing

names can be seen in correspondence. When Gibbons joined, the firm name

became “R. W. Lukens and A. Gibbons, Jr.”; when Rebecca retired it became

“A. Gibbons, Jr., & Co.”; when Huston joined it became “Gibbons and Huston”;

when Gibbons left, it became “Huston & Penrose”; and when Penrose died it

became “Chas. Huston & Sons” [10]. The firm’s name was separate from the

partnership names. When Rebecca Lukens died, the partners changed the name

from the Brandywine Ironworks to the Lukens Ironworks. That name remained

until 1890 when the firm incorporated as Lukens Iron & Steel Company. The

firm renamed the works the Lukens Steel Company in 1917.
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Probably the most important thing about this period is that Lukens reaped

enormous profits during the Civil War: output doubled and profits sextupled

between 1861 and 1864. This occurred without significant new investment or

innovation on the part of the firm. In fact, “By 1869 it was remarkably backward,

remaining wed to water power and antique metallurgical techniques” [1, p. v].

Moreover, the number of workers was small: 17 men operated the machinery

and made the repairs before the Civil War; during the war, that number increased

to only 34: “The firm achieved this dramatic rise in production simply by doubl-

ing manpower and running the mill harder” [1, p. 131]. In 1870 the firm finally

built a new plant. From this point on, although Lukens Ironworks remained

technologically conservative and slow to change, of necessity they abandoned

the economic model of “riskless sufficiency.” Since their workforce grew with

their expanding technological sophistication, technical communication began to

increase in types and amount as well.

LUKENS IRONWORKS, 1870-1900:

INTRODUCING INDUSTRIALISM

In 1869 the Wilmington and Northern Railroad was built through Coatesville

running north and south (Figure 5). This railroad brought coal directly to Lukens

Steel: it was “a regional carrier born of the need to move anthracite coal from the

Pennsylvania mountains to the cities of Philadelphia and New York” [11]. The

location of Coatesville was so good for iron and steel products that there were

several such companies in the town: the Triadelphia Iron Works, Worth Brothers,

Valley Iron Works, Coatesville Boiler Works, Philadelphia Ranger Boiler, and

Viaduct and Welded Steel Shapes [10]. In the nineteenth century these iron mills

cooperated with each other by refusing to poach skilled workers and by sharing

technological information [1, p. 90]. Later, they cooperated by trading wage

information as well [12]. Thus, the technical communication in the immediate

vicinity usually occurred by direct personal contact—they sometimes even bor-

rowed equipment and supplies from each other.

When Dr. Charles Huston finally did begin to expand the iron works in 1870,

the plant grew rapidly. That year they built an 84-inch steam-powered mill and

converted the old mill to furnaces for puddling their own billets (Figure 6). The

quality of their rolled iron depended, to a great extent, on the quality of the billets

they purchased. Once they had the puddling mill, they gained additional control

over the billets’ size, shape, and chemical composition. The firm’s reputation for

high-quality boiler-plate iron continued to grow. In 1857 they had begun offering

a warranty on their iron: “Under the terms of the guarantee the mill agreed to

replace or take back at the original cost any sheet of iron that failed to flange or

that contained a flaw due to improper manufacture.” Furthermore, “In 1860

the Corliss Steam Engine Company reported that the average tensile strength

of Lukens iron was over sixty thousand pounds per square inch, better than the
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average of any other lot tested by Corliss up to that time” [1, p. 48]. Their iron

production was not perfect; like other iron-plate producers, they had rejected

plates returned to them. The difference between Lukens and other rolling mills,

however, was that they consistently paid attention to resolving the problems;

after 1870 they kept records of the types of defects and the frequency at which

they occurred and used those records to trace the source of the problems.

Dr. Huston used writing to communicate the results of his scientific experi-

mentation. His medical training likely led to his scientific approach to the explor-

ation of the nature of iron and steel. In 1875 he acquired a testing machine and

took part “in several government-sponsored investigations of boiler explosions
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Figure 5. Gray’s Railroad and County Map (1876). This map shows the

location of Coatesville in the midst of multiple railroad networks.

Time-to-market decreased considerably and made Coatesville a

center of the specialty iron and steel industry.
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and became recognized as an authority on the strength and safety of boilers”

[13, p. 2]. He published two articles, “The Strength and Ductility of Iron and

Steel Boiler Plate at Different Temperatures” and “The Effect of Continued and

Progressively Increasing Strain upon Iron” in the Journal of the Franklin Insti-

tute in 1878 and 1879. He was also involved with the formation of the first

specifications of standards for boiler plate. Later, his son Charles Lukens Huston

continued his scientific inquiries and continued interacting with governmental,

trade, and association representatives in updating the boiler-code safety

standards. The testing inspectors, chemists, and other plant employees continued

to use the carefully kept data and the scientific tests to trace the source of the

defects; it was an ongoing company project.

Lukens survived the economic downturn of 1873, after which the number

of employees increased from 34 to 100. Their major markets for boiler plate

were the railroads and the shipbuilding industry along the Delaware River.

Dr. Huston’s eldest son, Abram F. Huston (1852-1930), joined the firm in 1872

and Charles Lukens Huston (1856-1951) joined in 1875 [13, p. 2]. From the

beginning the two sons worked at opposite ends of the business: Abram presided

over the office and sales divisions, and Charles ran the manufacturing end.

Abram Francis Huston was the president of the firm and Charles Lukens Huston

was the vice president (Figure 7). Since the majority of the correspondence that

was deposited with the Hagley Museum comes from the files of Charles Lukens

Huston, he is the pivotal figure in the majority of this analysis.

In 1880 Lukens took another step forward and began rolling steel plate.

Initially they ran into trouble, because the steel cracked the rolls that they had

previously used for iron. Thus the 84-inch mill was expanded to a two-high

roughing and finishing mill with a separate three-high roll train: a two-high mill

has rolls that move in opposite directions so that the motion helps to pull the

iron or steel through; a three-high mill has three rolls so that the sheet can pass

through the rolls in both directions without handing the sheet back from the

catchers to the feeder’s side [14, p. 683]. Lukens Ironworks became Lukens Iron

and Steel Company (and later Lukens Steel).

The family was inquisitive and always looking for new technologies and

ways to improve their product. For instance, “During a visit to St. Louis in 1883,

Dr. Huston and his sons saw an early spinning machine in operation and were

sufficiently impressed to order one for Lukens. It was put into operation in

1885 and could produce bowl-like shapes, called heads, up to seven feet in

diameter and one inch thick” [8]. Adoption of this innovation led to designing

“manhole saddles,” or covers for openings that allowed men to access the interior

of a boiler to clean it. By creating shaped objects, Lukens Steel started to

understand how the properties of steel changed with the methods of shaping.

Later, they furthered these observations by scientific testing and reported the

results to the ongoing international dialogue on testing and standards. When the

technology of photography became available to them, Lukens used it to document
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the mill, the employees, and later the microscopic structure of steel. Thus, Lukens

was always a mixture of the old and the new: they used advanced communication

technologies, such as photography, at the same time they used accounting books

from the nineteenth century. In 1890 the plant was still a mixture of agriculture

and industry as well; there was a truck garden for the workers next to the new

mill (Figure 8).

In 1890 Lukens built the 120-inch three-high mill, at the time, the largest

rolling mill in the country [15]. However, it soon became apparent that in order to

remain competitive, they had to produce their own steel. Thus, after they opened

the new 120-inch mill, they built two open-hearth furnaces for producing steel on

the former site of the worker’s garden. For rolling steel, the chemical composition

was even more complex than for rolling iron, also the different-sized roll trains

required different-shaped ingots; by making their own molds, they could also

control of the size and shape of the ingot as well. Then, in 1899 they added a

48-inch Universal Plate Mill, which produced plates with rolled edges from

9 inches to 48 inches wide and up to 100 feet long, and four more open-hearth

furnaces [8]. All of this added complexity required more record keeping as they

tried to track the amounts and chemical compositions of the ore, flux, and fuel;
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Figure 7. Detail from Office Force (1895). A. F. Huston, Dr. Charles Huston,

and C. L. Huston occupy the center row. A. F. Huston ran the sales force

and C. L. Huston was the works manager.
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track each batch of steel from pouring to inspection; fix machinery; and create

new and modified machinery. The birth of companywide technical communi-

cation began at Lukens Steel at the end of the nineteenth century.

MODERNIZATION, 1900-1925

In 1898 Lukens Ironworks stopped rolling iron (after that they produced only

steel) and in 1899 the firm incorporated. The original members of the firm were

joined by long-time employees and took key positions in purchasing, production,

accounting, sales, and operations. Dr. Huston died in 1897, but his sons entered

the next century surrounded by loyal employees, sometimes several from the

same family. Names such as Gordon (in sales), Humpton (as secretary, treasurer,

and in testing), and Spackman (power and purchasing) were common, and

some of these were on the board of directors as well. By the twentieth century

multiple experts in many fields were necessary to produce Lukens’ increasingly

specialized product. The number of employees rose from 100 in the 1880s to

over 2,000 by 1925 [16]. The majority of the foremen and managers were literate,

many with both writing and drawing skills.

The physical growth of the plant during this time was immense. “In 1903, the

company built a massive three-high, steam-driven mill with rolls 140 inches

long that outclassed all its predecessors at that time, both at Lukens and in the

nation” [8]. This mill was in a new building and had automatic roller-bed tables,

another very important technical addition to modern steelmaking. It also incor-

porated Charles Lukens Huston’s patented “Plate Straightening Machine,” which

became widely used by other steel-rolling mills as well [17]. One portion of the

new mill building also housed five pit furnaces, each containing four pits to

reheat the steel ingots preparatory to rolling [10]. By 1912 Lukens had also

installed hydraulic presses in which heads could be formed over heavy dies,

rather than by the spinning machine [8]. All of this increased complexity in

technology was accompanied by an increased use of technical communication.

In 1917 Lukens began building what would become the largest rolling mill

in the world [15]. In order to do so, they reincorporated and, at the same time,

changed the name to “Lukens Steel Company.” This 204-inch four-high mill

was designed by Charles Lukens Huston and the United Engineering & Foundry

of Pittsburgh. There was a great deal of correspondence between Huston and

United Engineering, mainly in writing but also in drawing, as to how the mill

should be built; this correspondence takes up several boxes in the archives. The

big mill had a conveyor system that flipped the ingots for various passes through

the rolls and eventually left them right-side-up for inspection. The main customer

for this mill was the United States government who, during World War I, had

an ever-increasing need for thicker and wider plate for marine boilers. However,

the war was over when the mill rolled its first plate and the shipping industry

began to decline. The 204-inch mill remained the largest rolling mill in the world
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for many years and could roll plates up to 25 inches thick and 16 feet wide

[13, p. 3]. However, although the mill was a technological success, it caused

financial problems. During the next several years the firm took out its first

mortgage, closed parts of the plant, had layoffs, and stopped giving the

shareholders dividends.

The end of the Lukens story, for the purposes of this book, came when they

had to shift from the antiquated owner-operator business paradigm to a modern

corporation. Company management became a difficult issue. Up to 2000

employees were operating in separate plants, under different divisions and

foremen, and the reporting structures were weak. During this time Charles

Lukens Huston used management consultants to try to get a grasp on the

organization, but the split between Charles Lukens and Abram Francis Huston

had created a lacunae in leadership wherein each individual foreman ran his

own shop in his own way, and no one really knew how many employees there

were or how much they were paid. The situation was not resolved until the board

of directors voted that a comptroller be hired and the workers be paid from a

central checking account. Abram Francis and Charles Lukens Huston retired

in 1925 in the midst of this downturn, but Lukens Steel, built on a solid foun-

dation, continued on as a family concern (Figure 9).

* * * * *

Lukens Steel was a family-owned corporation for over 188 years. Descendants

of Rebecca and Charles Lukens managed the plant until Charles Lukens Huston,

Jr. retired in 1974, and the last direct descendent, Charles Lukens Huston III,

worked there until 1991. For Rebecca Lukens, “Work and family were one”

[2, p. 277]. That tradition continued through at least five generations. The Lukens

plant survived the present downturn in the steel industry as well—the firm sold

the plant to Bethlehem Steel in 1998, just before Bethlehem Steel went bankrupt

in 2001, and then it was sold again. At the time of this publication, the plant is

being operated by ArcelorMittal, the world’s largest global steel corporation.

Since Lukens Steel was a family enterprise, the company kept many records

that would have otherwise been discarded. Moreover, they valued them enough

to deposit them at the Hagley Museum and Library for future generations to

study. They left a valuable record of how communications changed between

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The following chapters are organized

according to when there were changes in the communication practices. They are

separated into four time periods: 1810 to 1870, when the records were mainly

accounting and correspondence; 1870 to 1900, when Lukens began to use

record keeping to track their data; 1900-1915, when writing and drawing became

a method of communication and problem solving; and 1915 to 1925, when

technical communication increased so exponentially that it is difficult to analyze.

Overall, the emergence of technical communication at Lukens Steel demonstrates
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how technical information became so complex that it had to be contained in docu-

ments rather than people. It shows a shift from oral to written communication

and the gradual embedding of the act of writing and drawing in our techno-

logical thought processes that has continued to today. This is a major shift

in human culture.
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CHAPTER 3

1810-1870:

Prediscursive Technical

Communication

Like many other industries in the early and mid-nineteenth centuries, Lukens

Steel seldom used written technical communication: technical knowledge was

transmitted directly from person to person, sometimes with body language,

sometimes with the aid of spoken communication. In order for one worker to

learn something from another, all he needed to do was watch; words would

have been ancillary to this prediscursive form of communication, especially in a

noisy factory environment. Prediscursive technical communication is that

which takes place without written language—it can occur with spoken words

or with body language alone. Also, in a business as small as the Brandywine

Iron Works and Nail Factory, the workers were from similar linguistic

backgrounds, so common cultural understandings prevailed and communication

was easy; they were a close and stable group of individuals, working mainly in

the same building and across generations. The plant itself was small: it consisted

of a dam, raceway and waterwheel, the rolling mill, and a separate nail factory

(Figure 1).

The need for written technical communication in the workplace did not yet

exist. They kept a system of furnace journals, however, to record daily trans-

actions, and Rebecca Lukens sold plate iron for boilers by writing letters. Most

of the letters were bargaining for the price of materials, especially bar iron, but

some contained technical specifications. During Rebecca Lukens’ time, she

saved incoming letters, but not outgoing ones. When Abram Gibbons, Rebecca’s

son-in-law, joined the firm in 1842, he began keeping handwritten copies of

outgoing letters as well. When Dr. Huston, Rebecca’s second son-in-law joined

the firm in 1849, they began keeping copies of all outgoing correspondence,

including bills and receipts, in letterpress books. As more people joined the office

staff in the 1880s, stamped forms and new handwriting appeared on the pages
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of the letterpress books, and outgoing communication became more complex.

However, for the first 60 years at the Brandywine Iron Works, the forms of

technical communication remained essentially static.

The following chapters about technical communication at Lukens Steel begin

with a brief outline of the technological changes and processes in order to pro-

vide a context for the emerging forms of communication—changing technology

increasingly required changing forms of technical communication. This chapter

describes the system of financial record keeping in bound books—daybooks,

journals, and ledgers—that lasted well into the twentieth century. Although

these books do not contain technical communication, they were the foundation

of record keeping. The only technical communication that existed in writing

during this period was incoming and outgoing correspondence. The majority of
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Figure 1. Detail from a Map Rebecca Lukens’ Property in 1810.

The original Brandywine Iron Works and Nail Factory consisted of

a dam, a raceway, and two factory buildings.



this correspondence is preserved in letterpress books, on tissue-thin paper, in

handwriting. During this period, 1810 to 1870, there were very few changes in

the methods of technical communication at Lukens Steel.

THE TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESS

Between the years of 1810 and 1870, the machinery in a rolling mill was

fairly simple. The Brandywine Iron Works and Nail Factory, built over the

raceway for waterpower, had a waterwheel that powered the bellows for the

reheating furnace, the anvil, shears, and rolls (Figure 2). Fuel was necessary to

heat the iron before rolling, until 1834 when the Philadelphia & Columbia

Railroad was built, Lukens had to purchase coal via Columbia, PA, 42 miles

away. Similarly, pig iron billets were purchased from manufacturers and

shipped by wagon. The finished material was then sent by cart to Philadelphia

(38 miles) or Wilmington (26 miles) [1, p. 6]. The movement of raw material

and product was slow, and the communication to and from customers was

slow as well.

The technological process was, compared with later years, simple. First the

wrought iron billets were heated so that they were soft enough to pass through the

rolls. Lukens bought semifinished bar iron in billets (small) or blooms (large),

which were then heated before processing. Sometimes scrap was added to the

heating billets and the whole was pounded into a molten mass before rolling.

“When heated thoroughly it was rolled out in the mill to pack it together and

turned over in the rolls. It was then sent back to the furnace, right side up, heated

thoroughly, and then rolled out into a plate” [2]. The workers used tongs to lift the

iron, set it on casters, and fed it into the rolls. A “catcher” on the other side would

grab the iron and pass it back to the front. A “screwman” would then adjust the

distance between the rolls and the steps were repeated.

Although the process was simple, there were problems: sometimes they

received brittle billets with poor chemical content. Rebecca Lukens continually

negotiated, via mail, with her suppliers to get the best possible iron. Also,

sometimes in a dry season there was not enough water to power the wheel. In this

case, “the workmen would rush for the water wheel, climb up on its rim, and by

their united weight help the ‘pass’ through the rolls, thus preventing a ‘sticker,’

which invariably meant fire-cracked rolls and, later on, broken ones” [1, p. 9].

At this point, the workforce was small—17 men headed by Solomon Lukens,

Rebecca’s brother-in-law—and the work was predictable.

The only changes in technology before 1870 were a new furnace, added in

1853, and in 1854 they enlarged the rolls to 60 inches. In order to eliminate the

vibration from the waterwheel, they added a flywheel that could keep the power

flow steady (Figure 3). This technology was all that was necessary for the

Brandywine Iron Works and Nail Factory, and they continued successfully

through the busy Civil War period simply by doubling the staff.
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DAYBOOKS, JOURNALS, AND LEDGERS

In general, accounting practices predated technical communication. In The

Visible Hand: The Managerial Revolution in American Business, Alfred

Chandler reminds us that, linguistically, the first word for a merchant’s office

was the “counting house” [3, p. 37]. In early American business there “was little

uniformity in the accounting practices” and most accounts were kept in an

“ad hoc, unsystematic way” [3, p. 70]. The Brandywine Iron Works and Nail

Factory kept a systematic set of financial records, although they were seldom

balanced. Dr. Lukens kept daybooks from 1816 (when he took over the mill),

and the subsequent owners continued them until 1917 (the year they reincor-

porated). The company kept journals from 1813 to 1882 and ledgers from 1812

to 1938. In the later years these records were only a small subset of other financial

records, but in the early years they, with the correspondence, were the only

records that the company kept (Figure 4).

As described in Chapter 1, daybooks recorded daily transactions as they

occurred, journals reorganized the daily data under individual or company names,

separating them into credit and debit columns, and were updated approximately

once per month, and ledgers summarized the year’s transactions. These books
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Figure 3. Flywheel for Power. This flywheel was connected to the

waterwheel to stabilize the vibrations and add more power in the 1850s.



were cross-referenced by giving each individual or company a number that

was then written in the margins in all three books. This system of accounting

was widely used but somewhat haphazard. In Understanding and Using Early

Nineteenth Century Account Books, Christopher Densmore writes:

Accounts were started in the ledger on the first available page. When there

was no more room on a page to continue an account, the debit and credit sides

were totaled and the sums posted to a new page. When there were no more

available pages in a volume, a new volume was started. A single account

might be carried through several ledgers—and many years—without being

settled or balanced. Since ledger accounts were in no logical order, there

was usually an alphabetical index with page references at the front or back

of the volume [4, p. 8].

Some historical events are recorded in the daybooks, ledgers, and journals,

such as the rolling of the first boiler plate in 1818 and the order for an iron-hulled

ship, the Codorous in 1825. Also, Rebecca Lukens kept a journal called “Iron

Book, R. W. Lukens & Co., Brandywine Iron Works” for the years 1842-1844.

(Figure 5). These books were used frequently and had checkmarks in different

colored pencil in the later volumes—someone went over them to check the

entries and made notes as they did so. Rebecca Lukens’ daughter Martha worked

on the company books until she was unable to keep up with the firm’s increased

volume [5, p. 296]. Her husband, Abraham Gibbons, eventually withdrew from

the firm to start a bank.
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Figure 4. Ledger, Journal, and Daybook (1820s). This triad of account books

was used by many ironworks in the nineteenth century—the large ledger

(on the bottom) is the yearly summary, the journal a transitional book,

and the daybook (on top) was for recording daily transactions.

Lukens kept such books from 1810 to 1917.
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Figure 5. Page from Rebecca Lukens’ Iron Book (1842).

Rebecca Lukens kept a separate journal for transactions between

the years 1942 and 1944.



For an economist or accounting historian, the books have a rich history to tell.

Julian Skaggs analyzed the books between the years 1850 and 1870 and was able

to assess the firm’s financial state throughout that time. This is true despite the

fact that he found the books were never balanced or closed until December 1871.

He surmised that this was probably because the partners were more interested

in operating the business than examining its profitability [6, p. 177].

The firm used these account books for a very long time—from 1819 to 1938—

even after the system had been joined by many other forms of record keeping.

Other accounting books were cash books, trial balances, alphabetized transfer

ledgers, voucher record books, sales journals, and of course, bank books. These

are only some of the financial records, since the sales and shipping records were

listed in a separate section. Thus, accounting practices predated technical com-

munication. They are mentioned here because they provide a foundation for

record keeping which, as the complexity of the technology and the number of

employees increased, evolved into data collection and later, technical communi-

cation. In the case of the furnace journals, the books were later adapted to a

variety of specialized uses. For instance, when the old mill (Brandywine Iron

Works) was converted into a puddling mill for making steel in reverberatory

furnaces, new journals were created, called “puddle mill books.” Puddling was a

job done by hand, so these are the last books that tie specific workers to their

output. The puddle mill books included a list of the men repairing the furnaces,

the names of workers and their positions, and daily and weekly tonnage separated

into types. They had to break the page down into several sections to be able

to track this information across time (Chap. 4, Figure 7). Other journals that

emerged, which we will see in the next section, are car books, tonnage records,

and defects books. They all bore a resemblance to the day books, journals, and

ledgers, but increasingly the information they contained was organizational and

technical, rather than purely accounting.

CORRESPONDENCE

Simple letter writing was a sufficient form of technical communication to run

the business for 60 years. At first, incoming letters were kept folded in pigeon

holes in cabinet desks (Figure 6). Although Rebecca Lukens saved her incoming

correspondence, she did not make copies of her outgoing correspondence. Record

keeping of transactions was based on mutual trust, and thus it was not necessary

to retain letters as a record of dialogues. Many of Rebecca Lukens’ suppliers,

especially when she was just beginning to put the business on a solid foundation,

were fellow Quakers who were not only honest but extended her credit as well.

The only technical writing at this time were specifications for plate iron. In

the two pages of the following letter, one of her agents is ordering plates large

enough for boiler heads (Figures 7 and 8). By convention, letters in this social

discourse community began “Yours of the 22nd inst. came duly to hand.” This
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common practice lasted until late in the nineteenth century. Thus, the author of

each letter began with a specific reference to the letter that it answers, ensuring an

understanding of its place in the asynchronous (and slow) dialogue. The language

in the letters was straightforward and clear, as it had to be because mistakes

were expensive. Sometimes, at the beginning or end, if the writers were close

associates they inquired after the family. However, overall the letters were short

and linguistically to the point.

Abram Gibbons began keeping handwritten copies of outgoing correspondence

in a bound book in 1847. Dr. Huston joined the firm in 1849 and they began to

keep copies of letters in letterpress books. The process for copying a letter into a

press book is explained by JoAnne Yates in Control Through Communication:

The Rise of System in American Management:

A letter freshly written in a special copying ink was placed under a dampened

page while the rest of the pages were protected by oilcloths. The book

was then closed and the mechanical press screwed down tightly. The pres-

sure and moisture caused an impression of the letter to be retained on the

underside of the tissue sheet. This impression could then be read through

the top of the thin paper [7, pp. 26-27] (Figure 9).

They used letterbooks not only to record their transactions and store their

correspondence, but because “in legal circles it was accepted as a true copy of

the original” [8].
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Figure 6. Incoming Correspondence and Receipts. In the early years

of the firm, incoming letters and receipts were kept in pigeon holes

in cabinet desks. Outgoing correspondence was not kept.
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Figure 7. First Page, Letter from Boston Agent (1843). Lukens had agents

in Philadelphia, New Orleans, New York, Albany, and Boston. These

agents received technical specifications from customers and

then wrote to the Brandywine Iron Works.
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Figure 8. Second Page, Letter from Boston Agent (1843). This drawing

further described specifications for boiler head plates (to be placed

at the end of a cylinder).



The letterpress books in the Lukens collection are of varying quality, according

to letterbook manufacturer, ink used, writer, and the person pressing the book.

Some are clear and legible, others are faded and nearly impossible to read.

Some have watermarks at the edge of the page and in some the ink ran, making a

blurry image. Since the ink from the letters was transferred to the back of the

tissue paper, sometimes it is more legible from the back, although the text was

backwards (Figure 10). Thus, letterpress book pages are difficult to read without

inserting white paper between pages.

Frequently the firm used “Mann’s Parchment Copying Paper” books, which

gave extended directions on the inside front cover for making copies of many
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Figure 9. Making a Letterpress Copy. Each piece of correspondence,

while the ink was still wet, was placed between two blotters and

pressed onto a sheet of tissue paper [7, p. 26].
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Figure 10. Back of Page from a Letterbook (1862). Although the

back of the page is legible, the image on the front of

the tissue paper is faint.



letters at the same time, as must have frequently happened as the volume of

correspondence increased.

Procure a tin box with lid to hold 20 blotting pads.

Dip half the lot of blotters in water, let them drain off a few moments;

then place a dry blotter between each wet one, give them a few minutes

squeeze in Press and they will remain wet for three days; then take an oil

sheet, place it to the left; then lay a wet blotter; then turn leaf of Copying

over on blotter; then lay your letter on; then another oil sheet, and so on,

and you can copy all your letters at one time, thereby saving time. With a

little care and experience as to wetting at first, you will be so well pleased,

as never to go back to old way [9].

This ungainly technology was used by the firm until the end of the nineteenth

century. At first, one 700-page letterbook was sufficient to record one or two

years of outgoing correspondence, but that number climbed to 10 or more

letterpress books per year until 1903, when the firm began keeping individual

correspondence files. Like the earlier handwritten letters, those in the letterpress

books were short and to the point with no excess language. They contained

specifications, receipts, bargaining for lower prices on blooms and billets, and

attempts to resolve problems with defective iron. During her life, Rebecca Lukens

reserved her emotional and creative writing for her journals and personal letters,

and her daughters and sons-in-laws did the same.

* * * * *

This chapter, which covers the longest period of four chapters (60 years)

is significant in that almost nothing changed. This is true even though the

American railroad network was reaching across the country, bringing in its

wake the telegraph and faster mail service. “In 1849 freight moving from

Philadelphia to Chicago had to pass through at least nine transshipments in

the course of as many weeks: ten years later the journey took only three days

and required only one shipment” [3, p. 112]. As Yates wrote, there was “very

little written communication within firms before the late nineteenth century,

and oral communication was predominantly informal and undocumented”

[7, p. 65]. Prediscursive technical communication—oral and physical—was

all that was necessary to this comparatively simple manufacturing process.

The technology was stable, and the methods of communication were simple

during the 60 years covered in this chapter. The following chapters of this

book, covering 30 years, 15 years, and 10 years respectively, show so much

change that it is difficult to keep up with the emerging forms of technical

communication.
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CHAPTER 4

1870-1900:

Record Keeping Paves the Way

After Lukens built the first steam-powered mill in 1870, the company moved

from the prediscursive world of technical communication into a culture of record

keeping that was made necessary by the complexity of the new machinery.

First, they began to use car record books, puddle-mill books, bound inventories,

and payroll sheets. After the 120-inch mill and the two open-hearth furnaces

were added in 1890, they also began to keep records of open hearth and plate

mill output, records of defective plates, and some testing and inspection docu-

mentation. Some of these record-keeping systems began with individual foremen

who kept notes in pocket books or on single sheets of paper and then brought

them to the office where their data was added to ledgers. This record keeping

paved the way for further use of writing; it was a quantitative literacy and a use of

paper on the factory floor that became more and more common as the technology

became more and more complex. When the foremen and workers in various parts

of the factories had to keep lists of the products they made and the defects they

saw; when the men in charge of the railroad cars coming into and leaving the plant

had to carry notebooks listing dates, incoming supplies, and outgoing product;

when even the puddle-mill foremen kept personal notebooks of tonnage, writing

began to be a tool that was integrated into the factory environment. It also became

a dataset for further analysis as the data was handed up the managerial scale,

compiled into bound books, and analyzed for patterns. Quantitative literacy was

the first step toward more widespread literacy in reading, writing, and drawing.

Before 1900 there was still little of what we consider technical communication

today, such as test reports, procedures, manufacturing plans, and manuals. There

was little evidence of testing, even though Dr. Huston published two papers

reporting the outcomes of tests on the properties of iron in the Journal of the

Franklin Institute. This chapter shows how record keeping was the first written

and saved documentation at Lukens Steel. The accounting and correspondence

described in the previous chapter continued on as before, in addition to this new
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record keeping. There was only one advance in this realm: Lukens bought their

first typewriter. From that point forward some of the letters in the letterpress

books were typed rather than written. This technology helped to hasten knowl-

edge transfer between Lukens and the companies to whom the letters were sent,

since handwriting, especially that of Charles Lukens Huston, works manager,

was hard to read. The typewriter stayed in the main office and was not used

for intraplant communications until after 1910.

This chapter will first give an overview of the new technology at Lukens

Steel that led to the development of new record keeping systems. After an

overview of the technological changes, each new genre will be described: car

record books, puddle-mill records, tonnage records, defective records, inven-

tories, and payroll sheets. The chapter will then discuss Dr. Huston’s participation

in the new world of testing and the development of standards. Also, Lukens Steel

had been collecting patents and, although the use of them and their place within

the web of communications is unclear, they will be discussed here. The greatest

advance for technical communication at this time came with the introduction of

the typewriter. This set the stage for an increased rate of knowledge transfer by

making accurate and detailed information exchange possible.

THE TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESS, 1870-1900

After the Lukens Iron Works reaped great profits in the Civil War, they built

an 84-inch steam-powered mill, finally taking advantage of boiler technology,

and the old mill was converted to a puddling mill (Figure 1). Puddling required

skilled, heavy labor working iron in reverberatory furnaces. In a puddling

furnace, mineral fuel was kept out of contact with the metal to avoid con-

taminating it with sulphur—the fuel was on one side of the furnace, separated by a

brick wall and the iron on the other. In the process the carbon in the pig iron was

removed by oxidation to make carbon-free wrought iron. The workers accessed

the hearth of the furnace by a door, loaded pigs and scrap, waited until some

turned red, shifted them around until they all turned white and melted, and

then broke and stirred them into balls 12 to 15 inches in diameter. During this

process many impurities burned out. When the iron solidified, the puddlers

could feel it, which was called “coming to nature” [1, p. 49]. Producing their

own billets lessened Lukens’ reliance on outside vendors, which gave them

additional control over their product. Puddlers were expert craftsmen who were

paid by the ton, so records of the puddlers, their assistants, and their output had

to be kept. The accounting books mentioned in the last chapter were easily

adapted into puddle-mill journals in which all this data was kept.

The Wilmington and Northern Railway built a railroad spur directly to

Lukens Iron Works in 1869, so receiving supplies and shipping product became

easier than ever. The new 84-inch mill could roll wider and longer plates for

the ever-increasing demand in the shipping industry (Figure 2). This new mill
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immediately began selling less expensive, wide boat iron [2, p. 173]. By then,

stamping the tensile strength on sheet iron for railroad and marine engines

boiler plate became mandatory. Iron leaving the plant had to pass inspection and

therefore, inspection came to be part of the manufacturing process. In 1875

Dr. Huston purchased a testing machine and became active in forming industry

standards. However, even though he performed experiments, published the

results, and worked with others to formulate some of the first boiler-plate industry

standards, he did not keep any records of this work, nor were any kept perma-

nently in the office. The company was still in a transition from prediscursive to

discursive technical communication.

In 1890 Lukens underwent another major expansion. They built a 120-inch,

three-high, roughing and finishing mill for rolling steel plate. It had power

operating tables that were tilted up and down by a hydraulic mechanism and were

driven by 1300 hp Corliss steam engines. A set of straightening rolls was added

in 1898 for leveling the plates as they came out of the rolling mill while they

were still hot, a process that Charles Lukens Huston patented; subsequently its
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Figure 1. The Old Mill Converted to a Puddling Mill. Abram Frank Huston,

Charles Lukens Huston, Dr. Charles Huston, Joseph Humpton, and

H. B. Spackman are in front of the waterwheel.



use was widely adopted [3]. This new mill was a major accomplishment and

Lukens had it photographed the day it opened (Figure 3). On the site of the former

worker’s garden, two open hearth furnaces were built. Lukens could now have

control over the quality of the steel ingots and therefore, control over the end

product (Figure 4). However, as they found, it was difficult to make quality steel

ingots, and they had to institute a system of record keeping to help them to do so.

The rolling mill itself was a complex series of processes, many of which could

fail. As Alexander Holly wrote:

The rolling-mill is, throughout, a series of machines, and much of their work

is of the most difficult character . . . . It involved the adaptation of steam

engines and boilers under peculiar environment; of roll trains, which are by

themselves a vast department of engineering; of power-handling, finishing

and transportation, and of the utilization of fuel under varying circumstances

and on a gigantic scale [4].

Open hearth furnaces were equally complex. The chemical content of the

pig iron (and other chemical ingredients), the physical condition of the fuel, the
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Figure 2. 84-inch Steam Powered Mill. This mill, built in 1870, was the

first significant expansion that Lukens made. It was later dwarfed

by the 204-inch mill opened in 1918 (Chap. 6, Figure 2).
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brickwork supporting the furnace and holding the hot air, the layout of the

“soaking pits” where the ingots cooled, and shape of the molds all affected the

quality of the ingots. Getting ingots that were the right chemical composition,

size, and shape, without defects, was an ongoing battle with unseen chemical and

physical processes. The size and quality of the ingot affected the outcome while it

underwent rolling and any further work, such as flanging, punching, or drilling.

The quality of the ingot also affected its strength and durability. Since the final

product was often subject to government or railroad inspection, there was no

room for error. Each batch of steel was an experiment and Lukens could never

be sure of a high-quality finished product. The difference between them and

their competitors was that Lukens never stopped trying to analyze the processes.

The first step in this ongoing analysis was to keep written records.

During this time, the Lukens Steel plant went from a semi-pastoral to an

industrial setting: for instance, the worker’s truck garden, as seen in Chapter 2,

became the site for Open Hearth #1 (Chap. 2, Figure 8). In 1899 four more open

hearth furnaces were built on the other side of the Brandywine and the plant

spread out from its original core. In that same year a 48-inch universal, three-high

rolling mill was also built to make thin, wide steel next to the new open hearth

furnaces. All of these new furnaces and mills had buildings for storage, gas-,

electric-, or coal-powered generators; offices; lunch rooms; toilets; locker rooms;

separate storage units for items such as brick, patterns, sand, hose, ice, rivets,

locomotive repair, and small structures for the various watchmen. In addition,

Lukens was still providing some worker housing. What had been a comparatively

simple plant became a distributed set of buildings, each with its own complex

technology and outbuildings, spread over a large area.

NEW FORMS OF DATA COLLECTION

AND RECORD KEEPING

The records discussed in this section are data collection, not technical com-

munication. However, they led to an increased reliance on paper to document

and store data and a need for an increasingly large staff of clerks to manage it.

They also demonstrate that quantitative literacy had evolved, from necessity,

on the factory floor, since many of the records originated from foremen, kept

in small books or on sheets of paper. The car record books were essential for

keeping track of incoming materials, outgoing product, and costs incurred on

different railroads. The puddle-mill books were a form of journal, which recorded

daily information about the workers, tonnage, repairs, and other activities. The

tonnage and defective records were essential in collecting data to control the

quality and quantity of steel in both the open hearth furnaces where it was made

and the plate mills where it was rolled. The other miscellaneous record keeping,

such as inventories and payroll sheets, show an increasing, if haphazard, attempt

to rise above the individual memory and create a corporate one [5, 6].
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Car Record Books

Car record books were kept from 1874 to 1897. From them we can see what

materials were arriving by train. Lukens kept a careful accounting, not only for

financial and inventory reasons, but because demurrage (cars blocking the tracks

with unloaded materials) could be costly. The small books carried by the men

document the railroad from which it originated, the car number, what time it

arrived, what it held, what time it left, and the contents when it left (Figure 5).

They moved vast amounts of materials by railroad car, especially prior to electric

cranes. They shipped forgings, castings, coal, brass, brick, molds, pig iron, bar

iron, scrap, rail ends, steel, a milling machine, clay, pipe, springs, and more. The

car record books were wide rectangular books, bound in black, with the words

“Car Record” and “L. I. & S. Co.” imprinted in gold on the cover. The entries are

neat and complete and were copied from the rougher notes, kept in small books,

and taken by the labor boss in charge of loading and unloading (Figure 6).

The car record books are significant in that, for the first time, some of the

workers and foremen were given writing tools and the responsibility to take notes

throughout the day. They demonstrate that paper was finally being used by

the workmen to control the plant itself. That the workers welcomed this new

responsibility can be seen in the ornate cover in Figure 5 and in the other hand-

writing in the small volumes.

Puddle-Mill Records

The puddle-mill books were a natural outgrowth of the furnace journal,

keeping new types of information in a slightly different format. Puddling was

still a workman-based industry, dependent on the knowledge of skilled indi-

viduals, and thus they were paid in accordance with the tonnage they produced.

The books, kept by a single person, listed each furnace, the team that worked it,

and its daily output (Figure 7). The puddling teams were able to accomplish

about five heats per day. Each page of the book covered a period of five days.

The left side of the page often included remarks regarding miscellaneous jobs

performed by puddlers (such as repairing a furnace or working in the ice house)

and the number of helpers paid. Soon they began keeping rolling mill informa-

tion in these books as well—there is a separate section in the lower left-hand

corner naming the heater, helper, screw, roller, catcher, leverman, stocker, and

then the type and number of blooms. The puddling journals changed across

time and contained information that did not fit into the financial records, cor-

respondence, or payroll sheets.

The puddle-mill records demonstrate how one genre, the furnace journal, was

modified to meet the needs of a specific technology. It was necessary to keep

track of how much iron was made, and no genre existed to fill this need. Thus,

they adapted an old genre to fill a new need. The puddle-mill records are also

significant in that they are the last tonnage records that reflected individual
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Figure 5. Chas. S. Thompson’s Car Record Book (1897). This small

(approximately three by five inches) car record book contains much

of the same information as in the car record book above, but in a

much rougher state, with dirt, corrections, and wear.
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Figure 6. Page from Car Record Book (1888). From 1874 to 1897,

employees at Lukens kept record books of shipments arriving and leaving

by rail. This nearly copied version, in a book approximately 14 by 18 inches,

was made from individual notes such as the book in Figure 5.
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output; after the open hearth furnaces were fully operating, tonnage of steel made

was listed under the furnace, rather than the men who worked it.

Tonnage Records

In the puddle-mill records, men and technology were still one. However, after

the opening of the open hearth steel furnaces in 1891, Lukens began keeping a

series of books for both open hearth tonnage and plate mill tonnage, which were

organized not by people performing work, such as in the puddle-mill records,

but by physical and chemical aspects of the product and the output. The line

of development was not straight: some of the tonnage books still kept narrative

information about events and tonnage, such as the pocket book carried by a

foreman, who listed events at the plant including deaths, downtime, fires, and

other significant events (Figure 8). Most of the tonnage records, however, were

sheets of raw numbers (Figure 9). All of these records were collected, brought

into the main office, and entered into hardcover ledgers. They were important

not only to keep track of the factory output but because the men were still paid,

in part, by the ton.

Three forms of the hardbound tonnage documents exist in the Lukens archives.

The plate-mill “Tonnage Ledgers” were kept from 1891 to 1918 and at first, were

preprinted ledgers with columns for ingots, slabs, and flue plates, further broken

down into weight charged, weight trimmed, and percentage yield. They are

organized by mill, with separate sections for the 120-inch mill and the 84-inch

mill. The master “Open Hearth Heat” books, kept from 1891 to 1901, were bound

in black and recorded each heat number, the type of pig and scrap, the weight

of each, and then a chemical analysis of the results. Often the amounts were

corrected by red pencil. These records were significant because the heat number

followed the ingot through the factory process and through rolling so that if

there were defects, the plate could be tracked back to its source. Also, some of

the workers were still paid by tonnage, so the tonnage records from the factories,

the weigh stations, and the office had to match.

The whole process of making faultless rolled steel for boiler plate, much of

which had to pass inspection, was extremely complex, and these records helped

when it came to the tracking of defects. Later, the testing department added a form

called the “Report of Tests of Steel,” which also aided in the tracking of defects.

These tonnage records continued until 1918, but by then they had evolved into

indexed journals of the tonnage going to specific customers, a different use for a

preexisting format. Written records evolve as the need for them evolves.

Defective Records

Some of the most important floor documents that Lukens kept were the open

hearth defective records. Many of the foremen kept extensive notes of various

problems, some of which originated in the open hearth furnaces, some of which
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Figure 9. Loose Tonnage Sheets (1899). These loose sheets represent an

early stage in the record-keeping process. Later this information was

kept in bound books and totals were checked against other records.



came from the rolling process, and some of which came from shearing, and then

brought them to the office where they were carefully compiled into ledgers. Like

the tonnage records, individual records (Figure 10) were compiled into larger,

bound ledgers (Figure 11). Lukens attempted to trace the cause of each defect

to its source, and these records were essential to that effort. Often disputes

arose between the open hearth mills and the plate mills as to who was respon-

sible for specific defects.

The “Defective Plate Record” books, kept from 1894 to 1907, were separated

into Open Hearth, Basic Steel, and Acid Steel (the latter two when Lukens

installed additional furnaces). Like the Open Hearth Heat books, they were large

rectangular books bound in black with gold lettering for the title. They were

broken down into month, number of ingots, and the type of defects. In the early

version (1894) shown above, there were 49 defect categories: narrow end, ragged

side & end, cobbled, laminated, sheared wrong, short, burnt, narrow, wide, sand,

wrong gauge, blisters, bad surface, pitts & snakes, scale, crooked, wrong size,

seams, round end, split end, ragged end, bad bloom, rolled by mistake, and hollow

side. On the right side of the page (not shown) there were further defects: buckled,

cold pieces, pitts, scabs, hollow end, snakes, layed out wrong, wide & short,

ragged side, snakes & scabs, not weight, cinder, snakes and sand, not uniform,

graphite, wrong size, housend, caught in guard, pitts & scale, pitts & scabs, bent,

split in middle, broke in half, hook rolled on, and caught in transfer.

The process of rolling steel to exact specifications for marine and railroad

boilers was still at an early stage, and methods to produce a consistent product

had not yet been discovered. In the manufacturing process of rolling steel,

“many defects are unavoidable, and that even the most rigid inspection will

not suffice to eliminate some defects which are a common annoyance to the

manufacturer and customer alike” [6, p. 531]. A good deal of the company’s time

was spent in trying to locate the causes for these defects. In a note to Charles

Lukens Huston, one foreman complained “I find that a good man, working on

the Mill Sheets, uses at least half his time recording defectives . . .” [7]. The error

recording in these books eventually helped to lead to the answers. As shown

in the next chapter, when Charles Lukens Huston began devising experiments

and hired a chemist and engineer for testing, they used more intensive writing,

communication between all parties on the process, to find what worked and

what didn’t. However, prior to that it was still just qualitative data keeping.

All of these books were the end product of multiple routines of record keeping

by people on the factory floor, and many of them have fingerprints and handprints

on them. They are similar to the day book, journal, and ledger in that they

record data into a transitional location before entering the final results into

ledgers. However, they are different in that they were kept by the foremen on

the factory floor. It was a workswide record-keeping project, rather than the

work of a single clerk or owner. The processes were becoming more complex,

and more people had to participate in the written record keeping in order to gain
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the knowledge necessary to analyze and control the industrial environment.

It wasn’t until writing complemented spoken communication between parties

and acted as a reporting device for research, however, that the industrial processes

became more predictable. Technical communication was not yet advanced

enough to enable people to discover and describe the exact qualities of steel.

Inventories and Payroll Records

Although the inventories and payroll records are interoffice business com-

munication and record keeping, they are interesting in that they, too, reflect

the increasing complexity of the works. Prior to the Civil War, when the plant

had 17 employees, it was not necessary to list their names. However, by 1900

the number of employees was in the hundreds, so Lukens began collecting

their names in a book. The inventories sprang up for different purposes: they

were important in making an account of the total property value for taxation.

Inventories that included every building shed, tool, and piece of office equipment

were time-consuming to create and required an office staff that was diligent

and literate. Both the payroll books and the inventories were kept in bound

books like the furnace journals.

Payroll records began as loose sheets which, like the tonnage and defect

records, originated with the foremen of the different departments. The incoming

sheets listed the name of the foremen and the names of the men working under

him, but only occasionally made reference to their job functions. Like the car

and tonnage records, they were then entered, by a single hand, into a bound

journal, which listed names and the rates by which they were paid. The system

was loose and troublesome. Employees came and went, and those working on

a tonnage basis sometimes argued for changes in the pay when tonnage was

sometimes listed differently in different places. There was no systematic

management at Lukens Steel yet.

In a separate cost analysis, the basic job positions at the mill were described [8].

They were separated into plate wages, blacksmiths, mill clerks and manager,

office clerks and manager, puddle-mill wages and manager, machinists, the firm,

furnace mason plate mill, furnace mason puddling mill, car unloading, general

labor, stock furnace, flanging machine, and hauling iron. The majority of wages

went to plate-mill workers and the second largest to puddle-mill workers. The

other largest expenditures were the firm, the office clerks and manager, the mill

clerks and manager, and general labor. Between 1880 and 1890 there were

approximately 250 to 400 men working daily. By 1891 Lukens had systemized

the process to the extent that all the plant employees were listed, biweekly,

with their hours and rates. These lists were not alphabetized. The number of

men working changed constantly, and no one person knew at any given time

how many people were employed at Lukens Iron & Steel Co. As the company

grew even larger in the early twentieth century, this became a problem.
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EARLY TESTING AND STANDARDS

During the nineteenth century there were many steamboat and railroad engine

explosions, which took thousands of lives and made travel dangerous. Much of

this is recorded in R. John Brockmann’s two books, Exploding Steamboats,

Senate Debates, and Technical Reports (2002) and Twisted Rails, Sunken Ships

(2005). There are other books about the issue such as Death Rode the Rails by

Mark Aldrich. Lukens played an important backstage role in these dramas: first,

they experimented continually to try to find out how to make the safest possible

product, and also Dr. Huston, and later his son, Charles Lukens Huston, con-

tributed to the social discourse community that created standards.

Lukens was always aware of their limitations. Charles Lukens Huston wrote,

“Many of our plates went into the Mississippi River boats and, although I do not

know that any boilers made from our plates ever blew up, yet, if they did not,

that was due to an overruling Providence rather than anything else, because

we had no means of saying exactly what our plates would stand” [9, p. 461]. Prior

to 1875, “For the men working at the mill, the science of metallurgy amounted

to a series of maxims and a bundle of recollections gathered at painful cost over

a period of time. It was all very much on a recipe basis. Every heat amounted

to an experiment” [2, p. 42]. In the case of Lukens, they understood that their

knowledge was incomplete and worked continually to improve it. Ultimately,

being able to track the defects in the steel and trace them to their sources

required work that could only take place by using writing and quantitative data

analysis as tools.

Steamboat inspection began in 1838, but at that time the inspectors were paid

by the vessel owners. Some improvement came with the Steamboat Act of

1852, which provided money for regional inspectors to supervise local inspectors

and also made the vessel owners pay licensing fees, rather than paying the

inspectors directly. In 1871 Congress passed legislation that created the Office

of the Supervising Inspector-General to oversee this department, and it was then

that experts began to meet to create standards [10]. Dr. Huston was chosen to

chair a committee to set standards for boiler plate in 1877. In 1875 he purchased

a testing machine (Figure 12). He made metallurgical experiments, and in 1878

and 1879 he published two articles in the Journal of the Franklin Institute,

“The Strength and Ductility of Iron and Steel Boiler Plate, at Different Tem-

peratures” and “The Effect of Continued and Progressively Increasing Strain

upon Iron.” There is no documentation in the archives surrounding these papers;

although Huston doubtlessly used paper to create his text and drawings, it was

not yet considered important enough to keep.

Dr. Huston’s main thesis in his articles was that “the mere question of tensile

strength may not be very difficult to ascertain, but the question of ‘homo-

geneousness, toughness, and ability to withstand the effect of repeated heating

and cooling,’ is a very different one, and involves a large degree of knowledge
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Figure 12. Plate Iron Testing Machine (1873). Later Dr. Huston endorsed

an expanded version of this testing machine with a quote

in a Fairbanks & Ewing sales pamphlet.



in matters still in more or less doubt with the most eminent scientists of the

day” [11, p. 93]. Dr. Huston did not come close to providing answers; he pro-

vided questions. His work was then carried forward by Charles Lukens Huston,

who also repeatedly stressed that tensile strength alone was not sufficient to

judge the quality of steel.

A discourse is a group of statements with underlying assumptions and rules,

and a social discourse community is a group formed to discuss a specific subject.

The discourse community surrounding the creation of standards at first consisted

of government officials, professional associations, and manufacturers, but later

included scientists, users, and consultants as well. Huston was one of the earliest

contributors to the community to set standards for the rolling of boiler plate, but

little evidence of his activities exists. He did, however, draw specifications for

what he described as “apparatus used for measuring the elasticity and permanent

set” that would later be called an extensometer (Figure 13) [12, p. 42].

PATENTS

Although Lukens Steel did not use much written technical communication

in the plant until the early twentieth century, they began collecting technical

information from the outside world by collecting patents. The earliest patent in

their files is from 1838 for “Improvement in the Mode of Smelting Iron Ores.”

The company collected patents through 1865, mostly relating to the processes of

making wrought iron direct from the ore and also improvements in smelting [13].

In 1869, the year before Lukens built the steam-powered mill and puddling

furnaces, they collected three patents on improved furnace processes and between
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Figure 13. Dr. Charles Huston’s Testing Apparatus (1879). Dr Huston

designed this apparatus, later called an extensometer, to test increasing strain

on metal and described it in an article in the Journal of the Franklin Institute.



1871 and 1899 they collected 22 more patents. In collecting patents, they were

collecting technical communication, since the patented processes were explained

in writing and illustrated with drawings.

Later, Dr. Huston’s son, Charles, joined the ongoing discourse community of

patentees. In 1900 he received his first two patents, a “Roll Relieving Device

for Rolling Mills” and an “Adjusting Mechanism for Universal Mills” [14].

Probably his most widely adopted innovation was the “Plate Straightening

Machine,” which he patented in 1902 (Figure 14). He took out three other patents

between 1903 and 1920. His final patent, No. 1,440, 221, granted Dec. 26,

1922, was for the supporting roll system that he had built in the four-high mill

(Chap. 6, Figure 1).

The patents from the United States Patent Office all followed the same

format: they were numbered and dated with full titles and the name and address of

the patentee. If there were drawings (and there usually were), they came before

the written description. The form and content of the patents were important

because they reified a mechanical innovation that was decreed, by an established

discourse community, to be significant and new. Thus, it is technical com-

munication as a linguistic “performative” with legal implications. Prior to the

twentieth century, technical communication was still the purview of a smaller

discourse community—inventors, members of professional associations who

wrote and published papers, business owners and their clerks, government

officials and engineering consultants. The writing actually used within the plant

was still minimal and, in the case of Lukens Steel, limited to recording quanti-

tative data. Technical writing had not yet reached the factory floor.

THE EVOLUTION OF LETTERBOOKS AND THE

INTRODUCTION OF THE TYPEWRITER

During the years 1870 to 1900 the letterpress books increased from one or

two per year to nine or more. Moreover, in 1888 they were joined by telegram

press books, which held two outgoing telegrams per page and increased in

frequency from one or two books per year to six per year in 1903. These

letterbooks and telegram books became a physically massive recording project,

and limited communications because each letter or telegram had to go to a

central location, while the ink was still wet, to be pressed onto a damp page. As

the plant grew, it became more decentralized. In 1903 the reign of the letterbook

was over: managers and executives began keeping individual files. From that

point forward, however, we have only the files of the works manager, Charles

Lukens Huston. Still, as works manager, his viewpoint is a good one from which

to view the operation of the plant and the use of the paper therein.

The contents of the letterpress books show an increase in the variety of contents

over time. For instance, the firm had stamps made that created templates for

repetitive tasks. The template edge was usually in a different color (pink, purple,
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Figure 14. First Page of Charles Lukens Huston’s Plate-Straightening

Patent (1902). In United States patents, drawings came first and

then the text that described the drawing.



or blue), and the writing within it was standard black ink. These stamps were for

check receipts, price lists, and incoming and outgoing order forms. The earliest

stamp, in 1879, was a template for a price list (Figure 15).

As the office staff grew, so did the number of different hands writing in the

letterbooks. Until 1890, most of the letters were signed with the firm’s business

name, which reflected the (shifting) existing partnerships: Gibbons & Huston,

Huston & Penrose, Huston, Penrose & Co., and finally Chas. Huston & Sons.

In 1890 the firm incorporated as the “Lukens Iron and Steel Company” and,

for the first time, the letters were consistently signed by individuals. The most fre-

quent signatures in the letterpress books were those of R. B. Haines (Secretary),
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Figure 15. Specialized Stamp (1879). Stamps such as this one began

appearing in the letterpress books in the 1870s. This stamp was

small enough that four could fit on a page.



A. F. Huston (Vice President, then President), J. R. Van Ormer (General Sales

Ac’t.), Jos. Humpton (Treasurer), F. H. Gordon (Sales Mgr.), Charles Lukens

Huston (Gen’l Mgr, then Vice President), and H. B. Spackman (Purchasing

Agent). Other unidentified people filled out standardized stamped template forms

as well. The Lukens Iron and Steel office had become an organized system

administered by multiple people (Figure 16).

Still, the main content of the letters were shipping and billing instructions,

sales negotiations, and logistical communications for the movement of product,

rather than technical communication. The letters occasionally contained specifi-

cations for the sizes and shapes of plate being ordered. Often the plate specifica-

tions were just lists of sizes, but sometimes they were accompanied by handmade

drawings. Also, if a plate failed, the technical reasons for the failure were

discussed and conclusions communicated by mail. The letterbooks were impor-

tant, because they established a legal record of transactions [15]. The letterpress

books were indexed, and after 1890 the individual entries were checked off

against the index in red pencil. It was a serious and cumbersome method of

record keeping.

The greatest leap forward for technical communication during this time was

the adoption of the typewriter in 1885. The typewriter was introduced into

the letterpress books in a letter typed by a Remington salesman on June 7,

1885 (Figure 17). Gradually, typed letters replaced handwritten letters in the

letterbooks. This allowed more technical communication to occur on paper, in

writing, than before because typing was clearer and easier to read. Typing made

accurate and rapid written communication possible.

Extensive technical communication started when Charles Lukens Huston

began building the 120-inch mill in 1889. It was the largest mill in the United

States for a long time, and the details of the designing and construction were

worked out in letters going back and forth between Huston and the makers of

the parts (rolls, housing, building, etc.). Written prose was sufficient to plan,

design, and convey meaning, although drawings were sometimes required as

well. For instance, a letter dated June 1, 1887, requested additional drawings:

“Please send us another sketch for the former, as it could be made a dozen

different ways from the present sketch and still conform to instructions.”

In the case of Charles Lukens Huston, typewritten letters were espe-

cially important for ease in conveying meaning. His handwriting was

difficult to read (Figure 18). Typing removed that barrier (Figure 19). Thus,

he was able to brainstorm with various firms producing portions of the

machinery to choose the best possible solution for each component of the

new mill. The back-and-forth dialogues between Huston and the suppliers

were frequent and continued until the mill was opened. The following

extended quote of a letter dated February 11, 1889, shows the amount of

detailed, complex technical communication that can be communicated

through prose:
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In regard to the roll train, we do not recollect clearly whether you arranged to

give the additional height to the housings to maintain the same slack-up that

we would have had with 32 inch rolls or not, but trust you will not lose sight

of this point. We understand that 16 inches was what the Park mill had. In

regard to the amount of slack-up, the Otis people in their new mill have

provided for two feet, so that we should incline to think 16 inches would

be little enough for us to start out with, although we may not have occasion

to use more then 10 or 15 inches for some time to come [16].
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Figure 17. First Typewritten Letter in Lukens Letterpress Book (1885).

This letter was a demonstration, by the Remington salesman, of how to type

and then press a letter into the book. The signature on the following

page can be seen through the tissue-thin paper.
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Figure 18. Handwritten Technical Communication in Letterpress Book

(1889). This letter by Charles Lukens Huston regarding the planning

and construction of the 120-inch mill, is an example of his handwriting,

which could be difficult to read.
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Figure 19. Typewritten Technical Communication in Letterpress

Book (1889). This letter, also by Huston on the same topic, demonstrates

that typing aided legibility. Typing made accurate and rapid written

communication possible.



In this excerpt we can see that technical communication is not the mere

transmission of known data. Like Foucault suggested, there was a dialogue that

went before and a dialogue that would come after. The author is taking part in an

asynchronous conversation, trying to recall past parts of the conversation, stating

some requirements (“addition height to the housings”), and referring to other

participants in the ongoing conversation (“the Park mill” and “the Otis people”).

It is an artifact of an ongoing social discourse community, a web that would

gradually create a rolling mill. It is also an example of how writing aids the

thought process and the negotiation of ideas. When Huston wrote “we should

incline to think 16 inches would be little enough,” that idea is the end product

of multiple comparisons with the rest of the discourse community.

In 1903 letterpress books were discontinued, and each individual began

keeping his or her own system of files. The letters that are analyzed in this book

are from the point of view of Charles Lukens Huston, since he saved them and

later his family deposited them at the Hagley Museum and Archives. As vice

president and works manager, Huston was the central contact for most events

in the open hearth furnaces and mill, and therefore, from his viewpoint, we can

see the communication that spread out into the mill and created networks of

knowledge and information exchange. However, even as we can imagine him as

the center of a growing network of technical communication, we also need to

imagine the amanuensis at his side.

From the introduction of the typewriter forward, Charles Lukens Huston had

a stenographer and typist with him very frequently. His letters (and those of

many others) retained the cadences of spoken communication, but they were

impeccably typed, without errors or corrections. Thus, we can presume the

emergence of a new type of worker: the stenographer typist. There is only one

slim file of correspondence between Charles Lukens Huston and his secretary,

Miss Robinson, after he resigned from the company in 1925. Until that time, she

took his dictation, typed his letters, and filed his papers. Without the assistance of

this new type of literate and detail-oriented worker, communicating complex

technology by prose would not have evolved as rapidly or as efficiently.

* * * * *

Lukens’ stance of “riskless sufficiency,” which took them through the diffi-

cult years of 1800 to 1870, was abandoned in 1870 when they built their first

steam-powered mill. From that point forward, new forms of record keeping and

communications evolved with the rapidly growing company. In the years between

1870 and 1890 this mainly consisted of several systems of ledgers, some of which

evolved from the practice of keeping accounting journals: there were puddle-mill

journals, tonnage books, and, most importantly, detailed lists of plate defects.

Many of these records originated on the factory floor as workers kept data in

their own notebooks or reams of paper. Due to the increasing push toward safety,

Dr. Huston became involved in the creation and negotiation of boiler plate
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standards and published two articles on the strength of iron plate under different

conditions. However, the most important advance for the future of technical

communication during this period was the adoption of the typewriter in 1885 and

the emergence of the stenographer typist, who could change spoken words of

technical experts into readable prose. Once this had become possible—that tech-

nical experts in a variety of specialties could communicate important details about

the behaviors of materials across space and time in an accurate and predictable

way—the stage was set for increased communication, increasingly perfected tech-

nology, and an increased ability to collaborate to create standards. At Lukens Steel,

technical communication became a companywide activity in the twentieth century.
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CHAPTER 5

Lukens 1900-1915:

An Explosion of Technical

Communication

The social discourse community at Lukens Steel exploded from comparative

silence into a multiplicity of voices as operating the plant became more complex

and technical communication became a necessary component of almost every

process. The foremen of each unit had to be able to communicate to the managers

of each division who, in turn, had to communicate with one another in addition

to the people who did the testing and Charles Lukens Huston himself. Most

of the types of communication described in the previous chapters—data col-

lection, record keeping, correspondence, etc.—continued on, but there were also

board meeting minutes, handwritten notes between Charles Lukens Huston

and the department heads, drawings and blueprints, boiler testing documents,

published articles in trade journals, product descriptions, and testing documents

(letters, drafts, meeting minutes, transcriptions of arguments, papers, and

publications). This was no longer solely the voice of the owner or the partners;

many people in the plant participated, and this is where technical communication

emerged and grew.

Work on improving the plant never stopped. Interplant communications about

construction became essential. This communication took place in writing and

drawing. Technical communication had become a method of working out

problems by combining multiple opinions and ideas. In some construction

projects, writing was the major means of communication: when building the “big

mill,” the majority of the interaction between Lukens and United Engineering &

Foundry took place by letter. Workers, foremen, and managers used drawings and

blueprints, which had become crucial to any design or construction process. The

documentation of testing exploded. There were at least four forms of testing at

Lukens Iron and Steel Co.: testing as part of the manufacturing process; in-house

testing of plant equipment; scientific testing for the purposes of discovery and

publication; and Charles Lukens Huston’s personal interaction with the social
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discourse community that created national boiler plate standards. At this time

Lukens also began publishing articles, advertisements, and product guides as a

form of public relations. As a consequence of this sudden increase in technical

communication, the 15 years covered in this chapter will take as long to analyze

as the first 90 years described in the previous chapters.

THE TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESS: 1900 to 1915

At the turn of the nineteenth century, Lukens Steel embarked on an expansion

plan. In 1899 they built four more open hearth furnaces on the other side of the

Brandywine River next to a new 48-inch three-high universal mill that could roll

the edges of a plate as well as the sides. In 1903 they built a three-high 140-inch

mill in a separate plant with furnaces, cranes, shears, leveling rolls, shipping

facilities, and automatic tables. Like the 120-inch mill, at the time it was built,

it was the largest rolling mill in the United States. Because these mills were

unusual, their planning and construction required a great deal of communication

between Lukens and the suppliers of the parts. The older two-high mill had

rolls that moved in opposite directions so that the motion of the rolls helped to

pull the iron or steel through. A three-high mill has three rolls so that the plate

can pass through the rolls in both directions without reversing the movement

of the rolls or handing the plate back from the catchers to the feeder’s side

[1, p. 683]. The universal mill had, in addition to the horizontal rolls, vertical

rolls that finished the edges of plate metal [2, p. 446]. The final layout of the

mills was negotiated, planned, and revised in letters and drawings. Technical

communication is not mere documentation of existing technology, it is an essen-

tial part in the process of building it.

Although this book separates the chapters by time, in reality the technological

changes at Lukens were seamless. After the relatively stagnant period described

by Skaggs as “riskless sufficiency,” Lukens fixed parts of the plant and added

other components continually. The constant changes in the layout of the plant and

in lifting, storage, shipping, and energy systems are documented in blueprints—

the machinery was in a constant state of flux. The 1890 120-inch mill was rebuilt

into a 134-inch mill in 1900 and reduced to a 112-inch mill in 1903, when the new

140-inch mill was finished [3, p. 3]. The heating processes were continually

modified (especially when they didn’t work). The 140-inch mill was built with

two soaking pit furnaces and three continuous furnaces in an adjacent structure

to heat the slabs and ingots before rolling (Figure 1). Eventually they found that

the continuous furnaces were not working well so they were replaced by two

additional soaking pits [4]. Moreover, the supporting structures such as steam

engines, gas producers, cranes, drainage, tracks for the railroad cars that moved

the steel, testing facilities, and offices were continually updated as well. Lukens

Steel was a work in progress, which was now dependent on continual discussion

through technical communication.
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Although Lukens did not have a master list of workers in the plant, Camp

and Francis describe the “mill force” (the people that were necessary to run the

plant). The following extended quote gives an overview of the personnel structure

at a rolling mill:

Under the general superintendent of the steel plant there may be a number of

rolling mill superintendents, each of whom will have charge of a group of

mills turning out similar products. As his assistants, the mill superintendent

selects foremen, each of whom are responsible for the successful operation

of one or two of the mills. Below the foreman, the mill is divided into

departments, with a man at the head of each, who is charged with the

performance of a certain part of the work. Thus, there is the heater who has

the heating of the material to look after; the roller, who superintends the

actual rolling process; the engineer who tends the engine, or an electrician, if

motors are used for running the mill; and the shearmen, whose duty is to see

that the product is properly cut. Besides these, other departments, such as

the machine and the electric shop, the inspection and shipping departments,

play important parts in the mill operation, though they do not come under

the direct authority of the mill superintendent. When it is remembered that

the failure of any one of these may close down the whole mill, the importance

of system and of the personnel of the organization is more fully appreciated

[2, p. 452].
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Figure 1. Reheating Furnace. Ingots or slabs of steel that did not go

directly from the open hearth soaking pits to the rolls had to

be heated in separate reheating furnaces.



Lukens, however, still ran the business as an extended family. Charles Lukens

Huston was the vice president and works manager, so ultimately all of the plant

employees reported to him. Horace Spackman, who had joined the company as an

office boy in 1881, became the purchasing agent, then a director, and eventually

the second vice president in 1900 [3, p. 136]. Thus, he was almost as important

as Huston in the running of the plant. Other long-time employees, such as William

Hamilton, the manager of operations, P. C. Haldeman, the master mechanic, and

A. Goodfellow, mechanical engineer and draftsman, had powerful voices in

running the plant and communicated with each other continually in writing.

Although they sometimes held official job titles, they all did a wide variety of

work across divisions. These are only some of the voices that are raised, like a

chorus, in the early twentieth century.

Just as the plant itself was in continual development, the industrial systems

within it were constantly being modified and perfected. Adding new buildings

and machinery, seeing if they worked, and correcting if they did not were major

sources of the explosion of technical communication. There were many factors

that had to be discussed, solutions proposed and tried. The discussions took place

in person but also in writing and drawing. Rolling mills were complex:

In the rolling of steel there are five factors to be considered, namely, the

temperature of the steel during the rolling, the chemical composition of the

metal, the speed at which the rolls are revolved, the draught in each pass, and

the diameter of the rolls. Furthermore, these factors should be considered

from the three different standpoints of power, or energy, required to deform

the steel; their effect upon the rolling properties of the metal, that is, the

way it will spread, bend and flow in the rolls; and their effect on the quality

of the finished product. All these matters have not been fully investigated

and our knowledge concerning them is somewhat meager [2, p. 453].

Thus, the producers of rolled iron and steel did not know exactly how to do it.

They did not fully understand the physics, chemistry, or the engineering, and

therefore they were continually communicating about testing, results, successes,

and failures. Detailed technical communication was essential to the success of

the plant.

The open-hearth process was complex as well (Figures 2 and 3). In order

to make ingots of the correct size and shape for each of the mills, pig iron,

scrap metal, and chemicals were melted in the furnace then poured into molds

for different-shaped ingots. The condition of the mold (hot, cold, surface pits,

hairline cracks) had a great deal to do with the resulting ingot as did the way

it was poured; for instance, splashing would make scabs of metal on the side

surface. Also, the way that the ingots cooled changed their chemical makeup

and thence their rolling properties. The best way to cool them was slowly, in a

“soaking pit,” which was a specially constructed furnace that kept the exteriors of
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the ingots warm while the interior cooled. Whether an ingot was then directly

moved to the mill for rolling also made a difference; if it was not, it had to be

reheated in a different reheating furnace (one that warmed gradually from the

outside in) before being sent through the rolls. The making of ingots was

continually negotiated between many people at Lukens Steel; even workers had a

voice in the different experiments that they conducted to make their processes

work best. Writing about testing was not only essential, but voluminous as they

sought ways to solve complex problems. Technical communication had moved

into the mainstream of the industrial process, not as a method of documenting

the known, but as a method of discovering the unknown.

INTERPLANT COMMUNICATIONS

In 1903 each manager began to file their own letters (or had a clerk who did so).

The unwieldy letterbooks, besides being difficult to read, had to be processed at

the same location, so every writer had to bring his daily correspondence to a

central office. However, carbon paper was not widely used until about 1912

[5, p. 48]. Thus, an intermediary genre of written communication emerged

between 1904 and 1911 between Charles Lukens Huston and the managers and
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Figure 2. Tapping an Open Hearth Furnace. The molds for

filling are in a pit near the furnace so that the steel

can be poured directly into them.



the foremen. In a folder called “Reports & Memos from Dep’t Heads &

Workmen” [6] there are hundreds of notes, mostly on 6 × 9-inch scraps of paper,

sent back and forth between Huston, his managers, and workers, from various

parts of the plants. These notes were usually folded in quarters, with the name

of the recipient written on the outside, and traveled through an intraplant mail

system. This handwritten method of interplant technical communication lasted

from 1904, when they discontinued the letterbooks, until 1911, when carbon

paper was used and the number of stenographer typists increased. After 1911

each manager could dictate rather than write letters, and the length of the

letters increased. Moreover, the multiple copies, made with carbon paper, could

be addressed to multiple receivers; the network of communications increased

in its scope.

The “Reports & Memos from Dep’t Heads & Workmen” are often undated

notes, letters, calculations, test results, and drawings on a variety of topics that

were mainly technical in nature. In these notes we can also see the emergence of

the use of printed forms to systemize the information that flowed throughout the

works, since various forms are often attached to the notes. Huston communicated
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Lukens built open hearths in sets—Open Hearth #1 (1890) had two

furnaces, Open Hearth #2 (1899) had four furnaces, and

Open Hearth #3 (1918) had eight furnaces.



most frequently with William H. Hamilton (then called the general superin-

tendent), Alfred Goodfellow (mechanical engineer in charge of plant construction

and drawings), F. H. Woodhull (production engineer), H. G. Martin (chemist),

Howard Taggert (testing department), and H. C. Moyers. Although these notes

are informal, the amount of data that they contained, in test results, drawings, and

complex analysis of problems, is impressive. These small notes themselves draw

a portrait of the works from 1904 to 1911. Although there are hundreds of them,

only two examples are described below: one regarding a failed inspection and

another about a mechanical problem. They are an example of a single line of

communication, in contrast to the later networks made possible by carbon copies.

One of the slips of paper in this series is a test report with a note written on

it from Charles Lukens Huston to Howard Taggert who was the Engineer of

Tests (Figure 4). Taggert coordinated inspection from outside inspectors (usually

railroad or government), conducted tensile-strength and bend tests, and kept

reports of the results. The testing department was a major stop (and bottleneck)

within the manufacturing process since railroad cars with unshipped plate could

block other shipments. Much of the testing occurred as the product was going out

the door. If the plates did not pass inspection, they were rejected, which happened

frequently. Rejections were an important generator of technical, mechanical,

and chemical research, resulting in increased communication as Lukens tried

to find the causes and solve the problems.

The rejection slip, dated 10/30/06, had a note written on it from Huston to

Taggert, asking “What were the bending requirements on this job,” dated 12/2.

Taggert provided a handwritten answer describing why the plates were rejected.

First he gave the particulars of the requirements. He wrote:

Requirements for this order are those of Class “B”—U. S. N. viz 60 m T. S. +

25% Elong in 8” with transverse load bends flat.

It is Inspector’s practice to alternate the tests between “Top” + “Bottom” –

Four of the bends as noted on report, were taken from the “Top” + as plates

did not have sufficient discard they failed –

On the fifth plate bends were taken from “Bottom” the first bend failed but

duplicate withstood the test—the Inspector however was unwilling to accept

plates

12/4/06 H. T. [6]

This was a fairly standard exchange as they tried to track the complex causes

of rejections and defects, and it took place by passing folded notes. They fre-

quently had trouble with the U.S. Navy Class B plates that had to conform to

specifications that were hard to achieve and struggled with this problem for years.

Writing made knowledge exchange across distances possible.

Another example of the type of communication that was passed by note

between Charles Lukens Huston and the foremen and workers was about a piece
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of machinery that had broken. H. C. Moyers sent the following drawing with an

introductory note that read “140” Mill Engine Free Exhaust Valve blew Wide

open this morning while running Condensing, caused by too strong exhaust”

(Figure 5). On a page after the drawing, Moyers concluded, “I would suggest

a steam Gate or Electric Value operated in Main Steam Pipe, by a Speed limit

on Shaft” [6]. In this note, the author explained the problem, provided evidence

of his solution (the drawing), and made recommendations as to how to fix the

problem permanently. The act of writing itself helps the author to make his

tacit knowledge explicit, and then it can be conveyed to others.

Overall, the “Reports & Memos from Dep’t Heads & Workmen” have an

immediacy that allows one to hear actual exchanges and troubleshooting among

management and workmen. Some of the notes that originated on the factory floor

are black with dirt, a testament to the environment in which they were created.

These informal notes, frequently supported by test data or drawings, show people

interacting to solve problems, implement solutions and, in general, make tacit

knowledge explicit so that it can be shared on a broader scale. The “Reports

& Memos from Dep’t Heads & Workmen” are an informal communication

system, closely tied to the factory floor. They are the precursor to the more formal
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Figure 4. Rejection Report (1906). Rejection reports were one of the

most important standardized forms that were used in the manufacturing

process. This one is addressed to Charles Lukens Huston and has a

note from him to Howard Taggert so it circulated through the plant,

arriving back at Huston’s files.
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Figure 5. Note from H. C. Moyer to Charles Lukens Huston.

This note was about a minor breakdown in the plant and described

a temporary solution as well as a long-term one.



typed letters. At this point written technical communication was alive but not

systemized. The later systemization, with stenographers and multiple carbon

copies, evolved from this elemental need that sprang from the factory floor as

keeping the machinery working became more complex.

In this group of notes we can see that forms for repeated tasks were beginning

to develop. These forms could be ordered from printmakers. For instance, there

are several forms in the testing department, some for the laboratory and some for

the factory floor. The “Report of Test of Steel” (shown later, in Figure 20) is

the largest. The others, like the “Report of Plates Rejected” (shown earlier, in

Figure 4), are smaller. There is also a general “Laboratory Report” with the date;

Heat Analysis with the number, amounts of carbon, magnesium, sulphur and

phosphorous; and a place for the chemist’s signature. Technical communication

was systemized, first, for record-keeping purposes, as described in the last

chapter. The systemization in writing did not come until later.

Efforts toward systemization of writing were made in some parts of the plant,

but they were still premature. In about 1900 Charles Lukens Huston instituted a

procedure for creating machine shop cards. Before any shop work could start,

requisitions had to be issued by the machine shop clerk, who had to record the

details before the “work card” was given to a machinist (Figure 6). The card then

accompanied the job through the entire process, and the number of hours for

different types of work were recorded on it. Then the card was returned to the

clerk to have the rates for the work entered onto a special cost sheet. It then

was filed in numerical order for future reference [6]. However, there were excep-

tions to every rule—Charles Lukens Huston immediately noted, in his instruc-

tions, that if there was immediate need for machine shop work to keep the

plant running, this routine could be ignored.

DRAWINGS AND BLUEPRINTS

In nineteenth- and early twentieth-century engineering, drawing was an

important part of technical communication. It was regularly taught in engineering

programs and was a required course in the sophomore and junior years at West

Point in 1832 [7, p. 30]. Combined with descriptive geometry, drawing made up

32% of the required curriculum for the mechanical engineering degree at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1867 [8, p. 22]. The Transactions of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers published at least five papers about

drawing between its founding in 1880 and 1901. Drawing was taught because

engineers used it to clarify their ideas and communicate with others. Drawings

were also used for construction planning; often the drawings themselves became

the specifications for the work that followed. As Eugene Ferguson notes: “When

the designers think they understand the problem, they make tentative layouts and

drawings, analyze their tentative designs for adequacy of performance, strength,

and safety, and then complete a set of drawings and specifications. The second
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Figure 6. Machine Shop Job Card (1911). This was one of the

systemized ways of keeping track of various processes

that were occurring throughout the works.



process revolved around the finished drawings and specifications. Those

drawings and specifications will be the formal instructions that guide their work”

[9, pp. 2-3]. In some companies, engineers made drawings that would then be

mounted on cardboard and clamped in place in front of the machinists as they

worked. Multiple drawings were necessary, not just for distribution, but for

permanent documentation, because if anything went wrong they could go back to

those drawings in order to see how to rebuild. Thus, the storage and cataloguing

of the drawings was an important issue as well.

Most nineteenth century articles about the drawing process recommend that

only one person be in charge of the indexing and filing of the drawings, sort of a

librarian of drawings. Indexing was important because it contained the history of

the machinery and architecture. Many industries carefully stored their indexed

drawings in flat drawers about two inches deep, sometimes in a fireproof vault.

The wooden patterns for cast iron parts were also made using drawings and

were numbered, indexed, and stored in a separate building. Many engineering

organizations advocated drawing offices as a fulcrum for handing out work since

“dimensioned plans had become an essential tool in the professional practice of

mechanical engineers the world over” [10, p. 96].

At Lukens Steel, they did not use drawings as a method for distributing

work or as an organizational system—they used drawings continually, but the

organization of their plant was somewhat haphazard. By and large, each unit of

the plant operated independently, and the necessary communications were passed

back and forth by an informal network of managers, foremen, and workers.

Lukens used drawing in a variety of different ways for different purposes. Some

were what Ferguson called “talking” drawings, some were “thinking” drawings

and some were “prescriptive” drawings. The talking and thinking drawings were

everywhere—in the correspondence, on scraps of paper, in bound books, on

starched linen. Their prescriptive drawings were blueprints with multiple copies,

which grew in size and complexity over the years.

As John Brown stated, “novel designs generally originated with an oral

description or a written specification from a customer or with a novel idea

from the proprietor or his engineering talent. A lead draftsman-designer then

translated this original concept into a rough sketch. Fundamental to the innovative

process, such sketches often passed through many iterations as the designer, the

firm’s proprietor and/or engineer, and the customer came to agree on the ideal

combination of design elements, parts, and proportions” [11, p. 20]. This is

basically how it worked at Lukens Steel. Many people had ideas that were

communicated via preliminary sketches, many of which were probably not

saved. If an in-house drawing had to be done formally, it was sent to Alfred

Goodfellow, a mechanical engineer who had that skill. The later complex and

extensive blueprints may not have been done in-house since there is no reference

in the archives to a drawing shop and no reference in the personnel lists to a

specialist in drawing.
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Drawing was an essential part of the vocabulary of technical communication

at Lukens Steel. “Moreover, it is often a collective activity, a communicative

practice of negotiation and exchange among participants with different knowl-

edge backgrounds and positions” [12, p. 22]. At Lukens Steel, the engineers,

managers, and workers all used drawings to perform their daily work. There were

drawings for order specifications, drawings for plant layout and design, drawings

for flanged and forged products, drawings as templates for wooden patterns, and

drawings as specifications for complex machinery. The foremen used drawings

to communicate problems (shown earlier in Figure 5 and later in Figures 10

through 13), and Charles Lukens Huston often used drawings to communicate

his ideas while he planned the configuration of new mills. Drawings of all shapes

and sizes were scattered throughout the plant, and Lukens saved many of them.

The earlier drawings were done on “drafting linen,” sized with starch, creating a

translucent surface with the texture of oilcloth. However, since multiple images

could be made with the blueprinting process, it began to predominate (Figure 7).

“Blueprints are produced by placing a transparent (or sufficiently translucent)

sheet containing an opaque image in contact with a piece of paper sensitized with

potassium ferrocyanide and ferric citrate, and exposing the image-bearing sheet to

light. Those areas of the sensitized sheet protected by the lines of the image

remain white, while the exposed parts turn blue. After exposure, the blueprint

paper is washed to remove residual chemicals” [13, p. 155]. As a copying method,

blueprinting predated carbon paper, and sometimes it was used for graphs

and text as well.

Lukens Steel used an index for their drawings up until approximately 1915.

When they began the index, it was a considerable undertaking; many drawings

already existed and had to be sorted into some kind of order. The organization

of the index was never entirely satisfactory, and it was never complete. It was

separated into alphabetical sections, each letter representing one part of the plant,

one system in the plant, or one type of structure in the plant. These categories

include “gas producers,” which were then subdivided into old plant, universal

mill, slab mill, not in use, foreign, open hearth #2, and 140 mill. Similar sections

were filed under different letters for boilers and heaters, the 112-inch mill, the

84-inch mill, the flanging department, steel plants, buildings, and shops. There

are also sections listing the drawings used for air compressors, trestles, coal and

scale conveyors, and “frogs-crossings and track fittings.” Most of these sections

are further divided into subsections. The index was a large and well-used book,

covered with black grime, fingerprints, and handprints. It was kept in a func-

tioning part of the plant rather than an office, as can be seen in the dirt on the

cover and most of the pages (Figure 8).

The drawings were numbered roughly sequentially, with space left between

each drawing for further revisions. If there was no number available for a

new drawing, a letter was sometimes appended to the number. Many of the

pages were largely scripted by a single hand, which means a single person was
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originally put in charge of it. However, additions and deletions were made by

others, mixing the ornate clerk’s script with printed letters, cross-outs, scrawls,

and sometimes shorthand. Drawing titles were added, at different times by

different hands, sometimes between the lines, changing the system numbering

from sequential numbers to numbers and letters (e.g., 1, 2, 2a, 3). Many notes

about the drawings are in the right-hand column, giving additional information,

while many titles are crossed out, saying, “Not in Use.” Sometimes notes are in

shorthand, since shorthand is used throughout the Lukens archives and can be

seen in letters and notes as well (Figure 9).
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Figure 7. Blueprint for Boiler Head, The Johnson Ironworks (1901).

This approximately three-foot by three-foot blueprint is one of many

from customers specifying the product that they required. Blueprints

were used for copying multiple images for engineering, building

plans, and writing.
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Figure 8. Drawing Index (1915). This book, begun by a single scribe

and added to by many others over the years, contained a list of all

the drawings at Lukens Steel. It was used so frequently that it is

missing its cover and many of the pages are marked with black

dust, fingerprints, and handprints.



Charles Lukens Huston often “thought in drawing” and many sketches are on

his letters and notes as he designed new configurations of machinery for the mills

(Figure 10). Other employees, by necessity, also included drawings in their

written communications, such as when E. Barnes devised a set of different-sized

ingot molds and described their varying outputs: he used slips of paper with a

drawing to show the dimensions and quantitative information about the plate

rolled from it (Figure 11). These multimedia communications were part of the

ongoing testing process as they tried to discover which size molds made the best

rolled steel. Literacy in drawing and in writing evolved hand in hand in the late

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Small drawings within documents were

often necessary to explain different shapes and properties (Figure 12). Sketches of

equipment and processes were a bridge between the physical and the abstract;

they were one step away from a worker standing in the plant, pointing to the

parts of a machine, and explaining what it was doing. Drawings had nearly

the same effect as intimate, tacit knowledge exchange, but they could be sent

across distances, used at different times, and shown to multiple people. Drawings

were an integral method of communication in the early twentieth century as

the managers and foremen explained their ideas (Figure 13).
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Figure 9. Partial Page from Drawing Index. This excerpt shows the

variety of scripts used in the index: one hand began the project in ink

and added to it later in pencil, along with additions and correlations

in other hands, including shorthand notes.



As Ferguson noted, engineers such as Charles Lukens Huston often thought

by drawing. Huston often went to the various parts of the mills and watched the

men as they worked. When he wasn’t complaining about their lackadaisical

behavior, he was taking in the entire industrial process—how each machine

worked, how they worked together, and what processes connected the output

from the machines—and he looked for areas that could be improved. His greatest

strength in finding areas for improvement was in theorizing improved rolling

mills. He watched, saw how they worked, drew sketches of how they could work,

discussed them with people, and implemented many of these improvements

into the mills. He also copyrighted several of the improvements, and they were

adopted by other rolling mills. This process of thought, communication, and

innovation used and resulted in drawings.

For instance, the Lukens plant made specialized shapes called “heads,” which

were end caps for boilers and other large circular objects. At the end of the

nineteenth century, most heads were still made by hammering iron or steel over a

template. Dr. Huston and his sons saw a new “hot spinning” machine used to

make heads and ordered one in 1885. Huston then designed several improvements

to the new machine, including guides for outside rollers, which became standard

in the industry [14]. There exists an undated drawing of the spinning machine

called a “Roller Dishing Device,” unlisted in the index (although it is listed under

a different number), which was an early iteration of what later became commonly

known as a flanging machine (Figure 14). Later, Lukens had several flanging
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Figure 10. Sketch in Charles Lukens Huston’s Papers.

This undated drawing was pinned to another entitled

“Emmett Moore’s Plate Dumping Scheme.”
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Figure 11. Visual, Verbal, and Quantitative Communication.

These notes are an example of how the workers used

writing, drawing, and calculations simultaneously.
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Figure 12. First Page, Report (1904). This report demonstrates

how the author moved from expressing technological ideas visually

to expressing them verbally and then back again. The title and

date is in Charles Lukens Huston’s hand.
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Figure 13. Second Page, Report (1904). This page of the report

shows a visualization of process and includes quantitative

calculations containing information about the problem

they were trying to solve.



machines that were so complex that no single drawing would suffice to describe

its specifications; blueprints with multiple drawings had to be made of the

interacting parts (Figure 15). Drawings are more closely connected to the

physical reality of an object and any writing about it and thus are especially

useful in engineering. As Ferguson wrote, “The affinity of engineering for art

has been masked by the rise of the physical sciences, but the successful practice

of engineering will always be shaped by the disciplines of art” [9, p. 72].

THE EMERGENCE OF TESTING

Although Lukens Steel was active in testing from 1875, when Dr. Charles

Huston purchased a testing machine and ran two scientific tests that he published

in the Journal of the Franklin Institute, little evidence of this early testing
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Figure 14. Roller Dishing Device by Charles Lukens Huston.

This undated drawing was done on sized linen and is approximately

three-feet by four-feet. It was probably drawn in connection with

Huston’s work on adding guides to an earlier device.
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remains: until the turn of the century, the business owners didn’t find this material

worth saving. Even complex scientific experimentation was carried on with

minimal written technical communication, and the necessary steps occurred

prediscursively. From the 1870s the U.S. government required that the tensile

strength be stamped on plate metal that was going to be used as boiler plate in

railroad and steamboat engines (Dr. Huston participated in the setting of these

standards). Thus, from early on, testing was part of the manufacturing process

at Lukens Steel. However, it wasn’t fully documented until 1900.

At the turn of the century there was an explosion of documentation about

testing (as well as in the other parts and processes in the plant). New social

discourse communities sprang up as workers took on new tasks to track and

understand visible and unseen industrial processes and their products. As these

workers attempted to control manufacturing output, names emerged for them

such as Engineer of Testing, Metallurgist, Chief Chemist, Inspector Foreman,

and Fuel Economist. One thing they all shared was that they used writing to

collect, store, and communicate their results.

There were four general types of testing at Lukens Steel after 1900: in-house

testing of plant equipment (generally of boilers and stacks); testing as part of

the manufacturing process (prior to inspection); testing as scientific experimen-

tation (often resulting in presentations and publications); and testing as part of a

social discourse community that emerged in order to create industry standards

(composed of government, industry, and academics). After 1915 testing con-

tinued to gain importance in all four areas, and the amount of documentation

about it increased exponentially.

In-House Testing of Plant Equipment

Lukens periodically tested its own machinery and systems. The testing

documentation began in 1899 when they collected copies of boiler tests from

other plants, such as Pencoyd Iron Works and General Electric, to use as

templates for their own tests. Frequently Lukens collected knowledge from other

plants, and other plants came to Lukens to observe their procedures too. The

general attitude of sharing knowledge freely can be seen throughout the years

covered in this book. Lukens then used the templates they received from other

companies and had an outside consultant set up their testing procedures. One part

of this process was that they began to test their own engines with indicator cards

attached to a drum or another mechanical arm in order to record the movements of

pistons in a steam engine and thereby calculate the power output (Figure 16).

Indicator cards were a mechanical means of recording pressure on paper: the card

was wrapped around a cylinder that had a stylus attached to a piston type pressure

gauge. The area inside the indicator diagram is used to calculate the power output

(Figure 17). Lukens had tests of this sort done on their steam engines in the

84-inch mill, the 120-inch mill, and the universal mill in 1900 and 1903. They
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also frequently tested the temperature of the air leaving the stacks, the quality of

the water, and any other aspect of the plant they needed information about. All

of this testing resulted in documentation.

Soon Lukens developed its own forms for testing boilers. A multipage official

report titled “Testing Department: Log of Boiler Test,” with several subsections:

“Report of Boiler Test,” “Log of Boiler Test,” and “Coal and Water Log.” These

tests required observers to take temperatures and other readings at set intervals

so that they could be combined in the report. The printed lab reports required

such information as the type of boiler, the manufacturer, name of tester, kind

and size of coal, moisture in coal, quality of steam, total water evaporated, steam
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Figure 16. Indicator Card Device for Testing Engine Power.

This device was attached to an engine to measure its power output.

A card was attached to the drum and a pencil, connected to a

pressure-measuring device, drew a diagram on the card [15].



per pound of fuel, etc. (Figure 18). Although the summary data from the consul-

tant was expressed numerically, when the employees at Lukens took over the

reports, the summary was a narrative.

The actual horse power developed, by this boiler, as [crmp] and with the

builders rating served so high, that it was deemed best to run a check test.

This test, while it was impossible to finish by reason of the clogging of the

grate-door to bad coal which made it impossible to clear the first and

necessitated shutting down of the boiler, proved the figures in the test as were

reported were correct.
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Figure 17. Front and Back of an Indicator Card (1900). The rotation of the

drum resulted in a diagram that could then be used to calculate the power output.

This method of testing could show inefficiencies that could then be corrected.
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Figure 18. Page from Lukens Boiler Test Template (1903). Lukens

had many forms printed like this which could serve repeated functions.

Although only the boiler tests from 1900 to 1904 are preserved,

they document the procedure.



The feed water was much lower than normal on account of one of the

economizers being out of service.

Both the quality of the steam and the draft seemed to vary some what,—and

at—times when the engines were draining hard—a good deal of water was

carried over through mains.

The flue-gas temperature was low except = at the end of the test when the

fires were forced harder.

This test was made as much as possible under actual running conditions [16].

Specialized products required specialized working conditions, which changed

continually and could not be reduced, as yet, to a predictable process.

Stack tests were also done on the later pages of the boiler tests. They, too, had

the date, the furnace, and the name of the tester across the top. There were

columns for time, draft gauge, and flue temperature. The tests were taken every

15 minutes from 9 A.M. to 10:30 P.M. and the results were summarized at the end;

for example, “Averaging a discharge of 2653 Cu. Ft. per second at average

temperature of 1156 degrees F.” These tests were performed on different flues

on different dates in the fall of 1904. They also tested the temperature of the

pits from time to time, taking readings every five minutes and jotting them

down on six-by-nine paper. They also took averages of the gas producers in

down-takes, the temperature of the air in the airbox, and gas in the main lines in

separate documents [6]. In-house testing was an integral part of the industrial

culture at Lukens Steel, and the documentation that they developed allowed

analysis of problem areas and provided clues to solve them.

Testing as Part of the Manufacturing Process

The testing department was a necessary part of the manufacturing process

because almost every type of steel that Lukens made was for use in railroad or

marine boilers and commissioned either by the railroads or government, both of

whom had strict standards with which they had to comply. Every plate was

stamped with the heat number, a letter for the ingot from which it was rolled, and

the tensile strength. There was a “checker” at the last stage in the process, who

was responsible for checking off each order by size, which was a vital piece of

data for the shipping department. This checker also caught all sorts of mistakes,

like being sheared wrong or recorded wrong, together with other inconsistencies

[6]. Thus, each mill had a recording office. The Testing Department was respon-

sible for conducting and coordinating inspections before shipping and also for

interacting with customers regarding rejected product.

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, the testing department

was run by long-time employee Howard Taggert. There was a complex system of
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numbering the path of each piece of steel produced. It started with the numbering

of each heat in the open-hearth plant and then assigning a letter, after the heat

number, to each ingot poured from the heat. After rolling, each plate had a portion

sheared off, which was tested for tensile strength. Each plate and test piece was

stamped with the heat number, the ingot letter, and the tensile strength. When

W. G. Humpton later became the testing engineer, he complained, “Think good

deal of trouble could be eliminated if cut out some stamping. There is so much

stamping in test piece that it really invites error at the mill” [17, 12/23/18]. Marine

boiler plate manufactured for the government had to undergo a bend test as well.

Although the testing process was complex, it served Lukens well for years since

they were able to identify each plate that they sold and, therefore, find the cause

of problems. Sometimes a customer complaint was due to customer error rather

than plate defects and, if it was a repeated defect, they could attempt to find the

source and change their procedures.

Charles Lukens Huston was in continual contact with the testing, chemical,

and sales departments concerning a variety of questions, most frequently about

rejected plates. As seen in the section about interplant communication above,

communication regarding these questions often took place by folded notes (see

Figures 5, 12, and 13). In one instance, Huston wrote a note to Taggert to ask,

“What was the bend test in enclosed, and how did it fail?” Taggert wrote back on

the note itself:

We made cold bending test on half of broken test pce. & it failed—This

occurred while I was in Washington—the boys could not persuade Inspector

to allow us to prepare a regular bending specimen—when I got home the

Inspector had sent in his report & was unwilling to recall it—are preparing

specimens for bending on subsequent shipments. HT [6, 2/9/06].

Meeting the inspector’s requirements was difficult and unpredictable, and thus

a great deal of time and effort went into the process. In a later operations

committee meeting, Huston said, “Don’t believe we get one plate out of ten

to A.S.T.M. [American Society for Testing Materials] specifications” [17,

12/23/18]. The difficulty of producing steel that met the standards provided an

impetus to do scientific testing to make the process more controllable. Thus,

it may have been the act of inspection itself, more than the properties inspected,

that improved the quality of steel.

Two locomotive manufacturers, Baldwin and the American Locomotive Co.,

had resident inspectors in Coatesville [17, 5/13/18]. Lukens was under constant

scrutiny, both by industry and the government, and these inspections produced

reports, both from the manufacturing side and from the purchaser’s side, as can be

seen in this test report from Baldwin Locomotive (Figure 19). Although there

were many other records that were kept on the factory floor, the majority of the

documents that were used by the plant had to do with testing. Since the heat and
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Figure 19. Test Report from Baldwin Locomotive Plate Inspectors (1908).

Part of the reason for extensive testing at Lukens Steel was that they

were subject to continual inspection from the railroad industry and

from government. This is an example of the inspection

results from the user’s end.



slab numbers were attached to each plate (including test pieces), all of the shapes

created by the plate mills could be traced back to the original source if there were

defects in the steel. Many of these records are covered with a layer of black dust.

The form “Testing Department Report of Tests of Steel” helped to track this

information and contained the tensile strength and a chemical analysis as well

(Figure 20). Each test record had the name of the furnace; the date; and columns

for slab no., melt no.; a chemical analysis of the amounts of carbon, manganese,

sulphur and phosphorous; a column for original dimension; the elastic limit; the

tensile strength; elongation; reduced dimensions; percent reduction; size of plate;

and remarks. This documentation, a natural outgrowth of the record keeping

described in the earlier chapter, was a written method of quality control that

resulted in data that could be analyzed to solve problems. Lukens’ ability to

produce and track this amount of detailed information contributed to their

ongoing success as manufactures of high-quality specialized steel.

Scientific Testing

Since the open hearth and rolling processes were so complex and many plates

failed inspection, Charles Lukens Huston and others were constantly trying to

discover the properties in the manufacturing process that would consistently

produce high-quality rolled steel. Many of the problems originated with the open

hearth process. Originally, Lukens started their own open hearth furnaces so that

they could control the chemical content and the shape of the ingots because

different-shaped ingots worked best in different mills. Making perfect ingots

itself was a complex and unpredictable process:

A prerequisite to faultlessly finished material is perfect ingots, and by a

perfect ingot is meant one free from all cavities or openings and made up of

material that is homogeneous throughout. Unfortunately, the natural laws

that govern the solidification of the liquid metal operate against both these

requirements, and develop the well known natural defects in ingots called

piping, blow holds, segregation and crystallization. Added to these are other

defects, both incidental and accidental, such as checking, scabs, and slag

inclusions [2, p. 459].

It was very difficult to make good ingots, and a great deal of Lukens’ time and

effort went into testing each melt and using various chemical additives and

experimenting with different-sized molds for ingots. Some of these experiments

were never published and descriptions of them, with their data (including photo-

graphs, microphotographs, and graphs), are saved in the archives. However,

Charles Lukens Huston followed in his father’s footsteps by publishing some

of his results. He continued promoting the idea that tensile strength alone was

not a sufficient indicator of the safety of steel products.
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Huston knew the interior of steel as well as his chemists and the open hearth

men. He was especially interested in the segregation that occurred within the

ingot– due to uneven cooling, different parts of the ingot had different chemical

content and different physical features (Figures 21 and 22). When rolled,

therefore, different parts of the plate had different properties as well. He wrote, “it

is difficult or really impossible to secure steel that even in one moderate sized

plate will have anything like the uniformity generally supposed to exist, because

the tensile strength, in almost any one plate of a ton weight or over, will vary

5,000 lbs. or more in tests taken from different parts” [18, p. 182]. Huston set out

to demonstrate this in a carefully planned experiment, the results of which were

read before the Ninth Annual Meeting of the American Society for Testing

Materials in 1906 and then published in two separate journals [18, 19].

Conducting the tests was a collaborative project among workers and managers

at the plant. First, Huston asked his chemist, H. G. Martin, to prepare different-

sized ingots (9 × 12, 16½ × 18½, 26 × 12, 38 × 8) and have them rolled into plates.

Martin then had E. Barnes draw up the specifications (Figure 11). Huston chose

ingots of different sizes because the segregation of chemical and mechanical

properties occurred differently in each. After pouring and rolling, pieces from

each plate were cut for physical and chemical tests [6, 4/23/06]. It was well

known at the time that the upper portions of an ingot (and thus the upper portions

of a rolled plate) were more brittle than the lower portions (and thus had a lower

tensile strength), and therefore the top was frequently cut off. What was less

well-known was that tensile strength varied throughout the plate due to the

movement of the molten steel within the ingot as it was poured. This movement

caused bubbles and distributed the chemicals within the steel differently

throughout the ingot. Huston had the test plates bisected vertically, planed,

photographed, and analyzed for tensile strength. His chemist also took drillings

from the cut face and analyzed them for carbon content as well (Figures 21 and

22). Huston then summarized the findings in an article that included both writing

and drawing in Proceedings of the American Society for Testing Materials:

The reason that the steel in the ingots varied throughout is that:

As steel cools in the mold a steadily thickening wall of solidified metal forms

against the sides of the mold (which is usually of cast-iron) and numbers of

gas bubbles form and rise to the surface in the liquid portion, causing a rising

current of metal adjacent to the solidified wall with return downward current

in the center.

This causes thorough mixing of the portion remaining liquid, but as the

carbon and other elements are expelled from the solidifying wall the central

liquid portion continually gains in these elements.

This action continues until the temperature of the liquid portion falls to a

point where its consistency becomes so thick that the gas bubbles cannot rise

through it, when circulation ceases, gas formation ceases and segregation
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ceases and the metal inside this zone of gas bubbles solidifies in a mass of

comparatively uniform character [19, p. 381].

Since many of the test samples used by inspectors came from pieces sheared

from the outer margin of the plates, which are naturally softer than the center,

the tensile strengths that were stamped on the pieces and used in the inspections

did not reflect the plate as a whole. However, the standard practice was that
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Figure 21. Specimen of Steel with Chart (1906). This illustration from

Charles Lukens Huston’s article in Proceedings of the American Society for

Testing Materials shows a sliced ingot with air bubbles and a chart next

to it showing the variation in tensile strength after rolling.
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Figure 22. Drawing Demonstrating Segregation of Steel in Ingot.

Also from Huston’s article, this diagram shows the bubbles with

the variation in carbon readings throughout the ingot.



tensile strength was used as a primary indicator of the strength of steel, and the

acceptance or rejection of boiler plate depended on it. Huston concluded, “It

would be far better I believe if the ductility were introduced as a factor in

conjunction with tensile strength to determine the allowable working stresses so

that a somewhat lower tensile steel may be used, where it shows a corresponding

increase in ductility” [19, p. 383].

This social discourse with the outside world interested in the properties of steel

took place within the plant continually as well. At one point Huston advocated

stamping the yield point (the point at which a plate would begin to elongate) on

the plates as well as the ingot and melt numbers and the tensile (breaking)

strength. However, the Engineer of Testing, Howard Taggert, pointed out, “We

should not think it advisable to stamp the Yield Point as it would very likely

be confused with the T. S. + prove troublesome. As its accurate determination

is an impossibility in commercial testing the Tensile Strength, which can be

determined accurately, is relied upon to indicate the Yield Point” [6]. Although

they knew that the tensile strength was an inadequate measure of plate steel,

finding a substitute with which to test was, at this point, a practical impossibility.

Charles Lukens Huston continued experimenting with steel and publishing his

results throughout the remainder of his career.

The Social Discourse Community to

Create National Standards

In 1899 the American Section of the International Association for Testing

Materials was formed and began developing standards for steel quality. This

social discourse community surrounding testing took place by holding meetings,

which were then continued asynchronously by many letters flowing back and

forth between the participants. Prior to the start of the ASTM (as it was later

called), the setting of standards had been done individually by various agencies,

professional associations, and manufacturers; but there was no single entity to

collate the standards. The American Society of Civil Engineers, the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, government, and large manufacturers had been

setting their own standards. When the American Section of the International

Association for Testing Materials first proposed a set of steel standards for

everything from railroad track to building beams and wheels to axles, the ASCE

and the ASME immediately joined the dialogue, and the resultant social discourse

community became a broad, ongoing exchange of information between manu-

facturers, users, and experts as they negotiated standards and published the

results. Charles Lukens Huston served on a number of these committees and

contributed to portions of the discourse.

William R. Webster, Consulting and Inspecting Engineer, member of ASCE

and ASME, started the American Section of the International Association for

Testing Materials. In 1900 he sent out a circular to gather manufacturers to vote
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on the specifications for “rails, splice bars, structural steel for buildings, structural

steel for bridges and ships, O. H. boiler plate and rivet steel, steel castings, steel

forgings, steel axles, steel tires and wrought iron” in order to set uniform testing

standards [20]. Thirty-four organizations and individuals voted, including the

Franklin Institute, Cambria Steel Co., Carnegie Steel Co., Jones & Laughlin,

David Thomas, American Iron & Steel Mfg. Co. and National Tube Co. In the

first iterations, almost everyone voted yes to everything. The definitions for

each set of specifications were fairly broad. Below is one example:

Structural Steel for Buildings

Steel may be made by either the Open Hearth or Bessemer process.

Steel shall not contain more than .10% of phosphorus.

Finished material shall be free from injurious seams, flaws or cracks, and

have a workmanlike finish.

Ultimate Strength of steel 60,000# to 70,000# per square inch. Elastic Limit

not less than one-half the Ultimate Strength. Elongation 20%. Bending Test,

180° around a diameter equal to the thickness of piece tested, without

fracture on outside of bent portion.

For the determination of these physical qualities the standard test piece

of nominal eight inch gauged length, and the methods prescribed by the

Association shall be used.

Ultimate Strength of rivet steel 48,000# to 58n,000# per square inch. Elastic

Limit not less then one-half the Ultimate Strength. Elongation 26%. Bending

Test, 180° flat on itself, without fracture on outside of bent portion [20].

The American Section of the International Association for Testing Materials,

which soon changed its name to the American Society for Testing Materials

(ASTM), “quickly gained a reputation as a bastion of manufacturers” [21, p. 236].

No one organization had authority over the creation of standards, and the

American Section’s presumption of establishing standards made the other organi-

zations angry. The one dissenting voice, voting against accepting the specifi-

cations, came from R. W. Hunt, a consulting rail inspector, who wrote, “We are

in receipt of your several letters in regard to the vote upon the several specifi-

cations for various forms of steel, and also those specifications. The matter

has had our most careful consideration, and we must decline to vote in favor

of any of them” [20]. Hunt pointed out that the ASTM was largely a group of

manufacturers and that specifications had to come from users as well. At the first

annual convention of the American Railway Engineers and Maintenance-of-Way

Association (AREMWA) in 1900, Hunt stated, “I am a member of an American

organization which is seeking to agree upon specifications of all kinds to

submit to an International Association as American specifications. I have taken

the position that (as unfortunately the organization to which I am alluding is

composed almost entirely of the representatives of the manufacturers of the

country) they are not the people to put before the world what are thought to be
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the specifications representing the American ideas and American desires” [20].

Moreover, the ASCE had already come up with their own specifications.

However, since the other organizations lacked knowledge about metallurgy,

they had to compromise and work with the manufacturers who knew the details

of the processes [21]. In order to solve the problems, the various organizations

began working together.

Setting standards had been a site of contention and negotiation between

manufacturers and users, such as Baldwin Locomotives, Pennsylvania Railroad,

and government. Consultants such as the founder of the American Section,

Webster, and the rail consulting engineer, Hunt, negotiated to reach an accord,

and they succeeded. In the case above, in 1902 AREMWA adopted the ASTM

rail specifications (with amendments) and the ASTM adopted AREMWA’s

specifications for bridges (with amendments). The Master Mechanics Association

took up axle specifications, the American Institute of Mining Engineers became

responsible for steel forgings and casting, and the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers began a committee on steel boiler plate.

Charles Lukens Huston participated on the ASME Board of Boiler Rules

(as well as other groups). The members of the Board of Boiler Rules were users,

manufacturers, insurance interests, and operating engineers. Howard Taggert

assisted by compiling a report on the principal boiler plate specifications used in

the United States, listing the name of company, grade, chemical content, and

mechanical properties of each. Then the board collaboratively revised a document

for the ASME in 1913 [22]. To do this, they created documents by cutting and

pasting from the Massachusetts State Board of Boiler Inspection, since it was

already largely written (Figure 23). Then they passed the documents back and

forth, each participant noting changes in the margins (Figure 24). This document

in particular (there were others revised in the same way) was reviewed and

revised by Prof. C. F. Miller from MIT, C. L. Huston, H. G. Meinholtz of Heine

Safety Boiler Works, Prof. R. C. Carpenter of Cornell and Richard Hammond

of the Lake Erie Boiler Works. After Charles Lukens Huston made changes, he

sent them to Howard Taggert, the engineer of tests in charge of inspection, for

review. Through ongoing meetings, negotiations, and revision, working standards

were created and updated by a group discourse process.

PUBLIC RELATIONS DOCUMENTS

The final genre that emerged in this fertile time period was technical adver-

tising brochures and public relations documents. Prior to 1900 Lukens used little

advertising or public relations—their product had a secure market and they were

well known in the field. Later, they began publishing occasional advertisements

in trade journals, informing readers of the unique aspects of their company.

For instance, they placed a full-page advertisement in the Railway Gazette stating

that they were “The First to Make Boiler Plates in America.” They also published
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Figure 23. “Preliminary report of Committee to formulate standard

specifications for the construction of steam boilers,” American Society

of Mechanical Engineers (1912). This document was passed back and

forth between participants in the creation of a boiler code. Each reviewer

made comments from which the final version was created.
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Figure 24. Detail of Report Above (1912). The participants in this

social discourse community made their comments by crossing

out sections and writing in the margins.



small cardboard price guides for different products and a longer product guide used

by salesmen (see Chap. 6, Figures 13 and 14). Their main outlet for public relations,

however, was a series of historical articles about their company in important

trade magazines. These articles were accompanied by a centennial celebration

(1810-1910) and helped to establish them as a respected name in the industry.

In July 1910 Lukens Steel held a townwide celebration for their 100-year

anniversary. There was a parade of the workers, open house at the plant, band

concerts, and a series of speeches under a tent. The governor of Pennsylvania

attended, speaking about the history of iron in their area; Abram Francis Huston

spoke about the history of Lukens Iron and Steel Co.; and John Fritz, the famous

and elderly inventor of the three-high process, reminisced about his experiences

in industry (Figures 25 and 26) [23]. At approximately the same time, four articles

were published describing the history of the company: one in The Iron Age, two

in The Iron Trade Review, and a reprint of the latter in The Boiler Maker [23-25].

This set a precedent at Lukens for using historical articles and publications as

public relations documents.

In 1912 they also published a product guide that was a small paperback book,

264 pages long, which contained a history of Lukens, a history of making boiler

plate, descriptions of their products, and other useful information in the hope that

the recipient would keep the book as a reference on his or her desk. The index

of products is at the beginning. Then there is a history of the company, which

contains much of the same material as in centennial articles. Following that are

tables with the heights, widths, and thicknesses they were able to produce, which

was the most important part of the guide. The size specification charts were

interspersed with narrative sections calling attention to the superior quality of

their product, such as a page entitled “Straightening Rolls,” which states, “We

call particular attention to the fact that all our mills, from the 84-inch up to the

140-inch mill and including the Universal mill, are equipped with specially

constructed plate straightening rolls, so placed as to take plates as they leave the

mill rolls, while still red hot, changing a wavy and buckled surface into a flat

and level one” [26, p. 21]. There are sections on boilers and boiler construction,

with useful information relating to chimneys, fuel, heat, water steam, steam pipes,

etc. riveting, the strength of rivets, coal, and then a 100-page section called

“Sundry Tables of Weights and Dimensions.” There were many professionally

drawn illustrations that showed specialized products that Lukens hoped to

sell (Figure 27). They were attempting, in this product guide, to make a sales

document that their readers would keep and use. Lukens was beginning to

develop strategies to reach new markets.

* * * * *

The years between 1900 and 1915 saw an increase in the use of technical com-

munication in almost every aspect of the manufacturing process. Many of the
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Figure 27. Manhole Covers from Product Guide (1912). This product

guide doubled as a handy reference on a variety of subjects,

as well as advertising Lukens’ products.



old systems continued, but they were constantly augmented by new forms of

writing and drawing as multiple people in the plant used these communication

methods to define, analyze, and solve problems. The correspondence, previously

pressed into letterbooks at a centralized location, spread out into the plant as

workers, foremen, and managers used handwritten and, later, typewritten letters

and notes to discuss and resolve issues. This new method of using writing and

drawing to communicate across the plant began with folded handwritten notes

and then grew into perfectly typed complex letters, with multiple copies, made

by the stenographer typist. The stenographer typist was the midwife of technical

communication—she was able to take the spoken words of the subject-matter

experts, regardless of their level of literacy, and render them clear and under-

standable. Writing had taken a central role in the organization.

The workers, foremen, and managers at the plant also began to use hundreds

of drawings to describe ideas, negotiate new machinery and, finally, as specifi-

cations for construction and new machines. Throughout the correspondence

(prior to the stenographer typist), many of the letters are written in multiple

modes—they contain writing, sketches, calculations, and diagrams. Sketches are

appended to documents as well to illustrate an idea. New machinery was built

by theorizing mechanical operations and drawing the results on paper, describing

them in words, and finally listing specifications for the parts that would be

necessary. Many of the machines in the mills had blueprint diagrams that

described each part and its interaction with other parts. These diagrams were

necessary for planning changes and making repairs. Some material was also

ordered by customers in blueprint form. Drawing had taken a central role

in the plant.

In the area of testing, the use of writing grew the most rapidly. In the nineteenth

century, there was little record of testing procedures, but after 1900 there were

in-house testing documents, test documents as part of the manufacturing process,

records of scientific tests, published articles of the results, and voluminous

records of group efforts to create standards for this and other industries. These

testing documents often consisted of drawings, writing, diagrams, graphs, and

even microphotographs, which showed the grain of the steel. Hundreds of

documents were generated and circulated in the nationwide social discourse

community that worked to set standards.

Overall, technical communication went from a peripheral activity in the

industry to a central one, necessary for its success. This explosive growth took

place in less than 15 years.
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CHAPTER 6

Lukens 1915-1925:

The Union of Words and Work

The evolution of technical communication at Lukens Steel was “additive”:

when new forms were introduced, they did not replace old ones, but existed

side-by-side with them. The account books, the correspondence, the open hearth

and defective records, the testing documents and drawing continued, with new

forms added as they were needed. As we saw in the last chapter, many more

workers in the factory joined the ongoing exchange of ideas, information, and

written problem solving in an increasing number of ways. However, the 10 years

in this chapter are not significantly different from the previous 15, except for an

increasing sophistication in the forms of technical writing and in the addition of

another new type of worker, the consultant, who analyzed industrial processes,

produced reports, and taught the firm to manage itself with the aid of more written

documentation.

Therefore, the form of technical communication that emerged during this

time was the report—specifically, the consultant’s report. Due to the increasing

complexity of the plant and the ever-growing numbers of workers, the plant was

no longer manageable by the simple patriarchal system of the past—each unit

operated independently, with a loose reporting structure to the top, and no

one knew quite how many employees worked there. Also, the salary of many

employees was still tied to tonnage produced, so, in quiet economic times, they all

quit, waiting for orders to come in to begin work again. To solve the problem,

Charles Lukens Huston hired a consultant who taught them to systemize their

interactions and document their communications. One result of this was that

Lukens held several series of meetings that were transcribed.

Two of the series of meetings were about technical subjects. One was the

manufacturing board meeting and the other the operations committee meeting.

Both were transcribed by stenographer typists and are clear and easy to read.

Thus, we have transcriptions of conversations in which we can “hear” the voices

of the plant owners, managers, and workers: the social discourse community was
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recorded in action. This was one of the major acts of the outside consultant:

to institute documentation of the underpinnings and to produce reports that

communicated findings to a larger number of people.

THE TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESS:

1915 to 1925

In 1918 Lukens inaugurated the “big mill,” also known as “#5.” This mill

was built in response to the increased demand for heavy ship boiler plate during

World War I. Unfortunately, as soon as they finished the new mill, the shipping

industry in America went into decline, and there was little need for their product.

For the first time they had to close part of the plant, lay off workers, and lower

wages. The company was in trouble and had to find a way out.

In the years 1915 to 1918, Lukens was very busy with government contracts.

In the nineteenth century Rebecca Lukens wrote that they had “all the work we

could do,” and the same was true during the Civil War and World War I. The

exigencies of wartime economy were the only factor limiting their output—it

was difficult to get coal and it was very difficult to get labor. Also, in 1918

there was an influenza epidemic that killed 48 workers. Lukens partially over-

came the labor problem by hiring black workers from the south and building a

camp for single men. Later, they began moving families from the camp into the

local housing built for their earlier, mainly immigrant workers [1]. They needed

as much labor as they could get, because in 1916 they began their biggest

construction project—the big mill (Figure 1).

Plans for the 204-inch four-high reversing mill began in 1916. This mill was

designed to roll large marine boiler plates to fulfill wartime government shipping

contracts. Charles Lukens Huston designed the four-high system, in which two

large supporting rolls gave extra strength to the rolls that came in contact with the

steel. His thought process in developing this new type of machinery can be seen in

sketches, letters, blueprints, and finally in the mill itself. He worked with United

Engineering & Foundry Co. to design the mill and later took a patent out on his

innovation. The 204-inch mill was integrated with the 140-inch mill so that ingots

could be passed, via transfer tables, between them. Its size dwarfed the original

84-inch mill built in 1870 (compare Figure 2 to Chap. 4, Figure 2, p. 78).

At the same time they were building the big mill, they also built eight 90-ton

open hearth furnaces, called Open Hearth #3. However, by 1918 World War I

was over, the shipping industry went into a gradual decline, and for Lukens,

economic problems began. In 1919 the government cancelled its contracts and in

1920 transportation rates rose due to “Pittsburgh-plus pricing,” a monopolistic

system created by U.S. Steel that was detrimental to local steelworks. This

monopoly did not end until the Federal Trade Commission issued a cease and

desist order in 1924 [2, p. 50]. Lukens was no longer able to make a profit on

their product, and they shut the new furnaces down shortly after they opened.
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During the early 1920s the mill and its new open hearth furnaces were idle and

the stockholders received no dividends [3]. In 1921 they took out a mortgage on

the property for the first time: the indebtedness of the firm went from nothing

to $5,500,000 [4]. In May 1921, they lowered the worker’s wages 16-2/3%.

Gradually, they found a market in locomotive “fire boxes,” the crown, sides, and

combustion chamber that were made from a single piece of steel (Figure 3). They

found more business in making foundation plates for skyscrapers [4, p. 3]. They

also made “heavy base plates for supporting the columns of the Delaware River

bridge, large heavy plates for making glass rolling tables, heavy plates for making

fly wheels of the new electrical generators sets, and for the rotors of high speed

steam turbines” [5]. Bit by bit they were gaining their business back, but times

were hard and emotions ran high as they tried to manage the plant and regain

profitably.

One of the problems was that the company had grown haphazardly—each

department operated on its own, as an individual fiefdom. There were many

departments in Lukens Steel: the open hearths #1 and #2; the connected 84-inch

and 112-inch mills; the universal mill; the connected 140-inch and 204-inch mills;
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Figure 2. 204-inch Four-high Reversing Mill. This size of this mill

dwarfed the 84-inch mill built in 1870 (Chap. 4, Figure 2).

It was capable of rolling steel 25 inches thick and 16 feet wide.



and many other smaller groups, such as the machine shop, the blacksmith shop,

the acetylene area, the foundry, punch shop, grind shop, roll shop, storeroom,

pipe shop, pattern shop, tin shop, riggers, carpenters, flangers, locomotive

masonry, electrical, chemical laboratory, physical laboratory, commissary,

police, material, condenser, track gang, truck gang, general labor, and steam [6].

Each represented a group of men who operated in a slightly different way. For

instance, the open hearth and plate mill workers continued to be paid an extra

amount by the ton produced. This led to an “elaborate system of dismissing and

re-employing men where their work is simply interrupted by lack of continuous

mill operations” [7]. The men preferred to work when there were enough orders

to make extra money. This created a situation in which they would ask to be

dismissed when work was slow and then were reemployed when work came in.

The system of written communication that had developed over the years

pertained only to technological developments: Lukens’ use of technical com-

munication was entrenched, but there was no parallel system of documentation

for managing the plant. The management system that evolved reflected the

division between the “works” and the “main office,” under the purview,

respectively, of Charles Lukens Huston and Abram Francis Huston. There were

further divisions between the different shops as they aligned with one or the

other. Overall, a major reorganization was required. The simple paternalistic
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Figure 3. Fire Box Plate, a Product of the 204-inch Mill.

Ten such plates were provided for the Baldwin Locomotive Works for

use in the Atcheon. Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad in 1920.



system had become a corporation divided into warring camps between the

brothers, between the plate mills and open hearths, and between fiefdoms. The

owners didn’t have a firm grasp on how many employees they had or how much

they were paid. The payroll system was administered by individual foremen

handing in sheets listing their workers, who were then paid in cash. Even in the

late nineteenth century, when the number of workers had risen to 300 to 400,

management of the workers, many of whom were immigrants, was becoming

difficult (Figures 4 to 7). During World War I there were approximately 2,000

workers at Lukens and, even after the downturn in the 1920s, the monthly average

was 1594 [8].

Charles Lukens Huston was more gifted at understanding the complex inter-

actions in making plate steel than he was in understanding the complex human

interactions of the plant. Economic necessity forced the firm to take radical action

to systemize the management processes. The office of the comptroller was created

and W. J. Bassett was appointed, as comptroller, to be responsible for accounting,

cost, time, and payroll [9]. This decision was made by the board of directors and

prompted Charles Lukens Huston to resign. Abram Francis Huston resigned as
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Figure 4. Lukens Employees (1895). These four photographs were taken in

the same place on the same day and illustrate the workforce when it was still

between 300 to 400. Horace Spackman, who joined the firm as an office boy

in 1881 and eventually became vice president, is center front and other

managers and foremen are scattered throughout the group.



well. Abram’s son-in-law, Robert Wolcott, took over and Lukens Steel gradually

regained profitability. Despite the personnel problems, the ongoing work to

manufacture a dependable product continued. During this period correspondence

increased exponentially and Lukens Steel was successful in keeping up with the

ever-increasing need for complex technical communication in modern industry,

even through the difficult periods.

THE EVOLUTION OF ESTABLISHED GENRES

OF TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION

Correspondence

Even though many types of technical communication evolved at Lukens Steel,

the most prevalent genre remained correspondence. Moreover, the other forms

of technical communication were usually accompanied by correspondence. If

people are the nodes in the network, correspondence is the vector that connects

them, the messaging agent, carrying packets of other information along with it.

In the social discourse community of the plant, correspondence was the main
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Figure 5. No. 1 Steel Plant Work Force. In the late nineteenth century, the

Lukens plant employees were divided into two major groups—the open

hearth workers (the “steel plant”) and the plate mill workers. Both made

extra dividends according to tonnage produced.

Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library, Acc. 50, Pictorial Collections.



medium of written communication, and it directed and distributed the other

forms. A report was never sent without a letter. A series of defects apparent on

a “Report of Plates Rejected” was never sent without a letter. Complaints and

their proofs were contained in letters. Long-range discussions about complex

technological and metallurgical interactions took place in letters. Drawings were

never sent without, at least, a note. Correspondence was both the glue and the

avenue of distribution for most of the technical communication at Lukens Steel.

The form of letters was also undergoing change. The constrictions of the

letterpress books (letters had to be of a certain size, written with a specific ink,

and then taken to a centralized location for pressing) had given way to the brief

handwritten correspondence on six-by-nine-inch paper (1904 to 1911), and after

that, with the advent of the stenographer typist, letters became formalized. Letters

and memoranda, both within the plant and from Charles Lukens Huston to the

outside world (it is his filing system from which we take our view), were often

long and complex and described technological and physical properties in detail.

The letters were still tied to spoken language—they were mostly dictated to

stenographers who then typed and prepared multiple copies. The act of dictating

is not the same as either the act of writing or of speaking in a conversation; it is

halfway between spoken and written language. Charles Lukens Huston dictated
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Figure 6. Plate Mill Work Force. Since the extra dividends earned for

tonnage excluded rejected plates, the plate mill workers often

blamed the defects on the open hearth workers (and vice versa).



his letters, saying “new paragraph” and speaking punctuation out loud. Dic-

tating to a stenographer meant that the author did not have to prepare the final,

however, so it was easy to fill many sheets with material.

Charles Lukens Huston wrote long letters, as did his managers and employees

(when they had access to a stenographer typist). Correspondence during this

time period had a tendency to be long. Even Huston noticed the problem when

he wrote didactically to a manager about effective written communication:

Where a man’s mind is busy on something else, and he picks up a report, it

takes him a while to get his attention off of the thing his mind has been upon,

and on the thing he is reading and, therefore, the way it catches his eye and

the way it gets his attention is important.

I have found in myself a tendency to make long paragraphs, but I find that

general advice is it much better to divide up your subject into comparatively

short paragraphs, or, a little bit like a landing on the stairway, give a little rest

to the mind in passing from one part of the subject to another [10].

Huston seldom followed his own advice, especially when he was arguing; then

he often flummoxed the reader by using long, highly technical blocks of text,
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Figure 7. Colored Trimming Group. Vince Riley, head trimmer,

is next to Horace Spackman at center right. Ultimately, many of the

plate defects were blamed on the trimming (shearing) group.



resulting in four-or-five-page missives. After dictating his thoughts, his secre-

tary, Helen Robinson, edited and typed them, resulting in multiple copies of

error-free text that could be sent in multiple directions. Other managers also had

stenographer typists, if not permanently, at least temporarily when needed.

Although the overall literacy levels of the employees of Lukens Steel are

unknown, one thing is certain, the literacy levels of the stenographer typists

were extremely high. In the early twentieth century men could still find gainful

employment without a high-school education, and so they did. Women, with

fewer employment opportunities, had a greater chance of staying in school.

Consequently, female stenographer typists became the mediators of technical

communication, bridging the gap between different levels of literacy. Other

advances in office technology, especially carbon paper, made larger runs of

documents possible. The communications within and between industries

increased exponentially and writing became an integral part of the industrial

process. The majority of written technical information at Lukens Steel between

the years of 1915 and 1925 was correspondence.

The “prediscursive” technical communication discussed earlier in this book—

wherein people learned from each other, in person—still went on, but it was

augmented by an ability to send a written message to communicate mechanical

failures and discuss other issues. The following is an example of a letter written

by the master mechanic, who had redesigned an agitator, simplifying it so that

it would be independent of skilled labor:

The arm itself instead of being made of steel casting, I have made from drawn

seamless tubing which we have found is the best thing to use for this purpose.

We have been using double X heavy pipe but this would scale off and give

trouble, so we have adopted the seamless tubing. Where the thread is cut on

the tubing we will build up with either acetylene or electric welding in order

to get enough to chase the coarse thread. This arm is screwed into a sleeve, as

you will note by the print, against a brass collar which will be peened [sic] in

the steel sleeve in order that it will always be in position when the arms are

being changed. The inside piping will telescope into the brass T. This will

allow a small amount of water perhaps at first to leak where it is telescoped

together, but this will soon plug up and in a very short time leakage will be

negligible. The brass collars hold the T and the pipe in position so that

one will slide within the other [11].

Although we may not understand this technical explanation, Charles Lukens

Huston and others in the plant did. Physical presence, therefore, was no longer

necessary to convey the information—it could be done in writing, on paper.

Huston dictated to his secretary who typed and filed the letters alphabetically,

starting anew each year. By far the greatest amount of material in the correspon-

dence is about testing. His main correspondence was with the social discourse

communities surrounding the creation of standards and studying the basic traits of
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rolled steel. Much of this correspondence is with various professional asso-

ciations (especially the ASTM and AMSE Boiler Code Committee); outside

experts such as Henry Howe, a professor at the Columbia School of Mines; and

government. A large part of his internal correspondence at Lukens Steel was

with his testing staff as they performed experiments and communicated results.

There is also a great deal of correspondence with his main managers, Engineering

& Foundry Co., Inc. (with whom he designed the big mill), and outside con-

sultants and engineers. The correspondence is a vast web with recurring nodes,

too complex to physically map. Huston’s correspondence files contain many

things that are not letters (because they arrived by letter), such as articles,

reports, test results, and drawings. The correspondence of Charles Lukens

Huston was voluminous and dwarfs other forms of technical communication

during this time.

This change—that people were able to write letters by speaking to a stenog-

rapher who then prepared final typed copies—is a significant one. Charles Lukens

Huston’s handwriting is extremely difficult to read. Before the typewriter, he

could communicate only to those who had the patience and skill to decipher his

notes. After Lukens purchased a typewriter, his ideas could be made clear, but

only on a limited basis (limited by the number of clerks in the main office who

could type). By 1910 “most U.S. government offices had begun to use carbon

paper exclusively for making small numbers of copies, and the private sector

was soon to follow. Carbon Paper became an omnipresent part of the office scene

for many decades thereafter, until they were eventually overshadowed by

the electrostatic copier” [12, p. 128]. This was when Charles Lukens Huston

and others had personal typists. From that point on literacy was mediated by

stenographers and typists, later called secretaries, who were mainly women.

These were the midwives of technical communication.

Record Keeping

The record keeping described in Chapter 4 continued throughout this period as

well, although the numbers and types of records they kept increased. Many

people, both men and women, both in the plant and in the offices, kept a series of

records. The type of records they created evolved with need, so there was no

overall system, just a hodgepodge of pieces. Later, when they attempted to order

the system, they found the number of reports to be one more complex problem to

untangle. Below is a partial list that the production engineer required for the

yearly payroll audit:

Cost Reports

Daily reports on furnace rebuilding and any other special jobs on request

of Supts.

Weekly report of money expended on repairs in the different departments.

Distribution of expenditures on V and TM jobs, weekly and semi monthly.
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Semi monthly report of special costs on various jobs as

requested by Mgr. of Production.

Regular routing cost work on pay roll.

Production Reports

Daily reports to mills in changes of paid weight on plates, account

of rejections or for any other reason which would occasion

a change from the records as turned in by the mill.

Daily reports on tonnage produced in mills.

Weekly Production Reports

Report of ingots rolled on each turn in each mill

Report of hollow tops by carbon

Report of surface defects in U. M. by side furnace and pits

Report of scabs in 140� by size of ingot

Plate mill production report by turns and combined

Report of O. H. [open hearth] production

Report of flue produced

Report of oil furnace tonnage

Report of O. H. defects

Monthly Production Reports

Report on production both of O. H. and plate mills

Report of pit and ladle scrap

Report of scrap, cinder and scale

Rejection report in connection with plate mills

Report on O. H. defects

Report of Flanging Defects [13].

Lukens also kept various time-keeping records, weekly reports of materials and

value, weekly reports of fuel oil used, reports of inbound material, and monthly

reports of raw material on hand. The reports from this period were still in bound

books or on scraps of paper that originated on the factory floor and then were filed

in folders, as illustrated in Chapter 4. Although they were necessary to the

running of the plant, the haphazard way they evolved had become a problem that

had to be solved before the change to a modern corporate structure in 1925.

Drawings and Blueprints

When Lukens began using stenographer typists in 1912, the drawings

embedded in correspondence ceased. From that point on, if there were drawings

included in a letter, they were included as an attachment. Drawing and visual

representation were still essential, like writing, but gradually they were separated

and specialized. The technology that became the main conduit of graphic repre-

sentations was blueprinting. Previously, many of the drawings were still on

sized linen. From this point on, drawings were almost invariably on blueprints.
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Nearly every construction project, no matter how small, began with a drawing.

The design of machinery was communicated with drawings. Expansions of

the plant required multiple drawings. During conversations, ideas were com-

municated on paper with drawings. Also, for the first time graphs and charts

were used to visually communicate overall trends, especially in open hearth and

plate production.

Blueprinting made the “exactly repeatable image” possible in the manufac-

turing environment. William Ivins writes about the impact of the exactly

repeatable image in our culture, an impact that often goes unnoticed: “There have

been many revolutions in thought and philosophy, in science and religion, but I

believe that never in the history of men has there been a more complete revolution

than that which has taken place since the middle of the nineteenth century in

seeing and visual recording” [14, p. 94]. In the nineteenth century the tech-

nology became available to produce large print runs of publications with finely

detailed illustrations. These books, journals, and newspapers increased infor-

mation flow throughout America, making advances in science and technology

occur more rapidly. Copying processes such as blueprinting enabled knowl-

edge codification and transfer on a scale that allowed us to rise above the

individual memory to the group memory, thereby allowing the creation of more

complex objects. All of these things—writing, visual reproduction, technology,

and science—evolved together.

Most of the formal drawings were made into multiple copies by the blueprint

process. Like correspondence, the number of blueprints grew rapidly; mills,

furnaces, machines, buildings, and even railroad track plans had blueprints.

Changes were planned with drawings. The example below is a small section

of a much larger blueprint showing the layout of the big mill and its machinery

(Figure 8).

Drawing was still used to convey ideas on an informal basis as well. There are

sketches scattered throughout the company files, and many ideas were communi-

cated, at least partially, by drawing. For instance, a letter from the manager of

operations, William Hamilton, to Charles Lukens Huston talks about the proposed

changes they were making to a furnace, but then states that since the formal

drawings were not yet ready, he would enclose a sketch that illustrated the

changes. The sketch was a simple one on a standard letter-size sheet of paper

(Figure 9). Attached to that same set of correspondence is another letter-size paper

with a sketch of furnace brickwork and numeric calculations, the latter probably

from Huston’s hand as he calculated the surface area of the brickwork (Figure 10).

They also began to create tables and graphs to visually display production

information. “In the early twentieth century, graphs came to be widely accepted as

a useful technique for reporting large amounts of data in a readily accessible

form” [15, p. 85]. Graphs could communicate trends much more rapidly than

lists of numbers. Since the most convenient forms of copying were carbon paper

and blueprinting, graphs were sometimes done in blueprint form (Figure 11).
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Figure 8. Detail of the General Arrangement of the #5 Mill, Revised.

This is a small section from a blueprint floor plan, approximately

three by five feet, that shows the placement and interaction of the machinery.

This blueprint shows frequent use since it is ripped in half and additional

revisions were made on fresh paper glued to the original.



Drawing and blueprinting were fully integrated and important parts of tech-

nical communication at Lukens Steel in the early twentieth century. Neither

writing nor drawing alone could have conveyed the necessary mechanical and

physical information for creating such complex machinery and the equally

complex interconnecting parts. Thus, the spoken word (and physical presence)

in prediscursive technical communication, in combination with the narrative

structure and capacity for containing detail inherent in writing and the abstract

representation of spatial and mechanical ideas in drawing worked in concert to

convey complex meanings to build a complex new world.

Scientific Testing and Evolving Standards

The act of testing had become as fundamental as the act of technical communi-

cation to the manufacturing process and to creating a stable product. There

were many variables in the manufacture and rolling of steel, and no one person

or group—manufacturers, government inspectors, professional associations, or
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Figure 9. Sketch Used for Informal Communication (1921).

The manager of operations sent this sketch to illustrate the

planned changes in an open hearth furnace.



scientists—had all of the answers. Mostly they had questions, and they tried

continually to solve them. Lukens Steel and Charles Lukens Huston participated

in this ongoing conversation by offering the factory as a test site, making test

samples for others, tracking their own defective plates, revising boiler codes, and

experimenting and publishing the results. In a report to the directors of the

company, Huston wrote, “It is our policy at all times to keep a certain amount of

research work going, for the purpose of checking up the quality of our product,

and for being prepared to make special grades of steel . . .” [16]. In a letter

regarding rejected plates, he wrote, “There are so many varying conditions to

be met with in the service of steel in this respect, that it is difficult to prophesy

safely just what the results will be until the conditions are known and tested

out.” Then he added this joke:

I remember a story my father, Dr. Huston, told me some years ago of a

young Doctor in England, who informed an Irishman, who came into the

hospital with Typhoid Fever, that he could not grant his request for salt

herring because it would be bad for him. But the Irishman bribed a nurse,

got some salt herring and it made him better.
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Figure 10. Sketch Used for Thought Processes. Charles Lukens Huston

made these calculations to check the amount of exposed surface

in the brickwork of the furnace structure proposed in the

previous sketch (Figure 9).
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Figure 11. Blueprint Graph (1921). In order to make multiple copies of

tables and graphs, Lukens used the blueprint process on letter-size

paper as in this example.



The Doctor made a note in his note book that salt herring was good for

Typhoid Fever.

Sometime later a Frenchman came in with Typhoid Fever. The Doctor

prescribed salt herring for him. The Frenchman died.

The Doctor then amended his notes, saying that salt herring would cure

an Irishman with Typhoid Fever, but would kill a Frenchman with the

same disease.

The farther we get into this subject [rejected plates] the more we shall

know about it [17].

Years of testing were necessary to discover the properties of steel that would best

work in marine and other boilers just as years of testing precede, accompany, and

follow any new mechanical and chemical manufactured product. Lukens Steel

had an advantage in that they were experts at testing and thus able stay at the

forefront of the specialty steel market.

The standards for marine boiler plates were an important issue at Lukens

Steel, because it directly affected what they could sell. The inspection rules

had evolved to a state in which, for heavy boiler plate used in marine boilers,

both tensile and bend tests were required [18]. Charles Lukens Huston explained

the evolution of these tests in an article:

In the early days of supervision and control by the government, of the

materials, construction, operations, etc., of steam boilers on river steamboats,

under the United States Board of Supervising Inspectors of Steam Vessels,

one of the first rules proposed was that all boiler plate, then generally made of

iron, should be required to meet a stipulated minimum tensile strength.

Attention of the Board was promptly called to the danger this would involve,

by encouraging the use of hard, brittle iron, as the harder the iron the greater

the allowable pressure [19].

As iron shifted to steel and boilers became larger, Charles Lukens Huston

continued his father’s research on the other variables in the melting and rolling

of steel that could adequately predict its actions in different environments. In

an earlier article he stated, “For material to be subjected to compression or to

bending (which is a combination of tension and compression) or to alternating

stresses or to vibration, different rules would have to be worked out, each

adapting to the conditions of service . . .” [20]. This was of central importance to

Lukens Steel because the number of rejected plates was a pressing issue, espe-

cially in view of the oncoming Great War.

In 1916 the U.S. Assistant Inspector for the Steamboat Inspection Service

changed the rules to read, “. . . you are directed that hereafter all tensile and
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bending test coupons shall be matched to the plates which they represent, by

the inspector, before any test will be made. Furthermore, when plates are intended

to be sheared into several patterns they shall not be sheared until after the

coupons are matched” [21]. This required an inspector to be present during the

manufacturing process so that they could observe the shearing of the testing

specimens before rolling could take place, which basically meant that an inspector

had to be there all the time. Coupons accompanied the plate throughout the

process (Figure 12).

The social discourse community surrounding this issue, composed of govern-

ment, manufacturers, and associations, continued to negotiate to make the tests as

effective as possible without stopping the flow of manufacturing, but it was a

difficult problem to solve. In a report from the Bureau of Standards containing

the minutes of a conference held in Washington in 1917 with manufacturers

and representatives of the United States Shipping Board Emergency Fleet

Corporation, the author of the report, S. W. Stratton, summarized:

The production would be greatly facilitated and rejections reduced if the

United States Steamboat Inspection rules were to be amended to specify one

quench bend test and one tensile test from each plate. It is recommended

that the quench bend test be taken from the part of the plate which represents
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Figure 12. Marine Boiler Plate Coupon (1912). This coupon, which was

attached to each plate, records its history, including the melt and ingot

number and the names of the roller, manager, and inspector.

These coupons were required for inspection purposes.



the top of the ingot, and the tensile test from the part which represents the

bottom of the ingot. It was pointed out that two tests as specified above are

required under the following rules:

American Society of Testing Materials

Pennsylvania Railroad Company

New York Central Lines

American Locomotive Company

American Bureau of Shipping

Lloyds (If the plates weigh 5,600 pounds or less) [22, p. 3].

Each of the above entities created their own standard testing procedures for boiler

plate. The above report refers specifically to the article published by Charles

Lukens Huston in the Proceedings of the American Society for Testing Materials

in 1906. The report was part of an effort to combine the various standards into one

national set. Since the manufacturing process continually changed, the testing

procedures had to evolve as well. The government, boiler makers, scientists, and

manufacturers all worked together, and documents went back and forth between

government officials, manufacturers, committees, and professional associations

to vet the changes.

As a manufacturer, Lukens Steel had access to the actual working conditions in

which the steel was made, so several other stakeholders in the standards issue

used the plant or its product for experimentation. The Department of Commerce

sent a representative to Lukens to discuss ideas regarding the specifications and

the possibility of testing at the Lukens plant [23]. Dr. Henry Howe, a professor at

Columbia College and a leading metallurgist, also planned and performed tests

at the Lukens plant. The Watertown Arsenal in Massachusetts requested samples

for testing from Lukens Steel in 1915, and a Lukens employee brought them to

the arsenal to observe the tests. As was often the case, the result of these tests

were inconclusive because the subject matter was so complex. However, these

testing results, many of which were published, became a part of the scientific

knowledge on the issue.

Testing as a part of the manufacturing process continued as well, generating

documents that were then checked against each other and filed. The title of the

person in charge of testing as a part of the manufacturing process was the

Engineer of Tests, the most important employee regarding testing. The Engineer

of Tests was responsible for planning all tests, notifying inspectors (either

stationed at Lukens Steel or traveling), making appointments with them, and

getting the product out on time. He was responsible for all delays incurred, for

meeting the schedules of the sales division, and for all documents pertaining to

the tests [24]. The complex administrative position kept the engineer in contact

with the sales office, because when plates were rejected, the sales office was

affected as well. There were several employees under the Engineer of Tests.
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Lukens Steel had a chemical laboratory headed by the Chief Chemist,

who was responsible for all metallurgical research and was to submit, in

duplicate, all findings, chemical analysis, tests and records. He was responsible

for standards in the open hearth department and all tests performed therein, and

for reporting any problems [24]. Like the Engineer of Tests, the Chief Chemist

had employees under him. Of the two positions, the chemist ran more scientific

tests than the engineer in an effort to fully understand the properties of poured

ingots and of rolled steel. Charles Lukens Huston paid close attention to both

the Engineer of Tests and the Chief Chemist in an effort to untangle the

qualities of steel.

What is significant about technical writing and testing is that they are

inextricably intertwined: testing would not be possible without the reports and

communications it generates. Test results in all fields are communicated in

documents, usually containing written and quantitative data, sometimes also

containing photographs, graphs, and images. In the sciences, the experimental

article evolved into a specific format that made the sharing of ideas more precise

and predictable. Although absolute control over the steel making process did not

happen during the time period covered in this book, technical communication,

like scientific writing, has given us “increasingly immense control of the material

world in which we reside” [25, p. 13]. Technical writing has increased our power

to physically change the world.

Advertising and Public Relations

Lukens Steel Company did not need an extensive advertising campaign

because, as specialty steel makers, they knew their customers and their customers

knew them. Their main form of advertising was simple price cards that listed

the cost of different shapes and thicknesses of steel (Figures 13 and 14). These

cards could be handed or mailed to prospective buyers and would also announce

price changes when necessary.

Even so, Lukens frequently published articles about their own history. In

1910, at the company’s centennial anniversary, Charles Lukens Huston had

several articles published in trade journals. In 1916 he launched a similar public

relations campaign about the building of the big mill. In 1925 he published a

series of three articles in Systems, the Magazine of Business about the history

of the company: “132 Years Without Losing a Customer,” “Through Two

Panics and the Civil War” and “Why We Could ‘Carry On’ in ‘93,” all themes of

survival during difficult times. The articles also included some photographs of

the early plant and testing machinery (Figure 15). Lukens knew their history was

unique and used it for public relations. This is another example of how their

facility with language and communication helped their business survive, by

placing it on a solid foundation in a historical context.
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Figure 15. Illustration from Systems Article Showing Testing Lab and

Caption (1925). Lukens frequently used their long history, including their early

involvement in testing, as a theme for articles describing their business.



THE EMERGENCE OF MODERN MANAGEMENT

In this final section, another new type of worker appeared, the management

consultant. Like the field of testing, consulting was dependent on written

communication; they, too, were inextricably intertwined. Consultants observed

workers and processes and then transferred those observations (and the

subsequent recommendations) via written reports. Although not all management

consulting writing was a form of technical communication, some of it was.

Moreover, like technical communication, it increasingly became necessary to the

survival of the company. This story about Lukens Steel cannot end without

explaining how Lukens used outside knowledge and outside observers to

restructure the firm for the twentieth century. They were still operating in the

patriarchal and familial small business owner-operator mode in which foremen

and managers reported independently to one of the two brothers, and everyone

was part of the family. This was not feasible with 1500 employees.

Although Lukens Steel Company was expert at testing, communications, and

making steel plate, they were not innovative managers. As long as their income

was larger than expenses, that didn’t matter. However, after the end of World

War I and the decline of the shipping industry, they lost their major customer

base for the new 204-inch mill. In the face of financial problems, they had to

face a problem that was social, rather than mechanical or chemical: they had to

systemize their plant management. This was made more difficult because of the

two warring camps, Charles Lukens (vice president, works manager) and Abram

Francis Huston (president, in charge of the main office and sales). When Charles

Lukens Huston finally hired a consultant, the consultant only looked at his half of

the firm—the plant itself, not the sales force or the extended agent offices in other

cities. However, the final recommendations made by the consultant, along with

time, forced both brothers to retire and turn the company over to a son-in-law.

They never credited the consultant with giving them the knowledge necessary to

make this change, but it was the consultant’s reports that precipitated the events

that led to it. They also tried not to pay the consultant, since consultancy was in its

youth and not yet widely accepted in the industrial world.

The company had grown. During the Civil War it employed only 34 men; by

the end of the nineteenth century it employed 300 to 400; during World War I,

it employed 2,000; but by the 1920s it had dropped to about 1,500. No one

knew for sure the exact number of employees and that was one of the problems.

Individual departments—each mill, furnace, the flanging department, labor

gangs, electricians and riggers, office staffs, and laboratories—had their own

system, and each manager continued handing in hours worked by their employees

on little slips of paper. Everyone was paid from a cash truck that traveled

throughout the plant. Moreover, some classes of workers, such as the furnace and

mill workers, made extra commission based on tonnage. Consequently, they

quit every time there was a slowdown and joined again when there was enough
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work to make the extra money. The labor gangs were transient and hard to hold,

especially during World War I. The number of employees changed every day.

This situation, compounded with lower demand for boiler plate during the

early 1920s, caused the firm to take out a mortgage for the first time, lay off some

workers and lower the wages of others. Even that did not solve the problem.

Due to the split between the brothers, the company had no single leader—some

reported to one side, some reported to the other. This split was echoed throughout

the plant as various workers and managers complained directly to the two heads

without following any specific chain of command. Nothing could be solved

until this rift was fixed. The simple management system of a split patriarchy

was inadequate for controlling such a large number of people. Although Charles

Lukens Huston was writing articles for System magazine, there was no system

at his plant.

Just like the amount of technical communication expanded, the different forms

of accounting writing had expanded. For instance, they had a property appraisal

done in 1917, prior to building the big mill, by the American Appraisal Company

[26]. In 1924 they hired American Appraisal again to determine the fair market

value of the properties as of February 1, 1917, in conjunction with a tax issue

[27]. They were attempting to lower their taxes and regain some of the loss

incurred from building the big mill open hearth #3. These documents list every

parcel of property, building, and object in it. They also provide maps of the entire

plant. In a way this accounting writing is a reification of the plant itself, fixing it

in time much as an archaeologist would do in cataloguing the artifacts found

at a site. They were also used to try to grasp the whole of the plant in visual and

written form, rather than the many parts run by individuals.

Accounting consulting was the first type that they used. Then Charles Lukens

hired a new type of consultant—the engineering consultant—after receiving

several pitches in the mail offering, money-back guarantees. One recommen-

dation from the consultants was that official, transcribed meetings be held.

These were meetings of management that were transcribed by Helen Robinson

and they are the first time we can “hear” the voices in the plant as they speak.

They tell the story of the actual conditions over time. They are silent, however,

on the forced restructuring.

Directors and Operations Committee

Meeting Transcriptions

Lukens kept official meeting minutes from when they first incorporated

in 1899, but they were template descriptions of actions taken. Present at these

meetings were A. F. Huston, Charles L. Huston, Benjamin Miller, H. B.

Spackman, Howard Taggart and Joseph Humpton. Humpton, the secretary and

treasurer, wrote the minutes by hand in a bound book until 1912 when they

were typed and placed, with other legal documents, in a binder. These minutes are
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formalized business procedures recording the closing and opening of the books

each year, the reelection of officers, yearly salaries, and the distribution of

dividends from profits, which occurred both regularly and on special occasions. If

any changes in the plant were undertaken, they were not discussed during the

board meetings, they were presented as a fait accompli. These minutes continue

through 1925, but unfortunately those for the months surrounding the resignation

of Charles Lukens Huston and Abram Francis Huston are missing.

After 1917 several new types of regular meetings were held, and transcrip-

tions were taken at the meetings, typed, and bound. The Operations Committee

meetings were about the state of the plant and give an overview of the tech-

nological and social issues that the company was facing [1]. They took place

once per week with approximately 25 attendees between 1917 and 1921. When

Huston hired L. V. Estes, Inc., the consultant they sent abolished these large

meetings and replaced them with the Manufacturing Board. These meetings took

place once per month with approximately six attendees between 1921 and 1925

[28]. Meetings were being systematically used in many corporations by this

time. As Yates wrote, “these meetings of foremen and/or middle managers had

multiple purposes, including injecting a personal element into work life, pro-

moting esprit de corps, monitoring and comparing the performance of comparable

units, discussing policy and generating ideas for promoting efficiency” [15,

p. 98]. The meeting transcriptions are interesting in that they are an artifact of

spoken discourse: in them you can hear the cadences of the participants, abbre-

viated by the stenographer typist who retained verbal fragments from the past.

The Operations Committee meetings were attended by the majority of the

managers, and each meeting had a general format: W. H. Hamilton started by

reading the tonnage numbers for the open hearth and plate mills, and then they

began discussing whatever issue was most pressing. In 1918 the most frequently

discussed problems were the difficulty getting good coal due to war shortages,

labor shortages, and the building of camps for black workers coming from the

south. They also discussed general ongoing construction, chemical reactions

within the open hearth furnaces, and many other topics such as demurrage,

building new tracks, and technical experiments. These transcriptions contain

detail that, in combination with the letters from this period, could re-create an

exact account of how the company functioned. The language was as close as we

can get to the voices of the workers. For instance, the manager of the big mill

gave his report:

Running about fifty-five men on #5 mill. Going to be up against it for

cement. Asked A. Goodfellow to take up with H. B. Spackman to get a

couple of cars a week. H. B. Spackman said took it up Saturday, but did

not know whether there would be any results or not. Ordered all we had of

our own thrown in to him. Shall take it up again and see if we can get any

result [1, 2/4/18].
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The names of the speakers were in front of each transcribed passage, such as

in a play script. However, as often happens in conversation, other people broke

in and the conversations happened in fragments. Helen Robertson solved this

problem in transcription by using the name as an indicator of an issue important

to that person. The passage above is attributed to a manager named Dunleavy,

and the problem is stated in the first three lines. After he refers to H. B. Spackman,

the following line, as indicated by “H. B. Spackman said . . .” was Spackman’s

response. The line after that, “Ordered all we had of our own thrown in to

him” was Charles Lukens Huston, since he was the only one who had the

authority to make that statement. “Shall take it up again and see if we can get

any result” is Spackman again, since he was in charge of purchasing. The

transcriptions are records of real-time verbal interactions at Lukens Steel.

The Manufacturing Board meetings began two months after the last Operations

Committee meeting ended in 1920. The smaller meetings were suggested by

the management consultant, L. V. Estes, Inc., in order to create a more hier-

archical and less lateral system of reporting The only participants were C. L.

Huston, H. B. Spackman, W. H. Hamilton, P. R. Baker, and later A. F. Huston

and F. H. Gordon, the head of sales. These meetings, therefore, were much shorter

than the others. They, too, started with a weekly production report and have

many interesting things in them, such as the current economic downturn, the

laying off of workers, discontinuing the company camp, the ongoing attempt

to get a grasp on how many people were working at the mills and at what cost,

and the back-and-forth accusations of who was responsible for rejected plates

(furnaces vs. mills). These transcriptions continued through major management

changes in the company, and the final meetings in 1925 were led by the new

president, Robert W. Wolcott.

In these meeting transcriptions we see the social discourse community

together, in one room, interacting in relation to plant processes over time. They

show the wide range of topics that they had to cover constantly—chemical,

mechanical, and social—and the enormous complexity of running the plant.

Increasingly, these problems were solved by using writing in many forms. Miss

Robinson recorded that Charles Lukens Huston said, “Mr. Huston would like to

have a system started of each man who has charge of a mill making notes from

time to time, which will be of value in changes of system, changes of machines,

and things that will be of interest in the different departments” [28, 7/16/23]. He

practiced what he preached, and many of the employees in the company did as

well, leaving a rich written and even verbal record of their technological interactions.

Incorporating Outside Knowledge—

Consultant Appraisals and Reports

Lukens Steel has a long history of using outside knowledge within their

plant (as well as sharing their knowledge with others). Both management and
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employees often went on knowledge-gathering trips to see how the

manufacturing process was conducted at other plants, and when they returned

they wrote reports that were sent to Charles Lukens Huston. When William H.

Bischoff was hired as superintendent of the open hearth furnaces, one of his first

steps was to go on a research trip to collect knowledge from other companies,

much like William Byrd in the 1730s and Robert Erskine in 1770. He went to the

Tennessee Coal Iron Railroad Co., the Railway Steel Spring Co., Illinois Steel

Co., Otis Steel Co., and Briar Hill Steel Co., reporting the results in a seven-page

letter [29]. E. A. Forbes, a long-time employee who replaced Bischoff when

he was fired, went with two other employees to the Homestead plant and the

Edgar Thompson plant in Pittsburgh, then the Central Iron & Steel Company

in Harrisburg and Bethlehem Steel in Steelton, Pennsylvania [30]. Alfred

Goodfellow, the mechanical engineer in charge of construction and drawing,

went to the Harrisburg Pipe & Pipe Bending Plant in 1921 and the Donner

Steel Co. in Buffalo, New York in 1923, writing reports about each [31, 32].

P. C. Haldeman, the master mechanic, visited the Rochester Welding Works, the

Birdsboro Works and, when he went to Milwaukee to check on a new gear set

that they had ordered, he stopped at Inland Steel Co. and the plant at Gary,

Indiana and wrote reports on everything he saw [33]. Moreover, supervising

engineers attended meetings of the ASME, the ASTM, the Welding Society, and

the Association of American Steel Manufacturers. Lukens Steel knew how to

gather information.

Lukens Steel was also adept at incorporating outside information. Charles

Lukens Huston was receptive to offers from outside consultants asking to come

in to view their company and give an assessment of it. The field of management

consulting was new in the early twentieth century [34]. The first consultants

sent out circulars and letters advertising their services, often with a free trial

period or money-back guarantee. Huston took advantage of these offers. The

first consultants that worked for Lukens were Suffern & Son in 1912 [34].

Suffern & Son had begun as CPAs but branched out into engineering con-

sulting. Huston responded to a sales letter that ensured him that an analysis

by Suffern & Son could reduce his fuel costs. An engineer was set to analyze

the system and issue a report. Huston responded with a five-page, single-spaced

letter detailing why each recommendation wouldn’t work. He sometimes

used this method of overwhelming opponents with technical detail; he was

capable of talking as rapidly as Miss Robinson was of typing. At stake,

in this case, was a bill for $1,658.57. Suffern & Son replaced the first con-

sulting engineer with a second, who issued a new report, but Huston still

refused to pay. The consulting engineer wrote, “The part that really hurts, and

it is very hard for me to dismiss from my mind, is the fact that while you

claim the services to be of no value, you are still running your producers in

accordance with our instructions” [35, 1/28/13]. That consultant was then fired

by Suffern & Son.
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A variety of other consultants contacted Charles Lukens Huston, but the next

agency he used extensively was L. V. Estes, Inc. Estes had a system of frequently

sending out sales material such as a booklet called “Human Relations in

Industry,” accompanied by a letter that offered their services for “the formulation

of policies and the creation of an organization for most effectively carrying out

the principles outlined” [36]. In technological or testing matters, Lukens Steel

was ahead of the rest of the industry. However, in management they were still

wed to an antiquated paternalistic system in which two heads officially had

authority, but the foremen ruled the floor, and rivalries existed throughout the

plant. When the representative of Estes, S. D. Schlaudecker, walked into Lukens,

he had no idea of the challenges he was going to face.

According to Christopher McKenna, “Schlaudecker’s first step was to draw

an organizational chart of the manufacturing division specifying the lines of

authority from Huston’s position as ‘Director of Manufacturing’ down to the

workers on the shop floor and to have it posted throughout the mill” [34, p. 57].

He found cases of conflicting authority and thus created a structure of reporting

that outlined each job exactly. This was not much of a problem—the workers

throughout the mill were aware of the structure that led up to Charles Lukens

Huston. Communicating along those lines of authority, however, was a different

issue. Some workers still went directly to Huston to resolve problems and

others went to the managers that they liked best. Early on, Schlaudecker dis-

covered the split in the corporate structure and continually tried to stop the main

office, run by Abram Francis Huston, from having free lunches in the company

cafeteria, which the plant employees resented. This practice was stopped.

Schlaudecker spent time with different managers, analyzing the company and

making suggestions, but he couldn’t fix the main problem: the rift between

Charles Lukens Huston and Abram Francis Huston.

Schlaudecker’s first report was October 21, 1920. He sent six more reports

during 1920, uncovering more details that should be changed. Charles Lukens

Huston started writing long letters disputing various portions of the reports

while, at the same time, he implemented other suggestions. On March 1, 1921,

Schlaudecker issued an extensive report, summarizing all that had gone before.

He covered the social issues: he cautioned Lukens about jealous, derogatory

rumors and foremen who were openly antagonistic, and wrote about the rift

within the plant management. Schlaudecker also covered technical issues:

he made standards for the open hearth department and a weekly graphic chart

to aid materials control. He noted that in regard to the physical inventory,

however, “no two records agree anywhere.” Schlaudecker also had a section

called “Excessive Pay Roll.” It is this last problem that finally led to the

board of director’s decision to form the Office of Comptroller and the

resignation of the brothers. Although the firm never acted outwardly on the

Estes concluding report, the board of directors read it, and it prompted them to

take action.
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In April 1925 the excessive payroll identified by Schlaudecker took center

stage as accountant W. J. Bassett tried to make sense of the finances and per-

sonnel issues. Charles Lukens Huston referred to it as “the intricate question of

man hours” [37]. Quite simply, no one could figure out how many people worked

there. In an article in System, Huston stated, “We have no formal methods of

dealing with the workers” [38, p. 780]. Later that month the Office of Comptroller

was formed and Bassett was given the position by a vote from the board of

directors. He was appointed authority over the time, wage, and cost departments

and immediately announced that he planned to pay the workers by check.

Huston objected to this system, saying that it would disturb worker relations,

and he resigned. At a meeting of the board of directors (missing from the

archives), it was decided that both Charles Lukens Huston and Abram Francis

Huston would resign and the company would be headed by Robert Wolcott,

Abram Francis Huston’s son-in-law. The votes for Wolcott were nine to one.

Although the two brothers ran the firm, there was a silent majority in the back-

ground who made the decision.

Although Charles Lukens Huston paid some of V. L. Estes’s bills in 1920, he

stopped paying in 1921, during a year of severe economic hardship. In March

Estes himself met with Huston and the board of directors. At the meeting, the

board made no final decision on further service from Estes, so Estes remained

hopeful and continued billing them. Huston eventually paid most of the bill,

but only after long negotiations. In subsequent years Lukens Steel continued

to use consultants for research, accounting, and restructuring. In 1927 they hired

Ford, Bacon & Davis, who analyzed the plant and made a map with the function

of all the buildings identified (Figures 16 and 17).

Consultant’s reports are interesting not only because they sometimes con-

tained technical information and laid the structure of an organization bare, but

because they did this largely by writing. It is another example of Yates’s “rising

above the individual memory to a corporate one” except that, in this case, it is

rising above a corporation’s memory to a professional one, created by con-

solidating group knowledge from a wide base. Writing had come not only to be

used within individual industries, but to connect the industries in a web of shared

knowledge, which continued to grow over time. Lukens bought knowledge from

Estes just as corporations continue to buy knowledge from consultants today.

This knowledge is mainly conveyed in written reports.

* * * * *

Technology became so complex at Lukens Steel that literacy was increasingly

a requirement for many of the managers and the foremen. Literacy was spread,

also, by the stenographers and typists, who built a bridge between spoken and

written language. As the entire works became more literate, the form of com-

munication that became most prevalent remained correspondence. Although we
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Figure 16. Ford, Bacon & Davis Map of Lukens Steel Company (1927).

This map is adapted from a small blueprint image. It shows the size

and complexity of the plant and identified each building on the site.

The earliest portion of the plant is in the lower center.
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Figure 17. Ford, Bacon & Davis Map of Lukens Steel Company, continued.

The building attached to the Cooperative Store is the original Brandywine

Mansion. Most of these buildings, including the mansion, are intact,

providing an example of the industrial archaeology of steel.



often think of technical communication as manuals, documents, and test reports,

letter writing was the most prevalent form (as e-mail is today) and almost every-

thing, including technical material—was distributed by letter.

At the founding of Lukens Steel in 1810, there were one or two people

corresponding with the outside world by letter. During the Civil War years there

were about four people documenting their writing in the letterbooks. After the

addition of the first steam-powered mill in 1870, there were between 10 and 12

different hands writing in the letterbooks. By the early twentieth century most

managers were communicating within the plant by writing. By 1915 there were

so many different hands, voices, and methods of communication in the social

discourse community surrounding the production of plate steel, that it is difficult

to grasp the whole. This change was accompanied by increasing literacy on the

part of the workers and the introduction of the stenographer typist, who enabled

rapid and accurate transmission of written communication. From this point

forward, the growth in technical communication was exponential. It was also

essential for the success of the company. The use of words had become a

prerequisite for work.
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Conclusion

The structure of this book is based on the existing documents in the archives.

Therefore, the types of technical communication that I have described are specific

to Lukens Steel, not to industry as a whole. Other companies and other industries

will have different stories. This analysis is based on an overview of an archive—I

read and photographed the documents and then sorted them into groups by

similarities. I then separated the material into time periods by major changes

that occurred. The emerging types of communication then became the outline of

each chapter. In this analysis we can see that the first writing was accounting,

that quantitative record keeping came next, and that technical writing gradually

spread throughout the plant after those two methods were securely in place.

This story ends with another type of writing that it not entirely technical com-

munication—the emergence of modern management and its reporting systems.

Thus, this book begins and ends with forms of writing that are not technical

communication. The one constant is growth: once a new form of communication

emerged, it stayed and was joined by other forms.

The pattern that we can see in relation to social discourse communities is

that, over time, the community as a whole shifted from prediscursive (spoken)

communication to chirographic (written and drawn) communication. These dis-

courses did not produce what Foucault calls a monument, but instead they

produced material objects that we use in daily life. The discourses existed for

the purposes of knowledge generation, transfer, and storage. They existed in

order to solve problems. Unlike prose essays, fiction, or poetry, they were not

created by an individual expressing inner realities, they were created by groups

mediating collaborative realities. They were not written with intent to write,

they were written as part of everyday living, for survival. Foremen had to keep

track of the movements of railroad cars and supplies; mechanics had to explain

why a machine broke and how it could be fixed; puddle-mill managers had to

list who worked when and what they produced. The works manager, Charles

Lukens Huston, had to communicate with the outside world about specifications

for resilient steel, the open hearth men had to provide drawings and accounts of
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the construction and production of their furnaces, knowledge that was gained by

visits to other plants had to be shared in writing, and eventually, the stenographer

typist took over the mediation of this communication. It was a group product, a

group activity, and it had real effects within the world. It produced things that

could be touched, inhaled, heard, and seen. It is so integrated within our society

that we can barely see it separate from the working world.

In the evolution of technical communication at Lukens Steel, we can see how

literacy became an important asset in the workplace in the early twentieth century.

Prior to 1900 little technical communication took place; after 1900 it was a

requirement for any managerial position. A new type of worker appeared early

in the twentieth century, the stenographer typist, who could take the spoken

language of experts and make it accessible across time and space. Later another

new type of worker emerged, the consultant, who was able to analyze and

restructure organizations and did so largely through the medium of writing.

Writing became an essential part of the industrial process.

We often think of technical communication as dusty documents that sit, unread,

on the shelf. In reality, it is all around us. It is so ordinary that, like air and water,

we seldom appreciate its value. It has become a part of the way that we interact

with the world. The social discourse community that emerged at Lukens Steel

is only one example that has emerged within and between every organization

in the industrialized world. To create complex products we need to read, write,

and communicate constantly. Thus, the study of technical communication can

illuminate areas of the world that are still hidden by the camouflage of the

commonplace. By studying these areas we can take more responsibility for

our engagement with our world as it actually is, rather than as it should be.
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Glossary

Note: iron and steel terminology changed according to location, subindustry,

and era.

ASME: American Society of Mechanical Engineers, established in 1880 and

still active today.

ASTM: originally (1898) the American Section of the International Association

for Testing Materials, later (1902) American Society for Testing Materials;

an association of manufacturers, users, and government to collaborate to

define standards, still active today.

Bar Iron: a bar of wrought iron, semifinished for further working.

Bend Test: a test to record the ductility of steel. After bending to a specified

radius, the surface is examined for cracks.

Billet: a small bar of wrought iron or steel, semifinished for further working.

Bloom: a larger bar of wrought iron or steel, semifinished for further working.

Boiler Plate: rolled iron or steel used in the construction of steam boilers.

Dies: a piece of hard iron, placed in a mortar, to receive the blow of a stamp. Dies

are used to shape a wide range of metal tools.

Forge: a generic term for either the equipment or a place to shape hot metal; often

an open fireplace with forced draft for heating iron (or a building containing

several such fireplaces).

Flanging: making a rim, edge, or lip projecting from plate iron or steel.

Furnace, Puddling: a reverberatory furnace for pig iron in which the fuel is

separated from the metal and the iron is “stirred” until it takes on the desired

consistency.

Furnace, Open Hearth: a process in which iron, ore, and scrap are melted, with

the addition of chemicals, in a large reverberatory furnace, producing steel

poured into molds.

Furnace, Pit: a reverberatory furnace under floor level in which ingots from the

open hearth are placed for even cooling.
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Furnace, Reheating: in the early and mid-nineteenth century, a reverberatory

furnace in which puddled bars are piled and reheated preparatory to rolling.

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, a reverberatory furnace

in which ingots from the open hearth furnace are reheated prior to rolling.

Furnace, Reverberatory: a furnace in which the ore does not come into contact

with fuel (the flame passes over it).

Heads: flanged end-covers used in the construction of boilers.

Heat: a single batch of open hearth steel. Four to six heats were possible within

a 24-hour period.

Indicator Cards: a card with a diagram for recording data about the varying

pressure of steam (and thus power) in the cylinder of an engine during a

stroke.

Ingot: a block of malleable steel made by pouring from the Bessemer or open

hearth steel into a mold.

Pig Iron: crude cast iron from a blast furnace, so called because iron runs down

a central trench (sow) into perpendicular pigs.

Manhead: flanged cover for a manhole in a boiler.

Manhole: in a boiler, an opening for men to enter.

Mill: generic term for an entire rolling mill or its parts.

Mill, Finishing: a mill for the final stages of rolling.

Mill, Four-High: a rolling mill with four rolls, two that come in contact with the

steel and two to support them, made for rolling heavy thick plate.

Mill, Puddling: see Furnace, Puddling.

Mill, Reversing: a two-high mill in which the rolls can move in the same

direction or in opposite directions to pull the plate through and/or send it

back.

Mill, Rolling: a generic term for an entire rolling mill or rolling mill machinery.

Mill, Roughing: a mill for the first stage of reducing the size of the bloom or

billet for further rolling.

Mill, Slitting: an early mill with a rotating shear to cut thin plate into strips for

such products as nails.

Mill, Three-High: three rolls arranged one above the other so that the sheet can

pass through in both directions without handing it from the catchers to the

roller’s side.

Mill, Two-High: earliest form of rolling mill, with rolls that move at the same

speed in opposite directions to help pull the iron through.

Mill, Universal: a rolling mill with vertical, as well as horizontal rolls, to shape

the edge of the steel.

Nail Rod: iron plate that has been rolled to the appropriate thickness and cut in

a slitting mill, prior to being formed into nails.

Open Hearth: see Furnace, Open Hearth.

Patterns: a wooden model of machine parts used to form a sand mold for casting.

Plate: rolled iron or steel.
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Raceway: a man-made waterway, usually leading from a dam to a power a

waterwheel.

Rolling: shaping iron or steel by passing between two rolls.

Rolls: most often made of cast iron or steel, rolls consist of a body, neck (which

rests on chocks) and wobblers (with notches for gears to drive the rolls).

Segregation: the areas of different chemical composition in steel caused by

currents in the cooling ingot.

Slab: semifinished rolled steel, wider than it is thick.

Soaking Pit: See Furnace, Pit.

Steel: an alloy of iron and carbon. There are many types of steel with diverse

properties that are used for different purposes.

Tensile Strength: a measure of the breaking strength of metal.

Wrought Iron: malleable iron produced by hammering or rolling pig iron,

leaving some slag in it, and thus giving it a fibrous structure.
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